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The navigability of the Columbia River permits Portland,

Bated more than 100 miles inland from the Pacific Ocean, to function

as the major port of the state of Oregon. It could be expected: that the

waterfront spanning the greatest share of the distance between Portland

and the ocean should reflect a multitude of riverine functions asso-

ciated with a major water route. However, in spite of such expecta-

tion, even a cursory examination of the lower Columbia shoreline

reveals little specialized riverine use.

The purpose of this study is to synthesize and analyze the in-

formation and data relating to the lower Columbia riverfront. Such

analysis helps clarify the interrelationship which exists between the

sinuous strip of land fronting on the water and river use or nonuse.

The study is empirical and employs three basic geographic concepts:

resource utilization, spatial distribution and functional interaction.

Analysis explains the spatial distribution of riverfront land.

lo-



Distributive patterns of riverfront parcels according to physical and

economic characteristics are analyzed. The physical characteristics

of 1) size, 2) front footage, 3) slope, 4) mean water depth offshore

and 5) distance to the navigation channel; together with the economic

characteristics of value and demand are described.

Systematic interpretation of the data helps provide a realistic

perspective of riverfront resources which portend importance, but

which have lacked analysis. Utilization of the economic and physical

characteristics, identified above, provide a means of explaining some

of the interactions which exists between the waterfront parcels and the

river, between adjoining parcels and between the riverfront and its

hinterland.

Four hypotheses are tested. These are: 1) less than 20 percent

of the riverfront parcels make direct use of the river, 2) land owners

are rational managers and utilize their land for their greatest benefit,

3) municipalities have the greatest share of direct river use, and 4)

land value is not contingent upon direct river use. Each hypothesis is

tested by analyzing seven Columbia County zones and three Clatsop

County zones.

Analysis includes interrelating parcel utility with the physical-

dimensional variables and the monetary values of land value per acre

and total value per acre. The physical variables are correlated and

analyzed. Eight variables are arrayed by sequential data plots that

depict their distribution by quintiles for the 10 study zones. The data



plots also depict parcel utility according to four major uses: 1) direct

intensive river use, 2) direct extensive river use, 3) ronriver use

and, 4) nonuse.

Study findings reveal that the mix of the physical-dimensional

variables do restrict parcel utility. Depth 100 yards offshore from

the parcels, coupled with slope and parcel size, are factors which

limit river use. For the 572 shoreline study parcels in the two county

region the utility percentages for the 24, 774.65 acres are: direct

intensive river use, 28 percent; direct extensive river use, .9 percent

and nonriver use, 63 percent.

The hypothesis stating less than 20 percent of the parcels make

direct use of the river was rejected while all other hypotheses were

accepted. Research indicated that while over 60 percent of the study

acreage was not used for direct river use, nonriver use and often

nonuse were viable alternatives for land owners to pursue. A limited

portion of the riverfront is used for, or has the potential of being used

for, deep draft navigation and related industrial' uses. In the aggre-

. gate the study parcels encompass an overabundance of land not suited

for riverine functions related to waterborne commerce or industrial

uses dependent upon the river.

The lower Columbia River region has not succeeded in. establish-

ing a powerful sphere of influence, at least in part, because .it is

situated too close to the Portland metropolitan area. The majority

of the study parcels have limited riverine potential due to restrictive

qualities and due to competition from the Portland area. Although the

riverfront was once the dynamic hub of the two county region, it no

longer is and likely will not become so in the future.
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THE DISTRIBUTION, UTILITY AND DEMAND OF RIVERFRONT
LAND ON THE OREGON SHORE OF THE

LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER

I. INTRODUCTION

The navigability of the Columbia River permits Portland, lo-

cated more than 100 miles inland from the Pacific Ocean, to function

as the major port of the state of Oregon. It could be expected that the

waterfront spanning the greatest share of the distance between Portland

and the ocean should reflect a multitude of riverine functions asso-

ciated with a major water route. However, in spite of such expecta-

tion, even a cursory examination at the lower Columbia shoreline

reveals little specialized riverine use. Thus contingent upon one's

perception of resources, the Oregon riverfront likely represents a

possible wasted endownment or a challenge.

Viewed as a whole, the Oregon riverfront on the lower Columbia

River is a resource of undetermined utility. Functions of riverfront

land reflect variable use or nonuse of the river by both public and

private owners. Incomplete management of both land and water re-

sources occurs under the auspices of federal, state and local govern-

ments as well as by private enterprise. Even though many individuals

and public agencies are aware of the lower Columbia riverfront's

assets and liabilities, a cohesive perspective appears to be lacking.



Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to synthesize and analyze informa-

tion and data relating to the Oregon shore of the lower Columbia

riverfront. Such analysis will clarify the interrelationship which

exists between the sinuous strip of land fronting on the water and river

use or nonuse. The study is empirical and will employ three basic

geographic concepts: resource utilization, spatial distribution and

functional interaction.

First, analysis will explain, at least in part, reasons for utility

or nonutility of the riverfront resource. Systematic interpretation of

the data will help provide a realistic perspective of riverfront re-

sources which portend importance but which have lacked analysis.

Oregon interests can be enchanced if their share of the lower Columbia

riverfront resource is better identified and understood.

Second, analysis will explain the spatial distribution of the

physical characteristics of riverfront land and of riverfront land use.

Distributive patterns of riverfront parcels according to physical and

economic characteristics will be analyzed. The physical character-

istics of size, front footage, slope, mean water depth offshore, and

distance to the navigation channel; together with the economic char-

acteristics of value and demand will be described. Finally, both the

physical and economic factors will be evaluated with respect to their

2



locational advantages or disadvantages for riverine activities.

Third, a discussion of utilization will attempt to explain why

portions of the riverfront have remained dynamic since their develop-

ment, why other portions have undergone functional decay and why

much of the waterfront has never been developed. Utilization of the

economic and physical characteristics identified above, will provide

a means of explaining some of the interaction which exists between

the waterfront parcels and the river; between adjoining parcels, and

between the riverfront and its hinterland.

Analysis of the aforementioned riverfront characteristics will

not permit unequivocal interpretation. However, utilization of geo-

graphic concepts and techniques will provide insights into the patterns

of distribution, utility and demand of riverfront land so that the river-

front resource can be meaningfully examined and understood.

Riverfront land adjacent to navigable water is a diverse re-

source because it provides the interface for activity between land and

water resources. However, the presence of a resource is an insuffi-

cient reason for activity to occur at the waterfront or elsewhere.

Zimmerman's concept of resources indicates: " .. resources are not,

they become; they are not static, but expand and contract in response

to human wants and human actions" (Hunker, 1964, p. 21).

3



This study will examine interaction at the interface, commonly

recognized as the riverfront, by analyzing the human wants (resources

and demand) and human actions (utility) which occur on the Oregon

shore of the lower Columbia. River.

Selected Review of the Literature

A selected literature review is presented to provide a general

background on the topic of waterfront land and activities. Wherever

waterfronts occur, similar land and water uses tend to be manifest.

In some instances the uses are economically and environmentally

satisfying, in other cases the opposite is true. Certainly not all

waterfronts experience the same mix of problems or successes, but

in general the conditions for progress or stagnation stem from similar

situations. One familiar with a particular waterfront likely views its

situation as unique. However, the literature shows that only a speci-

fic waterfront location is unique; within some range of variation, all

waterfronts share common characteristics.

The selected literature reviewed largely consists of empirical

studies. There are two reasons for using such studies: 1) this thesis

is an empirical study, and 2) studies pertaining to specific water-

fronts tend to be empirical rather than theoretical in nature. Because

the purpose of the review is to focus upon waterfronts in general,

specific lower Columbia River information is cited only in a few



instances. Subsequent chapters will analyze lower Columbia river-

front data and situations.

The literature review is organized into four subtopics: water-

front characteristics, inland navigation characteristics, the role of the

port, and waterside industrial location and development. Each sub-

topic generally indicates the commonality of waterfront related re-

search and reveals similarities with the lower Columbia riverfront.

The causes and effects of decay are the primary focus of the

subtopic on waterfront characteristics. Decay is a characteristic

which is common to portions of the lower Columbia. River waterfront

and is relevant to this study.

The three remaining subtopics focus upon the conspicuous rela-

tionship between the waterfront and transportation. A lower Columbia

shoreline study cannot completely separate land use from the major

transportation conduit provided by the river. Thus, the purpose of

the inland navigation subtopic is to indicate the general status of this

activity. The relationship between inland navigation and waterfront

functions is also reviewed.

Because ports represent specialized types of waterfront land

uses, selected information relating to current trends is reviewed in

the port subtopic. These trends include the modernization of shipping

and concomitant changes in areal requirements.

5



The last subtopic considers aspects of waterside industrial

location and development in the United States. Industrial location

has become complex and is interrelated with a multitude of factors

which are beyond the scope of this study. However, the literature

does contain aspects of riverine development and industrial location

which provide insights for this study.

Waterfront Characteristics

A review of the literature indicates a variety of river basin

studies (Ullman, Boyce and Volk, 1962; Boyce, 1964; Focus on the

Hudson,. 1966; Gere, 1968; Columbia-North Pacific Region Compre-

hensive Framework Study 1972; Baron, Cecil and Tideman, 1972;

and Krutilla, 1960). However, it is important to note that these

general river basin studies do not include detailed waterfront research.

Several of the studies are economic surveys, while some in-

clude economic base analysis with theoretical or applied principles.

Usually all include comprehensive physical descriptions and the more

recent studies interrelate environmental and economic analysis. The

land and water resource base is generally surveyed on a broad scale,

focusing upon the regional impact of economic development or environ-

mental manipulation. The degree of importance actually given to the

river varies in the studies of basins and virtually none of the studies

6
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focus upon the interface of economic activity, namely the waterfront.

Unlike broad gauged river basin studies, waterfront studies are

of considerably smaller scale. The published waterfront studies fall

into two general categories: applied studies done by or for port cities;

or studies which represent independent or sponsored academic re-

search with a land use focus. Most of the available waterfront studies

relate to urban centers which are uncharacteristic of long reaches of

the lower Columbia.River below Portland. However, the general

content of all waterfront research reviewed does have relevance to

this study and a summary of findings is included. In addition to the

studies reviewed, undoubtedly a number of unpublished studies have

been conducted for local governments or ports, but these remain

unknown or unavailable to the writer.

Most of the studies are recent and are likely due to interest in

waterfront land created by the economic and social forces which have

prevailed during the past decade or two. During the 1960's interested

individuals and groups achieved new levels of awareness about water-

front land. The new awareness stemmed largely from environmental

concerns related to unsightliness as well as to more serious forms of

land and water pollution. Where concern culminated in waterfront

studies it was found that, although environmental degradation was

most evident, the causes of the problems generally had economic

roots. Further, regardless of what size waterfront was studied the
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pervasive problem in the empirical port or community studies ap-

peared to be some degree of underutilization or misuse, commonly

manifest as decay. Among the waterfront studies reviewed, decay is

the most notable characteristic discussed.

Positive waterfront characteristics include port capacity;

modernization of shipping or storage facilities, trade connectivity,

industrial potential and the generation of economic and recreational

opportunities. However, the positive characteristics are promotional

factors which are not normally the focus of waterfront studies.

Transportation or industrial trade journals routinely enumerate the

advantages of specific waterfronts in feature articles as well as in

advertisements.

It appears that waterfront studies, like other research, identify

problems and recommend corrective alternatives. Thus, the positive

characteristics will not be elaborated upon in this subtopic but will be

incorporated in the subsequent subtopics.

A Wisconsin (1968) publication and those by Wood (1965, 1967)

interrelate diverse causes of waterfront decay together with the

problems of renewal. Wood indicated that the shoreline is often a

neglected area because both land planners and water resource plan-

ners consider it a boundary of their interest areas and thus overlook

it. The cited publications also indicated that the causes of decay may

be related to water problems which progress inland or that the decay



may originate at an inland location and progress shoreward.

Over a given rangeWood noted that waterfront decay, is usually

the result of several factors. Physical forces such as siltation,

flooding and storms cause shoreline as well as structural change.

Stagnating water and other forms of pollution diminish desirability or

use. Waterfront areas once related to ship handling deteriorate when

nonuse or underutility occur. Nonuse, and ultimately decay, particu-

larly of docks, results from loss of specific cargo, increased vessel

size which renders older docks inadequate, competitive ports which

attract former trade, and the elimination of ferry docks as alterna-

tives are provided. Old docks deteriorate because viable new uses

are not always possible. Waterfront blight also results from deteri-

orating pilings, bulkheading, and shoreline retention structures.

Removal of such artifacts may be too costly, but their presence

inhibits other uses.

Wood attributed residential waterfront blight to poor housing

which might be considered inferior due to flooding, unstable soil,

insects, or dampness. He also stated that blight results from de-

terioration of summer mansions or cottages which might have been

converted to full year residences but which proved substandard or too

costly to maintain for permanent housing. Because the waterfront

historically represents areas of early settlement the vicissitudes of

age affect even quality structures.
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Finally Wood indicated that a rail line or main street paralleling

the waterfront effectively cuts it off from the rest of the city. Older,

narrow streets leading to waterfront terminals hinder the movement of

larger size trucks. Over time rail rates or service change. The end

result may be poor or inadequate land transport connectivity with

waterborne commerce. Coupled with the foregoing problems, aban-

donment of older terminals and warehouses often prove likely alterna-

tives to costly access improvements.

Although waterfront renewal is beyond the scope of this thesis,

due to its application to future waterfront usage, some alternatives

which are offered by Wood merit coverage. The first requisite of

renewal in any given place is a determination of the scarcity or over-

abundance of waterfront land. Either condition affects demand and

land value and possibly limits potential uses. Where scarcity pre-

vails the more familiar forms of "made land" are created from dredge

spoil or land fill. In addition, where space is in demand and cost

obviates the removal of pilings and narrow ship slips, the filling in

of such areas permits horizontal growth waterward. Where urban

renewal projects occur, demolished buildings can provide fill material

between older docks. If a scarcity of recreational facilities exists,

piers no longer handling commerce can be converted to moorings for

pleasure craft or fill can create open space.
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Where waterfront space is overabundant Wood noted that selec-

tive structural clearance and rearrangement of commercial enter-

prises afford renewal alternatives. Such procedures can lessen

administrative and financial justification for channel clearance and

shoreline maintenance where the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

requires jurisdictional sponsors. Further, rearrangement of the

waterfront can improve transport efficiency, reduce the effects of

pollution, permit the consolidationof smaller parcels into more effec-

tive units, enhance land values, and create pleasurable areas for

diverse uses.

Waterfront renewal requires two inputs: individual or group

effort and capital. Government funds, largely federal, are available

for qualifying waterfront renewal projects. However, whether or not

individuals of any given community or region rank waterfront renewal

with high priority, is likely a function of their economic and environ-

mental perception, and is beyond the scope of this discussion.

Kelnhofer (1967) provided additional insights into fundamental

waterfront problems. First he noted that a conflict of interests exists

between the governmental agencies involved. He felt the conflict

exists because there is a lack of coordination between metropolitan

agencies which develop authorization plans for waterfronts and the

state governments which cannot meet the municipal expectations be-

cause of fund restrictions. Kelnhofer also indicated that urban
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planners often cannot say how they want the river used, while river

basin planners cannot forecast what river uses may develop. The

foregoing sentence supports Wood's observation that the shoreline

becomes neglected, often experiencing only fragmentary planning.

Kelnhofer indicated that the reconciliation of conflicts might best be

accomplished through an incentive system provided and funded at the

federal level. Balchen and Linville (1971) recognized that waterfront

problems are compounded due to jurisdictional and ownership issues

concerning the boundary marking the river's edge, such as the high

or low water line.

The foregoing discussion indicates that waterfronts are replete

with problems. Many of the problems reflect the aging process

characteristic of older, settled areas. However, aging is a relative

process and resilience to morphological changes in functions also in-

dicate waterfront viability. Some waterfront areas sustain aging and

functional changes well as a consequence of luck or foresight and

planning while others are able to remedy a lack of foresight or mis-

fortune through renewal. Many waterfront areas have decayed and

will continue as a pervasive part of the unkempt landscape for unde-

terminable periods.

One of the more comprehensive and detailed waterfront studies

was, understandably, conducted for the nation's most active port,

New York. The bulk of the New York port activity is not located in
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New York City, but on New Jersey shorelines (New Jersey, 1962).

New Jersey's role as New York City's port stems from an early focus

which facilitated good rail transferability. Another early practice was

to relegate industries which generated nuisances such as smoke, odor,

noise and fire hazard to the waterfront and away from New York City.

In a 1962 study of waterfront land the Port of New York tried to

determine: 1) if waterfront land was being used properly for water-

way related functions, 2) if marginal waterfront use was forcing the

disadvantageous location of new facilities, and 3) what relationship

undeveloped land had to future needs. For the comprehensive inven-

tory of the waterfront, the study group devised a two word classifica-

tion scheme, where the first word described the relationship of the

river to shoreline land uses and the second word described the

intensity of waterfront development. The classification results for the

348, 437 feet (65.9 miles) of waterway frontage are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Relativity and Intensity of Northeast New Jersey Waterfront
Development, 1962.

Use % Use %

Related, intense 39.7 Unrelated, underused 3.6

Related, underused 10.1 Total Developed 68.4

Semi-related, intense 7.8 Vacant, abandoned 3.0

Semi- related, underused 10.4 Vacant, underdeveloped 23.5

Unrelated, intense 6.8 Total Vacant 26.5

Public and semi-private 5.. 1

Source: New Jersey Dept. Conservation and Economic Development,
1962, p. 10.
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The foregoing table indicates that 58 percent of the frontage use

is related or semi-related to the waterway while the remainder of the

privately owned land is not. Vacant land accounts for 26. 5 percent

and is likely related to problems of underuse or misuse. Although

there was a surplus of vacant land in 1962, much was unsuitable for

use. The vacant, underdeveloped land generally requires physical

improvement and capital investment in the form of fill or improved

accessibility.

The Port of New York study recognized the need for a regional

focus of waterfront and waterway uses. The study recommendations

included methods to preserve the waterfront for specialized uses such

as providing exclusive waterfront zoning and creating land banks.

The land bank concept would permit interim, reversible, waterfront

uses such as marinas and recreation until such time as permanent

waterway uses related to shipping or industry developed. The need

to measure and regulate nuisance type industries which tend to be

relegated to the waterfront areas were also encouraged. Finally

government action was recommended to stimulate waterfront develop-

ment and redevelopment.

Without focusing on a specific waterfront, Muncy (1964) felt that

planners and policy makers underestimated the potential need of urban

waterfronts. She further indicated that the potential of water transport
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was undervalued by decision makers because of their preoccupation

with railroad and highway transport. Muncy suggested that vacant

waterfront land should be preserved for later expansion because she

foresaw problems of diminishing land supply, a rising demand for

industrial sites on navigation channels and competition from recre-

ational and residential uses. Muncy recommended that to increase

the supply of waterfront land it would be necessary to create land fills,

clear usable land, reclaim land by diking and draining, and identify

and reserve new vacant waterfront land as it occurred.

A Bridgeport, Connecticut study (1969) appears to both corrobor-

ate and negate Muncy's recommendations detailed above. The

Bridgeport study indicated waterfront problems included the existence

of decay, the presence of pollution, conflicting land uses and the

underdevelopment of potential economic resources. In 1969

Connecticut had 46, 000 acres of franchise, lease and public shellfish

grounds as part of its wetland resource base. A total of 6, 450 acres

of such grounds were located shoreward of three municipalities in-

cluded in the Bridgeport study. During the period 1954-1964, the

study indicated that some 2, 179 acres of productive shellfish grounds

were lost. Forty-eight percent of the loss was attributed to land fills

and fourteen percent to waste disposal while the remainder was in

miscellaneous activities (Bridgeport, 1969, p. 11, 17). In the case

of Bridgeport it appears that land fills compete with rather than
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complement the existing wetlands resources.

A Sheboygan, Wisconsin study (1967) indicated that Great Lake

shorelines suffered from problems similar to coastal regions.

Specifically:

Many Great Lake cities have idle water frontage. In fact
along a total of 70 miles of waterfront adjacent to deep
draft navigation channels in 17 Wisconsin ports and harbors
only 20 percent is devoted to cargo handling (Sheboygan,
1967, p. 24).

To remedy its waterfront problems, Sheboygan was advised to

instill more aggressive port management, extend-its railroad service,

renew and rehabilitate the residential area, provide additional recrea-

tion boating facilities, and to update codes and ordinances to ensure

better shoreline maintenance.

Writing in quite a different context than specific community

studies, Parson (1970) indicated that no matter how busy a port might

be at any particular time, most of the port space remains idle or

unoccupied most of the time. He expressed the view that idle capacity

was a luxury most cities could not afford. However, idle capacity is

both difficult and costly to remedy.

In an Urban Land Institute study, Rick (1964) acknowledged the

evidence of waterfront decay as well as some degree of inactivity.

He attributed these problems to very high capital costs necessary to

make waterfront land usable for commercial or residential uses.
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Thus, he indicated the visual image of continual waterfront decay is

due to cost.

Sonstegaard and Lilly (1969) focused upon the developmental

potential of riverfront land along the 304 miles of improved channel

on the Arkansas River. Anticipating the often characteristic and

irreversible misuse or underutility of riverfront land, they, offered

recommendations to avoid such problems in the improved and develop-

ing region. Several of the recommendations echo renewal proposals

and offer techniques requiring public action to preserve the riverfront

for related uses. The recommendations offered by the authors are

somewhat idealistic. In several instances the recommendations and

techniques suggested would likely, require the passage of controversial

enabling legislation.

The literature reviewed in the preceding pages is representative

of empirical studies of waterfront land. In most cases the author(

or committees were affiliated with waterfront related study groups or

associated employment. The next group of studies represent academic

research efforts and characterize the waterfront through various land

use approaches.

In a 1968 article Kenyon distinguished between the marine water-

front and the build-up waterfront. For his research he defined the

former as land adjacent to actively-used general cargo terminals and

that which lies within 1, 000 feet of the shoreline. In addition to the two
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criteria he defined above the built-up waterfront included land which

lies landward of the main rail corridor which normally parallels the

shore and land which is platted in the normal city block pattern.

Waterfront land which does not fit either criterion is excluded from

his study.

The thrust of Kenyon's research is upon the land use admixture

of the built-up waterfront of six southeastern United States port cities.

With rigorous attention to detail, Kenyon classified and documented

land use. His findings further support waterfront trends, for example:

The distribution of land use reveals that more than half
the total floor space within 1000 feet of the general cargo-
handling harbor front is not involved in port activity at
all, nor is it oriented to the local neighborhood. More
than half comes under "other." As such it represents a
variety of activities which take advantage of available
space, but which might as well be located elsewhere in
the city. . . Much is older, obsolescent, multi-story
buildings and is thus available at moderate or low price.. .
(Kenyon, 1968, p. 172-173).

Kenyon developed two Indexes, the Index of Admixture and the

Index of Blight. The former measures neighborhood activities against

forms of non-neighborhood activities. The latter takes dilapidated

dwellings as a percentage of all dwelling units, and overcrowding as

a percentage of all occupied dwellings. For the admixture index

Kenyon computed neighborhood-port admixture, neighborhood-vacant,

neighborhood-other and neighborhood with all non-neighborhood use.

In general he concluded that what was true for the neighborhood-port

index was also true for the other indices.
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Forward conducted land use studies in four Canadian cities

(1969) and six Australian state capitals (1970). In both studies he

focused upon a 200 foot wide strip of the waterfront. For the Canadian

harbors, the total shoreline ranged from 5 to 70 miles, while in

Australia the metropolitan area shorelines ranged from 40 to 280

miles. Land uses were mapped according to the Canadian Standard

Industrial Classification.

With the exception of St. John's, one overrriding conclusion can

be drawn from Forward's studies. Waterfront transportation and

services use relatively little frontage and certainly non-water related

uses occupy significant portions of the waterfront. Forward attributed

the variation in land use to harbor size, shape, and depth more than

to cultural or economic factors.

Solzman (1969) indicated that the south branch of the Chicago

River and portions of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal were once

important for industrial location. Based upon an empirical survey,

he reported that while 78 percent of the described waterway is de-

veloped, only one-half of its sited establishments are direct users of
the waterway (Solzman, 1969, p. 457-8). He further noted that water-

way-using establishments, such as storage facilities, tended to be low

intensity land users, that the polluted nature of the stream tended to

depress waterway land values and that in the present century the water-

way has impeded rather than enchanced the free access and uniform
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development of urban growth patterns. Finally, contingent upon

potential alternatives, Solzman suggested:

... the best development for close-in riverfront lands may
well be for parks and recreational uses to enhance the
"image" of the central city and to upgrade the amenities
and quality of life in this area. Perhaps such non-indus-
trial uses will ultimately prove to be of the greatest
benefit to the city (Solzman, 1969, p. 462).

In conclusion it is apparent waterfronts share similar back-

grounds and possibly similar futures. As the American economy

continues to evolve, waterfronts will likely continue to play important,

as well as evolving roles.

Inland Navigation Characteristics

Inland navigation is important to this thesis because the study

region is concerned with about the first 100 miles of waterfront land,

inland from the Pacific Ocean, on the Oregon shore of the Columbia

River. It follows that some land uses are related to inland naviga-

tional functions. From its mouth to Portland and Vancouver, a dis-

tance of about 110 miles, the Columbia River is navigable by inland

and coastwise barges as well as by ocean going vessels drawing less

than 35 to 40 feet of water. The Columbia is navigable by barge for a

distance of 340 miles, and, together with Puget Sound and the

Sacramento-San Joaquin River system represents one of the major

navigable inland waterways on the west coast of the United States.
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Inland navigation is not evenly distributed throughout the United

States. Excluding about 1800 miles of Great Lakes water routes,

there are about 29, 000 miles of channelized waterways in the United

States which carry about 10 percent of the domestic trade (Becht,

1970, p. 40). In excess of 15, 000 miles have operating depths of nine

feet or more and, with the exception of the New York Barge Canal, all

inland waterways are maintained under federal projects (Big Load

Afloat, 1966, p. 38). Although deep by inland standards and signifi-

cant in the West it is obvious the Columbia River represents but a

small fraction of this nation's inland waterways.

Movement on the inland waterways consists largely of barge

traffic which transports mainly bulk commodities ranging from 300 to

3, 000 tons per barge (Becht, 1970, p. 35). The same author noted:

... the top 12 commodities, in terms of volume, account
for over 85 percent of all tonnages moved on the inland
waterways... coal, sand and gravel, petroleum and
petroleum products, and grain and soybeans account for
the preponderance of the traffic (Becht, 1970, p. 35).

Low value, bulk commodities are generally moved by the least

costly transport mode available. Water transport tends to be the least

costly because water usage is free to the shipper. Unlike railroads

which must bear capital costs for rails or right-of-ways, trucks which

often pay highway user charges or pipelines which must pay for right-

of -way acquisitions, inland waterways utilize a free, public resource.
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Due to the importance of navigation during the early develop-

ment of the United States, all navigable streams were accorded federal

jurisdiction. In the modern period it has been argued that inland

navigation is privileged while other transport modes are not. How-

ever, numerous attempts to legislate waterway user charges have

failed (Blood, 1972; Charles River Associates, 1970). Thus far the

waterway lobby has succeeded in forestalling fee policy changes.

In addition to providing the least costly mode of transport,

where inland waterways provide competition, railroad fees tend to be

lower for cargo movement. The depressed rail rates are most evi-

dent where grain moves from the interior by rail and barge.

Although barges continue to move bulk commodities, technology

has modernized this mode considerably. Mechanization permits rapid

loading and unloading of dry or liquid bulk. In addition, many barges

accommodate standardized intermodal container modules used in the

transport industry. Increasingly barges participate in intermodal

connectivity with motor, rail or sea movement. Some barges ply

inland and oceanic waters, thus eliminating transshipment. Modern-

ized towboats and tugboats have increased weight and stress capa-

cities, and are equipped with radio and radar systems to permit

continuous operation. All these factors have somewhat helped rejuven-

ate the inland navigation industry from the decline it suffered with the

onset of the rail era at the end of the last century.
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In spite of the modernization of navigation noted above, many

river ports and cities remain in the economic doldrums. A Southern

Illinois University study (1968) noted that viable river ports have

active waterfronts which provide port functions as well as ancillary

and auxiliary services. The study continued:

However, it should be noted that in each case the hinter-
land area, rather than the river landing, creates and
sustains communities... patrons--rather than carriers
or communities- -provide facilities for cargo transfer
between land and water. (A study of river ports... 1968,
p. 12).

Thus, port viability is tied to productive hinterlands rather than

available navigability. River basins with limited productivity or de-

clining economic bases simply cannot sustain dynamic ports.

Developing regions may achieve a desired potential provided their

natural and human resource bases have comparative advantages.

Some of the shallower, nine foot channels with complex lock systems

of the midwest and eastern United States continue to support numerous

river ports because of the highly productive hinterland of the American

manufacturing belt. Becht (1970) and Bird (1971) noted that hinterland

productivity also is the sustaining force of the modern seaport.

There is a considerable body of literature which relates spe-

cifically to inland navigation, such as operating costs, rates, carrier

regulations and technological changes. All these factors have indirect,

if not direct, bearing upon waterfront utility, but they are beyond the

,
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scope of this study. However, inland transport policy merits some

discussion.

Blood (1972) argues that a cohesive body of national water policy

is nonexistent and that one cannot place inland waterway policy into

such a context. Inland waterway policy, or a lack of such, appears to

be a step-child of transport policy and water resource policy handled

by several federal agencies. Dating back to the Interstate Commerce

Commission Act of 1887, several statutes affect water transport.

Among these are the Transportation Acts of 1920 and 1940, the

Merchant Marine Act of 1936 and the Water Resources Planning Act of

1965. The latter act is important because it established the Water

Resources Council which, among other things, is charged with policy

responsibilities relating to current and future conservation, develop-

ment and utilization of water and related land resources.

The Water Resource Council has suggested four criteria for

waterway development. These include: 1) maximization of the gross

national product, 2) maximization of the gross regional product, 3)

optimization of the environment, and 4) maximization of general

welfare (Rainer and White, 1971). If the act is implemented, the four

criteria will have far reaching effects.

Blood (1972) noted that, in light of the quantity of public invest-

ment related to public projects, there is an astonishingly small

amount of information and research pertaining to waterway economics.
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He further noted that there is increasing complexity in public ex-

penditure analysis which results in competition for public funds, and

that complex, non-traditional criteria are being introduced into the

decision making framework.

The inland waterways trade organization is the Water Resource

Congress which was formed by consolidation of the Water Resources

Associated (WRA) and the National Rivers and Harbors Congress

(NRHC) in March of 1971. The Water Resources Congress espouses

a philosophy that an accelerated public works program on a broadened

scope is in the best interest of America. They further recommend

expeditious execution of their philosophy for the benefit of man and

the environment (Merger of WRA and NRCC, 1971).

The preceding review has related but a few of the complexities

of inland water transportation. If resource and transportation policies

result in the effectuation of economic and environmental goals the

waterfronts of the inland waterways should experience considerable

impact.

The Role of the Port

Modern day trends in oceanic and inland shipping are part of an

overall transportation revolution. Current topics which affect United

States ports are port concentration, port specialization, and port

space requirements. First, the force of inertia, coupled with financial
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viability is concentrating an increasingly larger share of cargo move-

ment into relatively fewer but major ports ("Daniel, 1966; Kenyon,

1970; Mayer, 1973). Secondly, one class of cargo tends to dominate

traffic in every port, even major ones. Larger ports tend to have

greater cargo diversity while smaller ports may be restricted to very

few commodities (Carter, 1962; Kenyon, 1970). Finally, port space

requirements are changing due to the modernization of shipping

(Mayer, 1973). Established ports tend to have space problems; addi-

tional space for expansion is unavailable or too costly; or conversely,

available space is underutilized or unusable. In the subsequent chap-

ter these trends will be discussed in relation to lower Columbia ports.

Because ports provide isolated points of interaction on navigable

water, all the foregoing trends may have positive or adverse affects

on shoreline development. Forecasting is not the purpose of the

thesis, but interrelationships of the foregoing factors may help explain

shoreline activity or inactivity.

Both port concentration and specialization are occurring be-

cause larger ports can best meet the necessary capital intensive

requirements. Modern efficiencies related to the economics of scale

require specially installed cargo handling equipment for container and

bulk cargo. Such financial outlays can best be sustained by ports

which handle cargo high in quantity and/or quality. Seaport and
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inland port agencies are generally financed by municipal or local

revenues, rather than by state or federal assistance, thus, size and

influence are assets for ports.

Exceptions exist, but generally smaller ports are unable to

compete with the inertia of locational advantage and political influence

established by larger ports. Historically, water transport was ex-

tremely important in this nation's development. Many urban centers

owe their origin to early port functions. As other transport modes

developed they exerted stiff competition to water transport and its

related ports. Those ports which were diversified and well estab-

lished tended to sustain their power in the face of competition.

Today's more eminent ports owe their status to the influencing force

of inertia (Kenyon, 1970). The degree of port concentration or spe-

cialization has been shaped somewhat by whatever level of inertia

was achieved by the advent of the modern transport revolution. Cer-

tainly port growth or decline cannot be precluded because of inertia,

but neither can its importance be ignored.

Established linkages are magnets which help major ports sus-

tain their viability. Unless smaller ports can meet the physical and

financial requirements for a competitive transport interface, the

likelihood of their usurping significant traffic from major ports ap-

pears minimal. Providing terminal space and attendant needs are

not the major problems of smaller ports. The greatest obstacle is
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probably the difficulty of overcoming locational advantages of viable

ports, particularly of existing feeder routes and trunk lines. Estab-

lished multimode interfaces are, therefore, another factor attributing

to concentrated port activity.

Concentration is not a new condition. Based on 1956 data

Carter (1962) conducted a comparative analysis of United States ports.

On a tonnage basis he found:

The top ten (ports) collectively handle over one-third of
the gross total tonnage of the United States, and the leading
20 ports aggregate one-half the total volume (Carter,
1962, p. 164).

Tonnage alone can be a misleading statistic in port analysis

because ports which handle heavy, bulk commodities achieve high

rankings. If ports are ranked according to value of commodities

handled, the array will generally exclude the bulk commodity ports,

but will retain the major ports which handle diversified cargo. By

analyzing both values, the degree of concentration becomes apparent

among major ports while specialization becomes identifiable among

other ports.

Like concentration, specialization is not a new trend. Carter

(1962) found that one commodity class accounted for 50 percent or

more of a typical port's traffic in 1956. With the exception of three

of the 60 ports studied, he found that petroleum products, coal, iron

ore, or sand, gravel, and crushed rock led the tonnage moved.
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Because Carter studied only ports handling more than four million

tons, his findings may not apply to all small ports. However, spe-

cialization is a consistent characteristic of even smaller ports, as

will be shown in the next chapter with respect of the lower Columbia

River ports.

In addition to understanding the concepts of port concentration

and specialization the significance of modernizing trends which affect

the spatial needs of ports merits discussion. Modernization of cargo

handling and transport modes tend to reinforce port concentration or

specialization.

Perhaps the most important modernizing trend is what is being

called a transportation revolution. The revolution results largely from

innovations in carrier design for all transport modes, water, rail,

motor, and air. In the past the various transport modes operated in-

dependently of each other. Each mode maintained carrier dimensions

which were useful to them, but which were incompatible with other

modes. Whenever cargo required transshipment, total disassembly

and reassembly of shipments was normally required. Today, much

general, non-bulk, cargo is handled in standardized containers which

can be transferred efficiently between modes.

Because containerization has created a significant impact on

shipping, further elaboration is merited. In 1954, the Interstate
t

Commerce Commission authorized the use of containers. During the
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early period of authorization, container use was adopted by the rail-

roads and motor carriers, particularly for less than carload cargo.

By the end of the 1960's, container operations were also an integral

part of maritime trade, both in special container vessels and some

general cargo vessels that warranted their use (Mayer, 1973).

Modern container vessels achieve fast cruising speeds, and if

special equipment is available, the vessels can load and discharge

within a working day. Contrasted to the older, conventional general

cargo operations, capabilities provided by container vessels and

terminals mean that tremendous efficiencies of scale can be achieved.

Nationally and internationally, changes created by modernization

of port facilities have resulted in an intensification of labor and equip-

ment. In the aggregate changes in cargo movement have rendered

some relatively new carriers, and the more conventional ports and

terminals obsolete, thus creating the need for not only new carrier

design but also new handling facilities. Because the capital outlay

for new facilities is great, one result has been port concentration and

specialization discussed earlier.

Modern facilities for expeditious handling require space needs

quite different from the past. Mayer summarizes these well:

... efficient operations require extensive areas of land.
Whereas the general cargo vessel of a few years ago
typically used about 500 feet of berthage and in American
ports tied up on one side of a narrow finger pier, the
modern container ship, although needing only 700 or
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800 feet of berthage, requires 30 acres, or more, of
backup land area. The general cargo ship, turning
around in port in about 10 days, could load or discharge,
for example, 2, 000 tons per day. The container ship
of 25, 000 tons, turning around in one day, loads and
discharges 25,000 tons, or more than 10 times as much.
The stacking, sorting, and maneuvering of the containers
for efficient handling on and off the vessel necessitate
extensive land areas back of the wharf.... The drafts
of even the largest container ships do not exceed 33 to
35 feet, and thus, fortunately, harbor depths in many
existing major ports do not -prevent access by such
vessels (Mayer, 1973, p. 150).

It has been estimated that by 1980 potentially 80 percent of all

general cargo will be in containers (Shipping, 1967). It is projected

that containers will approximately double the utility of general vessels.

However, smaller ports will need dual purpose equipment to accom-

modate containers and other cargo. Larger ports are constructing

special container terminals when space can be acquired.

The acquisition of additional space for modern quays and backup

areas is a problem facing ports today. Kenyon (1970) noted some port

hinterlands are delineated by the overnight truck delivery zone, thus

also necessitating truck parking space.

Where possible, the desirable alternative to contiguous spatial

expansion of existing port sites is the acquisition of land near deep

water and away from congested central ports. Another alternative is

demolition and reconstruction of older, possibly decaying, water-

fronts. In either case, cost is likely considerable and becomes a

serious problem for economically marginal ports.
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Waterside Industrial Location and Development

Waterside industrial locations are frequently causal factors in

regional economic development. Because America has developed, and

is continuing to develop, along waterways, inland lakes, and coastal

margins, the presence of navigable waterways purportedly provides

the catalyst for industrialization.

Writing in 1973, the president of the American Waterways

Operators (AWO) indicates that there are 25, 543 miles of commer-

cially navigable waterways. During the period 1952-1972, AWO plant

construction and expansion records show 8, 641 waterside plant

developments involving total capital investments of approximately

$143 billion (C arr,. 1973, p. 27). In 1960, the waterside developments

generated 457 million tons of freight into the waterways; by 1973, the

tonnage had risen to 560 million tons (Ports intensity... 1966, p. 70;

Carr, 1973, p. 27). Among the reasons cited for waterway plant

location is, of course, the cost advantage of barge shipment.

Specifically, the AWO indicates the average cost of barge movement

is 0. 3 cents per ton-mile, while the rate averages: for rail are 1. 5

cents, truck service 6. 5 cents, and air freight 20 cents (Carr, 1973,

p. 27).

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) likely provides one of

the best known examples of regional development programs. During
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the period 1933 to 1966, over $1. 3 billion were invested in 133 in-

dustrial plants in the 650 mile river valley (TVA,. 1966, p. 3). Ninety-

nine percent of the investment occurred after 1945 and 50, percent

after 1957.

Another study relates indirectly to Appalachia's 1500 mile

navigation system. Appalachian waterside counties experienced

greater growth of population and disposable income than did inland

counties. Reasons given for the reported growth were not that the

industries directly dependent upon water transportation were labor

intensive, but that these industries in turn provided low cost supplies

which did generate labor intensive industries (The Waterways of

Appalachia, 1967).

Yet another example relates to the Ohio Valley Improvement

Association. Counties bordering on the Ohio River reported total

investments of $25. 3 billion for major plant construction and expansion

from 1950-1966 (The Inland Waterways, 1969, p. 50). The relation-

ship was indirect, where barged coal provided low cost electricity

which in turn attracted other industries, such as the aluminum in-

dustry. Another factor was that barge traffic kept rail rates down.

The fallacy of making waterside and non-waterside county com-

parisons lies in the fact that different regions with differing and

heterogeneous topography, climatic patterns, and resources provide

poor comparability. An Inland Waterways study (1969 noted that
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neither counties nor communities located on navigable waterways are

equally favored because industry tends to concentrate on access

routes to diverse markets. As can be observed, industrial and trans-

portation activities are located at select points on waterways as well

as inland. One observer noted that growth through water-based

development should be measured against what growth would be without

the waterway. Comparisons should not be made between a water-

based location and a non-water location because waterways generate

activity far inland (The Inland Waterways... 1969). For example,

developments on the Mississippi River generate jobs and incomes in

the wheat fields of the interior, as Columbia River locations do the

Palouse and other interior grain production areas.

In addition to the obvious relationship to water transportation

numerous other factors affect water site plant locations. In its sixth

annual survey, Industrial Development (1965) published a very

thorough site selector's guide to water sites. Included in the guide

were over 100 items for investigation. In addition to the broad and

detailed categories of multimode transportation and energy require-

ments there were a number of categories related to water and waste

disposal, such as the volume of surface water, stream pollution,

regional water situation, local water supply, ground water (wells),

sewage disposal, and garbage and trash disposal. The guide listed

deep water sites, barge sites and process water sites. Hundreds of
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sites were well described indicating aggressive promotion by port

authorities and land developers. For the lower Columbia,River region

the Port of Portland listed Rivergate and Swan Island property.

Port authorities and agencies have become actively involved in

land development on waterside and non-waterside locations for a num-

ber of reasons. Among these are the need to raise sources of revenue

by developing captive businesses which will generate terminal charges,

long term leases or increased port services for export, import or

local trade. Competitive economies necessitates ports seek industry

within the immediate port area or within a 50 mile drayage area

(Ports Intensify, 1961; Bird, 1972). Some ports reserve waterfront

land solely for port functions, but procure and lease upland back of

the port to industrial users. If feasible, ports create or improve land

through the use of dredge spoils or other fill materials. In a 1961

survey conducted by Industrial Development of 58 port groups, over

one-half indicated that they either maintained a full-time industrial

development department or had personnel assigned to this task.

Kenyon (1970) indicated that port growth has occurred as a result of

expansion and diversification of the American economy and industry,

as well as by diversion of trade from smaller ports to larger ports.

Thus, with increased competition, it is likely that the most aggressive

ports consider water and non-water oriented industrial development

necessary.
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With respect to the Portland metropolitan area specifically, the

1960 Land for Industry included analysis of waterfront needs. While

the scope of the study was much broader than the waterfront, the

recommendations also applied to riverfront land. In.general, the

study concluded the Portland metropolitan area needed to improve

and develop land which had been designated for industrial use.

While a number of individuals or groups speak strongly for

waterside industrial location, or transportation oriented location in

general, a few studies present modified views.

In 1960, White questioned the role of water in the past and

possibly in the future as a major factor in industrial location. He

stated that the importance of water in industrial location has possibly

been overemphasized.

Solzman's study (1966) of the Chicago waterway noted that, as

other transport modes developed, the number of direct waterway users

declined. In addition, frontage development on the waterway outside

the city limits was greater than within the city limits, reflecting the

waterway's declining strength as a locational force in the central city.

Solzman elaborated:

Benefits accruing to industries possessing waterfront sites
must not be overlooked, but there is no evidence to indi-
cate that waterfront sites necessarily carry high values
in central cities, that they attract industry to a greater
extent than do competing industrial areas, or that they
act to retain industries on site longer than is average
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for industrial occupance. From the comments of execu-
tives interviewed, expressway access and central
position with respect to markets seem to overwhelm
all other local conditions (Solzman, 1966, p. 2).

Establishments making direct use of the waterway according to

Standard Industrial Code; (S. I. C.) divisions were as follows: manu-

facturing, 42 percent; transportation, communication and utilities,

42 percent; and wholesale trade, 58 percent. Conversely, the

percentages were 54, 53, and 42 respectively for establishments

making no use of the waterway (Solzman,. 1966, p. 50). A small

percentage of the establishments used the waterway indirectly. A

comparison of the establishments making direct use of the waterway

in the past, with estimated future use reflected a declining trend,

while the values for establishments making no use of the waterway

reflected an increasing trend for the S. I. C. divisions cited above.

Solzman provided a detailed discussion of the various types of

waterway users which cannot be adequately condensed. However, it

is significant to note that 82 percent of the firms using the waterway

directly utilized it for transportation (Solzman, 1966, p. 64). Further,

although the number of establishments making direct use have de-

clined, the total tonnage moved on the waterway has increased.

Direct waterway using establishments also use their land extensively

and hire fewer employees than do non-users. Such a situation results

from the nature of storage and truck terminal requirements.
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Land value analysis revealed that land adjacent to the Chicago

waterway appeared to be depressed in value, relative to land away

from the water. Solzman noted the variation in the pattern of de-

pressed values seemed to reflect a random character and was likely

due to local conditions. He further noted that reasons other than

location and surroundings also accounted for the difference in land

values. Finally, he stated:

The land value profiles developed in this study strongly
suggest that, if waterfront property does carry a premium,
it is slight compared to the premium paid for a central
position... centrality remains, even along a linear and
highly localized resource, the dominant factor in the
level of urban industrial land values (Solzman, 1966,
p. 82).

A Charles River Associates research study, The Role of

Transportation in Regional Economic Development (1971), interrelates

theory and application. Tracing economic development in this nation,

the study noted industrial locational shifts and a decentralization trend

of industry due to market rather than raw material orientations. The

study also noted an increased emphasis on services rather than com-

modities which has resulted in the agglomeration of urban economies.

The distribution of footloose industries throughout the country was

also noted. With reference to the role of transportation to industry

and economic development, one conclusion reached was:

On the whole, transport will not greatly influence the
shape of future regional development in the United States,
although under certain circumstances it may help a
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region to capture a fair share of a decentralizing in-
dustry. In this respect, service considerations more
than costs may determine the attractiveness of a particu-
lar network. The diminishing role of transportation in
influencing location choices should not be too surprising
in a country where the network is very extensive already
(Kraft, Meyer, Valette, 1971, p. 35).

If one applies the study's findings with respect to transportation

and industrial development in general to the role of water transporta-

tion, particularly inland navigation, it appears that the location ad-

vantages of waterside industry are becoming less important. If the

importance of waterside location is narrowed to those industries

which need such a location as opposed to all industry, the role of

transportation may be different. Continuing research, such as that

of the Charles River Study, will likely affect developmental policy,

funding and decision making by government and industry in the future.

Finally, in conclusion of the review of the literature two points

are noteworthy. First, it is recognized that a number of the empiri-

cal studies were promotional and accordingly reflected some bias.

Second, in a few instances applicability of the review to the lower

Columbia riverfront may be impractical because much of the litera-

ture has an urban focus. However, although the intensity of water-

front uses differs between urban centers and the study region the

writer submits that the cause and effect relationships remain

strikingly similar and thus merited review.
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II. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY REGION

The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of the

lower Columbia River region. The background information relating

to the lower Columbia River region includes a discussion of its popula-

tion distribution and selected economic data, and a regional perspec-

tive of the Columbia. River and Portland's role as Oregon's primate

city. Although not included within this study, Portland warrants

special attention, as will be hypothesized later, because it strongly

influences economic activities in the lower Columbia. River region.

Concluding the overview is a comparative analysis of the lower

Columbia River ports.

The term "lower Columbia River region" requires clarification.

Unless otherwise defined, usage of the term in this study only refers

to the region in Oregon formed by Clatsop and Columbia Counties.

Although Multnomah County partly comprises what could be included

in the lower Columbia River region,, it is excluded from this study

because of its metropolitan character, which is unlike that of Clatsop

and Columbia Counties. Finally, it should be recognized that although

this is a study of the sinuous strip of waterfront land on the lower

Columbia River subsequent analysis sometimes incorporates entire

counties because the data often are available only for such units.
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Clatsop and Columbia Counties are located in the northwestern

corner of Oregon as is shown in Figure 1. The Pacific Ocean forms

Clatsop County's western boundary. Designated points in the Columbia

River identify the Oregon-Washington boundary for both counties

(Oregon Revised Statutes, 1957). The greatest share of the Columbia

River estuary lies in Clatsop County, and starting inland at about

river mile 30 the state boundary generally corresponds with the ship

channel. Columbia County lies north of Portland but unlike Washington,

Multnomah, and Clackamas Counties is not part of the Portland

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (S. M. S.A. ).

The Population of Clatsop and Columbia Counties

In 1970, Clatsop and Columbia Counties accounted for 2. 3

percent of Oregon's population. Although the 1970 populations of the

two counties were about equal, Table 2 indicates that since the date of

the first Oregon census the percentage changes for the counties have

not been similar. During the recent census period both counties

experienced growth as opposed to decline from 1950 to 1960. During

the past 40 years Columbia County's growth was larger than that of

C lat s op County.

The population of any given place or area often changes in re-

sponse to economic opportunity. The changes noted in Table 2 reflect

population migrations resulting from the impact of governmental
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Table 2. Historical Population Data, Clatsop and Columbia Counties.

Clatsop County Columbia County
Year Population Percent Population Percent

Change Change

1860 498 --- 532
1870 1,255 75.8 863 62.2
1880 7,222 475.5 2,042 136. 6
1890 10,016 38.7 5,191 154.2
1900 12,765 27.4 6,237 20. 1
1910 16,106 26.2 10,580 69.6
1920 23,030 43.0 13,960 31.9
1930 21,124 8.3 20,047 43.6
1940 24, 697 16.9 20,971 4.6
1950 30,776 24.6 22,967 9.5
1960 27,380 11.0 22,379 - 2.6
1970 28,473 4.0 28,790 28.6
1974 est. 29,060 2.1 31,160 8.2

Sources: U. S. D.C. Bureau of the Census. 1860-1970 and Portland
State University, Center of Population Research and Census, 1974.

regulations, technological changes, and resource modification. For

example, the-lower Columbia River region's fishing employment was

affected as protective legislation forbidding horse seine fishing was

adopted in 1935 and as dams were constructed on the upper Columbia

River system. Numerous Clatsop County deeds reveal that island

fishing properties were foreclosed around 1930. The foreclosures

resulted from delinquent taxes on island properties which had been

deserted because fishing opportunities had decreased during a period

of economic depression.

The forestry related employment was affected as depletion of

virgin stands occurred and cutting was shifted to the southwestern

-

-
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portion of Oregon. Ashbaugh (1965) noted that log shipments on the

Columbia declined during the period 1921-1961 because of the shift.

Thus, the marked decrease in the population growth rate after 1920

and 1930 in Clatsop and Columbia Counties, respectively, is partially

related to resource depletion. Conservation practices have fostered

regrowth and have helped the forests regenerate, and ultimately

boosted employment in allied industries.

World War II helped offset the decline in population resulting

from resource depletion. The build-up of military personnel at

Tongue Point in Astoria and the Beaver Munition Depot near Clatskanie

likely compensated for what might have been a larger rate of decline

in the growth rate. Construction of the bridges at Rainier during the

1930s and at Astoria during the 1960s encouraged worker migration,

while eventually permitting some commuting. Finally, retail and

wholesale trade, services, and transportation employment were all

affected as the region prospered and declined in a cyclical manner.

Population change in the two county seats corresponded some-

what with their respective counties; Astoria experienced decline while

St. Helen's growth rate was comparable to that of the county. Table 3

indicates that the population in Clatsop County was about equally urban

and rural, but that the urban component was declining. Conversely,

only 36 percent of Columbia County's population was urban, and its

rural population grew at a faster rate than that of Clatsop County.
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Table 3. 1960-1970 Population Data for Clatsop and Columbia
Counties.
Census Percent

Divisions 1970 1960 Change
Clatsop County 28,473 27,380 4.0

Astoria division* 10,244 11,239 - 8.9
Astoria City 10,244 11,239 - 8.9

Clatsop Plains division== 4,340 3,973 9.2
Gearhart City 829 725 14.3
Hammond town* 500 480 4.2
Warrenton city. 1,825 1,717 6.3

Jewell division 502 499 0.6
Knappa-Brownsmead division* 1,584 1,272 24.5
Lewis and Clark division 2,070 2,146 - 3.5
Olney division 787 657 19.8
Seaside division 4,402 3,877 13.5

Seaside city 4,402 3,877 13.5
Seaside rural division 1,967 1,580 24.5

Cannon Beach city 779 495 57.4
Svensen division* 2,577 2,137 20.6

Total Urban 14,656 15,116 3.1
Total Rural 13,827 12,264 12.7

Columbia County 28,790 22,379 28.6
Clatskanie division* 3,825 2,821 35.6

Clatskanie city 1,286 797 61.4
Columbia division* 1,991 1,860 7.0

Columbia city* 537 423 27.0
Goble division" 1,490 1,090 36.7
Marshland division* 996 683 45.8
Rainier division* 3,469 2,632 31. 8

Prescott city* 105 129 - 18.6
Rainier city. 1,731 1,152 50.3

St. Helens division* 6,212 5,022 23.7
St. Helens city=. 6,212 5,022 23.7

Scappose division* 4,402 2,930 50.2
Scappose city 1,859 923 101.4

Vernonia division 2,636 2,376 10.9
Vernonia city 1,643 1,089 50.9

Warren division 3,769 2,965 27.1
McNulty (U) 1,017 --- ---

Total Urban 6,212 5,022 23.7
Total Rural 22,578 17,357 30.1

One border is situated on the Columbia River
Source: U.S. D.C. Bureau of the Census, 1970. Vol. 1, Part 39,

pp. 15-16.
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Table 3 shows that growth in Columbia County was concentrated in

census divisions bordering on the Columbia River, but that at least

one-half of Clatsop County's growth occurred in the coastal com-

munities bordering the Pacific.

Columbia County's growth was possibly related to its proximity

to Portland, Wauna, and Longview, Washington. Evidence of the

effect of proximity was found in the large growth rate of Scappose,

located within commuting distance of Portland. Also, Rainier's

growth likely was related to the bridge which connects it to Longview,

Washington. Additionally, Clatskanie's growth was at least partially

related to the fact that it provided fairly close housing for employees

of a new pulp and paper plant at Wauna, located in the eastern portion

of Clatsop County. Finally, nearly 30 percent of Columbia County's

residents were employed outside the county. Only three other Oregon

counties, Clackamas, Washington, and Polk, exceeded Columbia

County in the percent of workers who were employed outside their

county of residence (U. S. D. C. Bureau of the Census, 1970,. Part 39,

pp. 245-Z47).

Clatsop County's principal growth in the period 1960-1970

occurred in three coastal communities located within 30 miles of

Astoria. The scenic beauty of the Pacific coastline and its recrea-

tional opportunities fostered resort functions in Cannon Beach,

Gearhart, and Seaside, among other places. An increasing number
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of retired residents and tourists created the need for additional ser-

vices and resulted in the aggregate growth in population. In addition,

aggressive real estate development in the coastal communities at-

tracted some A sto rians. Thus, some of A storia' s decline might be

attributed to new housing developments within commuting distance of

the principal city. The Columbia River communities in Clatsop

County did not fare as well as those elsewhere in the county or as well

as those in Columbia County. Distance from Portland and the more

populated Willamette Valley may have been a factor hindering rapid

population growth.

Social and Economic Indicators

Table 4 presents selected data which provide insights into the

economic conditions of the region. An impression of economic de-

pression is often visually conveyed to an observer of the region.

However, 1970 census data do not overwhelmingly support the idea of

a depressed condition. Specifically, the median family income in both

counties was slightly less than that for the state. For the region the

percent of families in the lower income levels was about one percent

above the state average. In general, family income in Columbia

County was lower than that of Clatsop County and corresponded with

the former county's lower per capita income.
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Table 4. Selected Social and Economic Population Data.

Item Clatsop
County

Columbia
County

Oregon

Inc ome
Percent of families with:

Less than $3,000 annual 10.1 10.2 9.2
$3, 000 $4, 999 10.6 10.0 9. 9
$5, 000$6, 999 12.4 10.7 11.8
$10,000-$14,999 29.0 29.0 28.2
$15, 000®$19, 999 13.4 11.7 14.2
Greater than $25, 000 3.2 2.6 3.8

Median income of families $9,429 $9,267 $9,487
Per capita money income
Percent of families with

$3,150 $2,870 $3, 148

income below poverty level 8.6 9. 1 8.6
Housing

Percent of year-round occupied:
Structures older than 1950 62.2 52.1 52.4
Structures newer than 1960 23.2 22.1 27.6
Lacking some or all plumbing 3. 1 3. 3 2. 6
Moved into during 1965-1970 51.2 54.9 56.8
Owner occupied 66.8 74.1 66.1
Median value, owner occupied $13,167 $130095 $15,563

Labor Force
Percent in:

Agriculture, Forestry,

10,514 9,813 778, 745

Fisheries 5.3 3.5 5.5
Mining . 1 .2 1.8
Construction 6.8 5.9 5.8
Manufacturing
Transportation, Communication,

25.2 40.1 21.5

Other Public Utilities 6. 5 8. 9 4.4
Wholesale Trade 2.1 2.8 5.2
Retail Trade 16. 7 13.5 16.9
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 3.0 2.9 5. 1
Services 30.1 20.9 27. 9
Public Administration 4. 2 3. 3 4. 9
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Table 4. Continued.

Item Clatsop Columbia Oregon
County County

Manufacturers
Establishments (1967) 90 72 4, 437
Value added by manufacturing

(1967 - millions) $36. 1 $32.5 $2,060.5
Percent change of value

added (1963-1967) 38.3 1.9 30.8
Annual payroll (1967 - millions) $18.0 $16.7 $1,087.5

Retail Sales
Establishments (1967) 362 283 18,836
Percent change in sales

(1963-1967) 27.2 41.4 24.9
Annual payroll (1967 - millions) $6. 1 $2. 4 $402. 3

Wholesale Trade
Establishments (1967) 41 25 3, 835
Annual payroll (1967 millions) $1. 3 $0.3 $283.9

Agricultural
Farm population (1970) 1,122 2, 938 102, 185
Percent change in farm

population (1960-1970) -16.0 4. 9 -26. 1
Number of farms (1969) 258 547 29,063
Percent change in number

of farms (1964-1969) -46.9 -52.4 -26. 9
Acres in farms (thousands) 24 74 18,000
Percent change in acres

in farms (1964-1969) -39. 9 -21.6 -12. 1
Value of farm products

sold in 1969 (millions) $2. 0 $4. 2 $518. 6
Percent value of products

sold in 1969:
C roes 8.7 24.0 49.4
Livestock 62. 9 44. 1 34. 9
Dairy 16.4 20. 3 8.5
Poultry 10. 1 5.0 6.1

Average per farm value of
products sold (1969) $20,206 $17, 648 $30,501

Sources: U.S. D.C. Bureau of the Census, 1970, Vol. 1 Part 39, pp.
160, 257; and County and City Data Book, A Statistical Abstract
Supplement, 1972, pp. 391-401.

-
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In 1969, 9. 1 percent of Columbia County's and 8.6 percent of

Clatsop County's families received incomes below the poverty level,

with the latter equalling the state average. For comparison, in the

same year 23 Oregon counties had a larger percent of their families

receiving income below the poverty level (U. S. D.C. Bureau of the

Census, 1970, Part 39, pp. 260-262). Finally, when one realizes

that most of Columbia County's population.is concentrated in census

divisions which border on the Columbia River, it seems that the river

front population is not substantially more economically deprived than

that of the remainder of the state. The status of Clatsop County's

population by distributive units is less clear because the coastal com-

munities visually appear more prosperous than those bordering the

river and the aggregated data may be misleading.

Housing data for the region indicate the median value of owner

occupied structures was about $2, 000 below the state average. Such

data correspond with other year-round occupied housing data, which

indicates a lower percentage of newer houses, and a slightly larger

percentage of housing lacking some or all plumbing. The relatively

large percentage of older structures in Clatsop County likely relates

to its historic growth period and military housing units constructed

during World War II. Home ownership and occupancy was above the

state average and may have been related to a lack of satisfactory

rental units
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Labor force data indicate employment was highest in manufac-

turing and services. If disaggregated, the data show that the furni-

ture, lumber and wood products category accounted for 35 percent

of Columbia and 32 percent of Clatsop workers employed in manufac-

turing (U. S. D.C. Bureau of the Census, 1970, Part 39, p. 257 ff.).

The food and kindred products industry accounted for another 39 per-

cent of Clatsop County's manufacturing employment. An additional

40 percent of Columbia County's manufacturing workers made other

nondurable goods. The remainder of the workers employed in manu-

facturing were distributed among the other industry groups.

Due to the greater distance from alternative service centers

Clatsop County supported a relatively larger percent of workers in

the services. Also due to the commercial fishing activities of resi-

dents the primary economic sector was larger than that of Columbia

County. Clatsop County's public administration services also were

relatively large due to the presence of the Coast Guard, customs,

state and federal fish agencies, and state parks.

The employment percentages in construction for both counties

were above the state averages. Such a condition may reflect a time

lag in population growth relative to the start of new housing and in-

dustrial structures in the region.

A disaggregation of the transportation category indicates that

the highest percent of such employment occurs in what is termed
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"other transportation.'' Specifically, this grouping includes nonrail

or nontruck affiliated employment and consists, therefore, of water

and miscellaneous transportation employment. Befitting the counties'

situation on navigable water, the largely water based transportation

employment was 51 percent in Clatsop County and 34 percent in

Columbia County of the transportation, communication, and other

public utilities industry.

Although a greater share of the 1970 labor force was employed

in manufacturing in Columbia County than in Clatsop County, the over-

all value added by manufacturing, the percent change of such, and the

annual payroll were larger in Clatsop County in 1967. Further, the

retail and wholesale trade payroll was also greater in Clatsop County.

Finally, for the two counties and the state, Table 5 provides

labor force data. However, the State Division of Employment cautions

that due to the adoption of revised methods for computing statistics

the 1971 and 1974 data are not comparable.

In 1971 Clatsop County's unemployment rate was 1.3 percent

higher than the state average, while Columbia County's unemployment

rate was slightly below the state average. In 1971 a major three

month labor strike by West Coast longshoremen closed western ports.

The ramification of the strike at the Port of Astoria undoubtedly

affected the economy and employment in Clatsop County.
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Table 5. 1971 and 1974 Employment Data for Clatsop County,
Columbia County and Oregon by place of residence.

Year and
Category

C tat s op
County

Columbia Oregon
County

1971

Total Employment 11,700 10,830 849, 400
Total Unemployment 1,000 740 60,000

Percent Unemployed 7.9% 6.4% 6.6%

1974

Total Employment 13,070 13,630 1,020,000
Total Unemployment 990 1,050 76,000
Percent Unemployed 7.6% 7.7%0 7.5%

Source: Oregon Department of Employment, Research and Statistics
Section. Oregon Labor Force and Unemployment by place of
Residence, April, 1974 and April, 1975.

In 1974 the two counties both show unemployment rates similar

to the state average. Statewide the wood products industry exper-

ienced high rates of unemployment in 1974. Similar 1974 unemploy-

ment rates for the two counties and the state likely result from the

extensive impact the timber industry exerts on the state's economy.

Thus, while the two county region suffered from a relatively high rate

of unemployment it did not differ from the remainder of the state in

this respect.

Table 4 indicates the agricultural population and practices in the

two study counties corresponded somewhat to a recognized state and

national trend. Farm acreage and the number of farms declined dur-

ing recent census periods. The farm population declined in Clatsop
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County but showed a modest increase in Columbia County. In 1969,

the value of farm products was greater in Columbia County than in

Clatsop, although livestock and livestock products led in the value of

sales for both counties. The moist, cool climate of Clatsop County

provided pasturage; however, the relatively warmer climate of

Columbia County permitted a more diversified cropping pattern.

Nonetheless, the agricultural capability of these two counties was less

than other Oregon counties and was reflected in the lower average

value of the products sold.

The foregoing overview capsulized the population and economic

characteristics of the lower Columbia River Region. It is a region

which has shown sporadic population growth. Selected economic data

indicate that, as a whole, the region did not deviate markedly from

state averages. Data indicated that the recent past has been one of

rising prosperity.

Regional Perspective

Rivers have played important roles in promoting the settlement

and development of regions. In the Pacific Northwest the Columbia

River system provided a water level route through the rugged terrain

of the Cascade and Coast Ranges. Eventually the river route per-

mitted the development of multimode transport opportunities. The

Columbia River region, however, was not the prime area destined for
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development because, as Ullman (1951) noted, places accessible to

Puget Sound effectively competed with Columbia River locations. He

attributed the competition to the existence of lower passes through the

Cascades in Washington and the superior accessibility of Puget Sound

to Seattle and the interior through the Coast Range.

Even though competition existed, the Columbia River encouraged

some development and provided interior Oregon with an important link

to the Pacific Ocean. Ultimately, the River enhanced the state's

opportunities in foreign and coastwise waterborne commerce. How-

ever, eastbound transport by water was hindered because the river

did not provide connectivity to the populated regions of the eastern

United States. Overland transferability of the region's resources was

advanced when rail and motor transport provided modes for eastbound

movements.

Growth of the Pacific Northwest was tied to its potential for

trade. Regardless of what transport routes were used, development

of the Pacific Northwest's abundant land, forest, and fishery re-

sources progressed in a limited and somewhat unwise manner. In-

creasingly sophisticated techniques employed in resource management

helped accelerate development. Important developmental changes

included the management of water resources during the twentieth

century. The water resources of the Columbia River system were

harnessed for the generation of hydro power, for irrigation, and for
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flood control. However, waterfront land did not possess exceptional

advantages because water resource planning was designed to disperse

benefits throughout the region. An important dispersal method was the

establishment of a power rate which disregarded distance from dam

sites (Ullman, 1951). Thus, riverine or nonriverine sites possessing

the locational factors necessary for industrial development benefited

equally from available power.

Although resource management, industrial, and transportation

developments progressed, the remoteness of the Pacific Northwest

from the populated East remained an obstacle to the region's oppor-

tunity for rapid growth. Complementary trade with eastern markets

was difficult because productive regions closer to the populated areas

provided intervening opportunities for the acquisition of goods. Eco-

nomic changes which affected the region's potential for development

included resource depletion in other areas, domestic and foreign

population and economic growth which increased demand, and continu-

ing improvements in transportation which enhanced connectivity. In

the aggregate, supply and demand of the Pacific Northwest's resources

evolved, and will continue to evolve, in response to the roles of

complementarity, intervening opportunity, and transferability

(Ullman, 1956, 1957).

The foci of regional development are human settlements; points

of interaction where man exchanges ideas, techniques, and goods. In
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the Pacific Northwest, as elsewhere, settlements tended to develop

at points which possessed locational advantages. Such vantage points

important to this study often occurred at the confluence of rivers,

along navigable coastlines or near mountain passes where resources

were accessible and the potential for trade existed.

Foremost among the Columbia River settlements was the city of

Portland, situated at the mouth of the Willamette River and at a nearly

central point in the north-south axis of the Puget Sound-Willamette

River lowland. Along the lower Columbia River, two important settle-

ments which developed were Astoria and St. Helens. Astoria is

located on a Columbia River peninsula which bounds the eastern edge

of Youngs Bay, the estuary of the Youngs River, and St. Helens is

near the confluence of Multnomah Channel and the Columbia River.

Although Astoria achieved early importance during the fur trading

era, neither it nor St. Helens subsequently rivaled the primacy of

Portland.

The Influence of Portland

Portland became the primate city of Oregon, as well as for a

portion of the southern Columbia Basin in Washington and Idaho.

1 Linsky (1965) explains the primate city concept as the relation-
ship in size between the largest city and other cities in the same
country. The primate city is at least twice as populated as the second
largest city and for this study the frame of reference is the State of
Oregon instead of a nation.
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Portland's primacy likely resulted from a favorable crossroads

position in a developing region.

Linsky (1965) found primate cities tended to occur when: 1) the

areal extent of dense population was small, 2) per capita income was

low, 3) the economy was export oriented or had an agricultural base,

4) a rapid rate of population growth occurred, and 5) a colonial history

had prevailed. The first four conditions relate fairly well to Portland',

situation during the last century. If one substitutes a territorial rela-

tionship for a colonial one, the last condition also fits.

During the present period the first, third, and fourth conditions

continue to prevail for Portland. The population of Oregon is rela-

tively small and most densely concentrated near Portland; the economy

is strongly tied to agriculture and the export of resources. During

the period 1960-1970, the population of the Portland Standard Metro-

politan Statistical Area (S. M. S.A.) grew by 22.8 percent, almost five

percentage points above the- mean growth of S. M. S. A.'s with popula-

tions of 200,000 or more (U. S. D.C. Bureau of the Census, 1970,

Statistical Abstract, p. 830, 870).

The achievement of primate city status carries with it socio-

political and economic importance which surrounding settlements

lack. Due to the force of inertia and continued effort, Portland is the
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economic and transportation hub not only of the Columbia River, but

also of Oregon.

The writer hypothesizes that because of its primacy Portland

has overwhelmed the potential development of the lower Columbia

River waterfront. The lower 100 miles of the Oregon shore of the

Columbia River lie in the economic shadow of Portland. The river

serves primarily as a transportation conduit for the movement of

goods between points accessible to the Pacific Ocean and Oregon's

major focus, Portland. Portland is a distribution point serving the

state's population, which is concentrated in the Willamette River

valley, and the grain fields of eastern Oregon and Washington as well

as locations further inland. The subsequent subtopic and chapters

will help support the hypothesis stated above.

Lower Columbia River Ports

Ports are points on navigable water where the interaction of

land and water activities occurs. Regardless of their size, ports

form cultural hubs and provide the potential for various forms of

human interactions which, to some extent, can be measured in both

quantitative and qualitative terms.

The concepts of port concentration and port specialization,

introduced in Chapter I, help explain spatial interaction and riverine

land use. The concentration of port activity is a characteristic of
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larger ports, such as Portland, while the specialized handling of one

commodity is the dominant pattern of smaller ports. Data for lower

Columbia River ports will be utilized to explain the importance of

these two concepts to this study.

The Carter study (1961) revealed that in 1956, Portland had a

moderate ranking in an array of 60 United States ports handling over

four million tons annually. Specifically, Portland ranked 27th with

13.7 million tons while New York led with 154.7 million tons, fol-

lowed by Chicago (72.6 million tons) and Hampton Road (71.6 million

tons) (Carter, 1961, p. 165 ff. ). Other Portland characteristics

derived by Carter indicated that it ranked thirteenth in value of foreign

commerce; the variety of commerce was large; the leading commodity

was petroleum products; the leading type of traffic was coastwise; and

there was an imbalance of traffic flow with 60 to 80 percent of the

movement being imports. 2

The foregoing capsulizes Portland's status among the leading

United States ports in 1956. While it would be difficult to update all

the criteria characterized by Carter's study some comparisons can be

made. For example, Portland's tonnage in 1970, was 15.5 million

tons with foreign exports totaling 3. 8 million tons, exceeding foreign

imports by 2. 5 million tons (U. S. Army Corps, Waterborne, 1970,

2Methodological procedures and port classification schemes are
detailed in the Carter study (1961).
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p. 74 ff. ). Domestic coastwise receipts were 4. 4 million tons,

accounting for the single largest type of movement in all categories.

Also, in 1970, the value of all shipments achieved $319 million and

all receipts about $208 million (U. S. Foreign Trade, 1970, Tables.

E-1, I-1). An additional comparison shows that the mix of com-

modities handled by the Port of Portland have not changed signifi-

cantly from those studied by Ashbaugh in 1965.

Perhaps of more importance to this study is a comparison of

how Portland ranked among other river ports, particularly lower

Columbia system ports. As a frame of reference the 1970 tonnage

carried below, but including Portland, Oregon and Vancouver,

Washington, was about equal to that carried on the Tennessee River,

about one-fifth that carried on the Ohio River, and about one-tenth

that carried on the Mississippi River between Minneapolis, Minnesota

and the mouth of the passes in Louisiana (U. S. Army Corps,

Waterborne, 1970, p. 31).

Although the lower Columbia certainly is not one of the most

commercially navigated rivers in the United States, the region from

the mouth of the Columbia to the Interstate Bridge in Vancouver,

Washington and on the Willamette River from the mouth to the

Broadway Bridge in Portland (thus including the Ports of Vancouver

and Portland) experienced a total of 72, 100 vessel trips in 1970;

36, 058 upbound and 36, 042 downbound (U. S. Army Corps, Waterborne,
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1970, pp. 139-144). About two-thirds of the trips were towboats or

tugboats and of the remainder about 30 percent were dry cargo ves-

sels and about five percent were tankers (commercial fishing vessels

were not tabulated). In 1970, the above defined region handled 72. 7

percent of the Columbia Basin waterborne commerce (U. S. Army

Corps, Waterborne, 1970, pp. 55-82 ff. ). The Port of Portland alone

accounted for about 40 percent of the 37 million tons of cargo handled

in the Columbia River basin. 3 For the same year the following lower

Columbia ports handled the approximate basin percentages noted:

Vancouver, seven percent; Longview, fifteen percent; Astoria, four

percent; Kalama, three percent; St. Helens, even less than one per-

cent; and in the aggregate other minor ports including Bradwood,

Wauna, Beaver, Rainier, and Prescott, about three percent. The

foregoing tonnage statistics indicate that the lower Columbia River

system traffic is concentrated at the Port of Portland situated on the

Willamette River. On the main stem of the lower Columbia River the

Port of Longview, Washington is the leading port.

In both 1965 and 1970, the Port of Portland handled about 40

percent of the basin traffic. Thus, relatively speaking, Portland did

not increase its level of concentration; however, it sought to strengthen

its position by acquiring and improving 3, 000 acres of riverfront land

3Some inland cargo moved to private docks may not be recorded
in port tabulations and thus total tonnages are likely understated.
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at the confluence of the Willamette and Columbia Rivers during the

1960's (Daniel, et al. , 1966, p. 72). The new site, known as

Rivergate, is being planned and developed as an industrial and trans-

portation interface that will permit the Port of Portland to better

serve a_210, 000 square mile area (Daniel, et al. , 1966, p. 23). The

development of Rivergate fits the current trend taken by major ports

to acquire additional space away from the costly and congested cen-

tral port area as discussed in Chapter I (NJ, 1966; Mayer, 1973).

The significance of Rivergate to the lower 100 miles of the

Oregon shore is twofold. First, it will likely continue to concentrate

activity and importance of the Port of Portland. Second, increased

concentration may mean that the lower river ports and the attendant

waterfront cannot usurp hinterland and foreland trade from Portland.

In terms of relative growth, it may be that whatever level and pattern

of waterborne commerce the lower river ports had achieved by the

mid-1960's will continue as the established trend.

Specialization, like concentration, also describes port char-

acteristics. Generally larger ports handle more diversified cargo

than smaller ports, but one commodity class usually dominates the

trade of both. Table 6 includes 1970 data for every Oregon harbor

or waterway on the lower Columbia River system and only the three

major ports on the Washington shore. In general, Table 6 indicates

that, as port size decreases, cargo specialization tends to increase.
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Table 6. Trade of Selected Lower Columbia River Ports.

Harbor or Waterway, Leading Commodities
Major

Total Tons Commodity Tons % Movement

Portland Oil Products 4,695,926 30.3 Coastwise
15, 490, 354 Wheat 3,107,008 20.0 Export

Sand, Gravel 2,602,882 16.8 Local

Longview, WN Wheat 1,652,311 28.1 Export
5,884,082 Rafted Logs 767,441 13.0 Internal

Logs 684,547 11.6 Export

Vancouver, WN Wheat 1,167,068 44.8 Export
2,605,857 Chemicals 547,335 21.0 Import

Rafted Logs 236,250 9.1 Internal

Astoria Logs 1,036,503 63.3 Export
1,635,096 Wheat 215,855 13.2 Export

Lumber 62,072 3.8 Coastwise

Bradwood, Wauna, Rafted Logs 534,317 42.9 Internal
Beaver,, Rainier, Pulp, Paper Prod. 386,678 31.1 Internal
Prescott Lumber 154, 244 12.4 Coastwise
1,244,860

Kalama, WN Wheat 968,988 80.4 Export
1,205,777 Rafted Logs 169,529 14.1 Internal

Youngs Bay and River Rafted Logs S41,287 92.6 Internal
541, 850 Fresh Fish 563 0.1 Internal

Multnomah Channel Rafted Logs 166,638 36.7 Internal
453, 543 Pulp, Paper Prod. 111,951 24.7 Internal

Oregon Slough Sand, Gravel 182,095 75.5 Internal

241,081 Rafted Logs 52,886 21.9 Internal

Westport Rafted Logs 132,266 56.9 Internal
232, 316 Wood Chips, etc. 53,414 23.0 Internal

St. Helens Rafted Logs 124,213 63.8 Internal
194,675 Fuel Wood, etc. 39,880 20.5 Internal

Skipanon Channel Rafted Logs S1,701 89.0 Internal
58,174 Wood Chips, etc. 3,740 6.4 Internal

Clatskanie River Rafted Logs 31,301 99.7 Internal
31,407

Source: Waterborne Commerce of the United States, 1970.
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The leading commodity class in the two highest tonnage ports,

Portland and Longview, accounts for only about 30 percent of the

cargo handled; while in the smaller ports, the degree of commodity

specialization was as high as 99 percent. For each harbor or water-

way the commodities listed account for at least 50 percent of the

cargo handled, a strong indication of specialization.

The commodities which are moved on the Columbia River sys-

tem clearly reflect the resource base of the region. With the ex-

ception of petroleum products (SIC 2900), none of the data in Table 6

represent aggregated data. 4 It is noted that even if the other com-

modities were aggregated by SIC groups the degree of specialization

at the harbors and waterways shown would not change, particularly

for the major movements.

The movements noted in Table 6 are brief summaries of a de-

tailed bookkeeping system. For larger ports or waterways, the data

are separated according to foreign exports or imports, and domestic

trade. Further breakdowns include upbound or downbound movements,

internal and coastwise receipts or shipments, as well as through or

local traffic. Coastwise movements pertain only to domestic trade

while internal means only Columbia River system traffic.

4The petroleum products aggregation includes all categories
in the standard four digit SIC classification (SIC 2900).
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The purpose of the last column in Table 6 is to provide an

indication of the major, but not necessarily, total, movement for the

commodities listed. Exports or imports refer to foreign trade while

the other movements are domestic but are not differentiated accord-

ing to direction or by receipts or shipments. Of the 13 harbor or

waterway groups listed in the table, seven participate only in internal

trade and are primarily river landings which serve local industries.

The remaining six groups function as both river and seaports.

Wheat is the major foreign export, followed by logs while

rafted logs dominate internal movements. Although not noted in the

table, rafted logs are usually internal receipts, while their finished

or by-products are internal shipments. The apparent tonnage dis-

parity shown between rafted logs and products is likely the result of

processing waste and rail or truck transport.

Commodities handled at Portland reflect seaport as well as

metropolitan area functions. Portland is a major petroleum storage

and redistribution point in the Pacific Northwest. For example, dur-

ing a July, 1971 interview, an Astoria petroleum products dealer

indicated incoming petroleum bypassed his waterfront facility and was

reshipped down river by barge. Sand,. gravel, and crushed rock are

locally important to Portland because of their riverine availability

and the construction needs of the growing metropolitan area. Wheat

is shipped to Portland by barge, rail or truck, primarily from eastern
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Oregon and Washington, and then is transshipped in ocean-going

vessels.

Table 6 indicates that bulk commodities dominate the cargo

handled by lower Columbia River harbors and waterways. Such a

tendency means that barges, general cargo ships or dry bulk carriers

transport most commodities. The specialization trend which has been

established by the smaller facilities will likely remain relatively

unchanged for the near future. There are, however, three major

factors which might change future shipping trends on the lower

Columbia River. The first relates to a world food problem, the

second to the increasing drafts of vessels, and the third to a possible

merger of lower Columbia River ports.

Foreign demand for United States grain, particularly wheat,

will cause an increase in Columbia River traffic and could affect the

future location of grain elevators. In 1974 construction was started

on a three million bushel grain elevator at the Port of Portland's

Rivergate,site. Wheat is exported from the Columbia River in gen-

eral cargo ships or dry bulk carriers with less than 40 foot drafts.

If draft is a problem, large capacity vessels often load at Columbia

facilities but top off at deeper ports elsewhere.

The Columbia River ship channel is authorized to a 40 foot

depth inland as far as Portland and Vancouver. Internationally, pro-

jected drafts to the year 2000 are 40 feet for general cargo or
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container ships and 71 feet for dry bulk carriers (U. S. Army Corps,

1968, p. 15). Due to the presence of rock substrata below about 40

feet, greater deepening of the channel inland to Portland is unfeasible.

Thus, grain will continue to be carried by ships with moderate drafts,

unless channel deepening is warranted near the mouth at some future

date. In either case, as increased foreign demand for wheat mater-

ializes, Columbia River ship traffic will grow in volume because

barge and ship trips will need to increase in capacity and frequency.

The trend toward increased containerization will not likely have

a strong impact on the smaller river facilities. The larger ports,

such as Portland, will be able to continue to accommodate container

vessels because their projected draft to the year 2000 is not greater

than 40 feet. Further, due to the high capital costs of container

facilities, only active ports can justify their installation.

Finally, a merger of the lower Columbia River ports, including

Portland, under one authority could stimulate future activity. In its

comprehensive study of port and water transportation conducted for

the State of Oregon, Battelle Northwest (1968) recommended alterna-

tives for merging. However in a 1970 vote the citizens of Clatsop and

Columbia Counties rejected a proposal to merge the ports of Astoria

and St. Helens with the Port of Portland. If such a proposal is re-

juvenated in the future, passage might occur. A merger of the Ports

of Astoria, St. Helens, and Portland could unify and promote the
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regional economic and transport interests of the lower Columbia River

region.

In summary, it is clear that Columbia: River traffic is highly

concentrated at Portland. In the aggregate 13 harbors or waterways

below Portland on the Oregon shore handled about one-third the total

tonnage of Portland in 1970. The commodities handled by the lower

Columbia River harbors and waterways -reflect specialization.

Finally, a review of Columbia River shipping provided insights into

the locations of waterborne transportation activity conducted on the

waterfront.

In conclusion, this chapter has discussed the distribution of

populations in Clatsop and Columbia Counties as well as selected

social and economic characteristics of those populations. In a com-

parative table, and in discussion of social and economic indicators,

it was shown that the economic level of the populations of the two

counties studied did not differ substantially from that of the total

population for the state.

The perspective focused on the role of the Columbia River in

the region and indicated that the lower portion of the river possessed

no particularly outstanding advantages for the location of economic

activities. In its early development, the lower Columbia River water-

front was an important locus of activity, befitting the economic and

transportation opportunities of the time. However, as the economies
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and the transportation opportunities of the Pacific Northwest evolved,

the lower Columbia riverfront experienced decreasing activity, and

today portions of it display physical decay and riverine disuse. The

characteristics of physical decay and disuse were introduced in

Chapter I and will be elaborated upon when utility is discussed.

However, for the present, it is important to note that such character-

istics are likely the consequence of a disadvantageous location rela-

tive to both Portland and competing locations in the Puget Sound area.

The disadvantageous location of the Lower Columbia River

waterfront was hypothesized. The primacy of Portland cannot be

ignored when undertaking analysis of waterfront land on the Oregon

shore of the lower reaches of the river. Although it was hypothesized

that a waterfront location stimulates some economic activity, it must

be recognized that the degree of such activity is affected by both

temporal and locational factors. In the present period, the lower

river's waterfront exhibits a modest amount of land use related to,

or dependent upon, navigability and other water uses of the river.

The concepts of port concentration, port specialization, and

port space needs, reviewed in Chapter I, were applied to Portland

and other selected lower Columbia River harbors and waterways.

It was found that the ports of the lower Columbia River, as typical

of many such ports, do not exhibit unique characteristics. The only

unique characteristics of any port is its location.
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The concept of port concentration supports the importance of

Portland's primacy as a city and as the btate's leading port. The

concept of port concentration suggests that advantageous location is

contingent upon numerous circumstances. However, absolute distance

from given places appears to be a minor condition, as is evidenced

by Portland's location 100 miles inland from the Columbia River

entry at the Pacific Ocean. Portland overcame the friction of inland

navigational distance decades ago and has succeeded in sustaining its

leading position among Oregon's ports. A turn-around distance of

200 miles, even in a restrictive ship channel requiring reduced speeds,

is, after all, a relatively short sailing distance for sea-going vessels.
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III. THE LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER STUDY PARCELS

The purpose of this chapter is to define the study parcels. The

physical-dimensional variables and the monetary variables also are

defined. Methods for determining land use and plotting the data also

will be discussed. Finally, concepts and hypotheses for future analy-

sis will be outlined.

Definition of the Study Parcels

The study region is defined as the waterfront land, both main-

land and islands, which extend from the mouth of the Columbia River

upstream to the Columbia-Multnomah County line. The linear dis-

tance is about 100 miles and fronts on Clatsop and Columbia Counties.

The waterward edge of the boundary is consistent with the Oregon-

Washington stateline. The landward edge is one land parcel inland

from the shore, regardless of the parcel's size. The mouths of

tributary streams or inland sloughs form a study boundary so that

only the Columbia River riverfront land is studied. The only boundary

which is difficult to determine is the mouth of Youngs River. Thus,

the writer arbitrarily decided to make the Youngs Bay Bridge, which

spans that body of water, the study boundary for the Columbia River

and Youngs River divide. Any land extending south of the Youngs Bay

bridge on either side of the bay is not incorporated in this study.
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For purposes of this study a parcel of land is one which has

been identified by an ownership account number in the 1970-1971

records of the Clatsop and Columbia County Tax Assessor Offices.

This does not mean the parcel is necessarily on the tax roll, for some

parcels are non-taxable public land.

Six land parcel types are recognized and studied: upland, tide-

land, pierhead-bulkhead, pierhead-bulkhead -waterline, waterline,

and islands. These parcel types are depicted in Figure 3, enumer-

ated in Table 7, and defined below.

Upland is a riparian parcel. Its entire shoreline or only a small

portion of it may abut on the river as shown in Figure 3 by parcel

number one. If no portion of a parcel touches the river, such as de-

picted by parcel lx, it is not included in this study. Some upland

parcels include the adjacent tideland, but the assessor's records are

inconsistent on this matter. It was pointless to try to make a distinc-

tion between upland with or without the adjacent tideland.

Tideland is land which sometimes is under water, this is also

known as submersible land. It is land which lies between the mean

high waterline and the mean low waterline and varies in its exposed

width according to diurnal tidal changes and seasonal fluctuations.

Tideland is depicted in Figure 3 by parcel number two. Within the

defined study region there are 41 parcels explicitly identified in the

assessor records as tideland. Only nine tideland parcels have their
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Table 7. Acres and Front Feet of Parcels by County.

Parcel Number
Type

9/0 Acres 9/0 Front
Feet

Clatsog County

Upland 82 22.5 8,384.82 35.0 179,605 61.8

Tideland

Pierhead-

11 3.0 107.43a 0.4 25,600
a 8.8

Bulkhead

Pierhead-
Bulkhead-

55 15. 1 931.77 3.9 24,758 8.5

Waterline 65 17.8 1,245.04 5.2 34,461 11.9

Waterline 46 12.6 353.78 1.5 26,264

b

9.0

Islands 106 29.0 12, 951.69 54.0

Total

Columbia County

365 100.0 23,974.53 100.0 290,688 100.0

Upland 287 86.7 13,859.44 88.5 297,887 97.6

Tideland 30 9.1 .49
C 7,310

b

2.4

Islands 14 4.2 1,797.25 11.5

Total 331 100.0 15 657.18 100.0 305,197 100.0

Grand
Total 696 39, 631.71 595,885

a4 tideland parcels lack acreage and footage data
ball island parcels lack footage data
c28 tideland parcels lack acreage data

Source: Derived by writer
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acreage defined, the remaining 32 are simply listed in the assessor

records as tideland. Such a condition has created some methodologi-

cal problems for this study which will be elaborated later.

Pierhead-bulkhead parcels are those which extend waterward

beyond the shoreline or high waterline. In this study they occur only

in the Astoria, Warrenton, and Hammond area of Clatsop County. A

pierhead-bulkhead parcel is depicted by parcel number three in Figure

3. These parcels are submersible or submerged land which have had

their waterward boundary established by measurement and are clearly

shown on the assessor maps. In essence pierhead-bulkhead parcels

are similar to tideland parcels but differ because their acreage is

known and their waterward boundary is defined. These parcels repre-

sent waterward extensions between present piers and docks as well

as those which have decayed. Although not deemed critical for this

study it should be noted that the low waterline marking the boundary

between submersible and submerged land is not shown on the asses-

sor's maps.

The pierhead-bulkhead -waterline parcel is a variation of the

pierhead-bulkhead parcel and is depicted by parcel number four in

Figure 3. Whereas the pierhead-bulkhead parcel ends before reaching

the waterline, the pierhead-bulkhead-waterline does not. Moving

waterward in a pierhead-bulkhead-waterline parcel, the progression

starts on upland and proceeds across submersible and possibly
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submerged land. All pierhead-bulkhead-waterline parcels have

measured acreage and are located in the Astoria, Warrenton, and

Hammond area of Clatsop County.

The waterline parcels are those parcels through which the water-

line passes, as depicted by parcel five in Figure 3. Unlike the pier-

head-bulkhead-waterline parcels the waterline parcels end before

extending waterward into what has previously been described as the

pierhead-bulkhead area. The waterline parcel does extend into sub-

mersible tideland but not for the entire distance. . As with the two

preceding parcel categories, these are located in the Astoria,

Warrenton, and Hammond area of Clatsop County.

Islands are parcels which are detached from the mainland by

the surrounding river. Some islands contain more than one parcel.

Some of the parcels are tidal islands which are totally or partially

covered by water diurnally or seasonally. Only those islands, tidal

or upland, which bear assessor account numbers are included in this

study. Aerial photographs (U. S. Army Corps, 1966) show islands,

-possibly created from the deposition of dredge spoils, for which the

assessor offices do not have account numbers. Such islands are not

included in this study. The parcels occurring on two large islands

in Columbia County, Sauvies and Deer Islands, are not treated as

island parcels but as upland parcels. Due to their overall size, bridge

connections and road network, Sauvies and Deer Islands function more
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like the mainland than the other Columbia River islands, and thus

merit redesignation.

With respect to the definitions provided above, the criteria for

parcel selection require discussion. Because the focus of this study

is waterfront land, only upland parcels which abut on the water are

included. However, as the data collection proceeded it became evi-

dent that a considerable number of waterward parcels, exclusive of

the islands, also existed. It was obvious that some wetland such as

tideland parcels and pierhead-bulkhead parcels, has or once had,

sufficient economic worth to warrant its demand for private or spe-

cialized public ownership. Thus because one hypothesis of this thesis

is that a navigable river stimulates economic activity, however

limited, along its shore, it was decided to include all wetlands which

had tax account numbers. By subjecting all wetland parcels, along

with the upland parcels, to analysis, insights relative to advantageous

or disadvantageous, locations could be gained.

In addition to their economic or recreational potential, wetlands

are controversial resources. The issues revolve around economic

versus environmental needs, as well as the problems of ownership.

The legal aspects of wetland ownership are beyond the scope of this

thesis; however, some comments are necessary. Reduced to its

simplest terms Oregon law states that unless otherwise stipulated by

a deed, the state owns the submerged and submersible land shoreward
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to the mean high waterline. Riparian land ownership commences at

the mean high waterline.

In some locales tideland, also known as submersible land, has

become contested property. Apparently some individuals or firms

claim tideland ownership and pay taxes on it but, contingent upon the

legal interpretation, may not in fact be lawful owners. State owned

tideland has considerable income potential because of the quantity

involved, its potential sales value, and its actual and potential return

from leasing. In some cases the state has granted quite claims for

contested tideland parcels. Although the granting of quit claims

denies the state sales income, such action also circumvents costly

lawsuits.

In the aggregate there are 696 study parcels, distributed as

shown in Table 7. However, 696 is an overstatement of the actual

number of parcels which are in juxtaposition to each other, with each

forming one effective cadastral unit held under one ownership. If the

parcels are consolidated into cadastral units there are a total of 421,

For example, if a pierhead-bulkhead parcel and the-adjacent waterline

parcel are owned by the same individual or firm, this results in one

cadastral unit, instead of two parcels. Or, as shown in Figure 3, if

parcels 1, la, lb, and 2 are all owned by the same individual or firm

these represent one cadastral unit instead of four parcels. If, how-

ever, parcel Zx and 4 in Figure 3 are owned by the same firm, they
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are not considered a cadastral unit because a public street causes

an interruption of property lines.

The number of actual parcels juxtaposed and in the same owner-

ship results from inconsistently consolidating tax accounts. In some

cases the parcels were acquired at different times and were never

consolidated. In other cases the parcels were acquired at the same

time, but consolidation by the assessor's accounts simply did not

occur. More recently, for purposes of statewide computerization,

accounts are being consolidated if they lie within the same section but

are split into two accounts if a section line divides a property. Within

any given tax code, parcels are identified by the township, range,

and section number in which they occur. For ease-in facilitating state-

wide computer identification of parcels, the section line will become

a definitive boundary. In 1970-1971, while data were collected,

preparation for statewide computerization was barely in progress.

Finally, it should be recognized that tax account numbers are

identifying symbols used in the assessor's bookkeeping system. The

deed, of course, remains the legal instrument identifying property

ownership and describes property lines in accordance with landmarks

and compass points based upon land surveys. A deed may describe

one parcel or several parcels.
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The Physical-Dimensional Parcel Variables

Six major variables pertain to the characteristics of the land

parcels defined earlier. These variables are: size, front feet on the

Columbia River, slope, depth offshore, distance to the ship channel,

and length in years of current ownership. A detailed description of

how the values for these variables were derived is presented below.

Size. When possible acreage was taken directly from the tax

records. In numerous cases the acreage was not indicated on the tax

record, particularly for public land and in settlements which have

been platted. The second sources for acreage data were the assessor

maps where acreages were sometimes given. Finally, where acreage

values were totally lacking, the writer computed them or measured

the parcels with a polar planimeter from the assessor maps.

Several qualifications regarding acreage must be recognized.

First, due to the seasonable and changeable nature of shorelines, the

actual acreage of waterfront parcels and islands varies over time.

Second, assessor maps are infrequently constructed from aerial

photographs or corrected from field surveys. The work maps noting

corrections are seldom available for public use. The maps show

neither the date of their construction nor the flight date of the aerial

photographs. The accurate measurement of acreage values is con-

tingent upon the quality of the photograph and the ability of the
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personnel who planimeter shoreline parcels.

Front feet. The length of the footage fronting on the Columbia

River was taken from predetermined values indicated on the asses-

sor's maps or was obtained by measurement on the maps. In general,

when predetermined values were not indicated, straight line measure-

ments were made on larger parcels where the shoreline curved con-

siderably. Shoreline footage was not derived for the islands.

Slope. The slope values are expressed in percent in ranges

from 0-3 percent, 4-9 percent, 10-19 percent, and more than 20

percent. The Oregon Department of Transportation mapped slope on

topographic sheets reproduced to a uniform scale of one inch to 2, 000

feet. Utilizing the department's interpretation and the assessor's

maps (scale one inch to 100 feet, 200 feet, or 400 feet) slope was

estimated for each parcel. Where the slope was greater than 20

percent the actual value was utilized.

The final value assigned to each parcel was the mean slope.

Where a parcel had more than one of the four slope categories noted

above, the proportion of parcel area in each category was estimated

and the mean slope was derived. Where the entire parcel was within

one slope category the midpoint value of the slope category was

utilized.

The Department of Transportation did not map the slope of sub-

mersible and submerged land. Thus the tideland, pierhead-bulkhead,
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pierhead-bulkhead-waterline, and waterline parcels lack slope data.

The slope of all islands was in the 0-3 percent range. The tidal

islands not shown on the map, but visible on the air photographs, were

arbitrarily assigned a slope value of 0. 5 percent. It was felt such a

value, relative to a mean slope of 1.5 percent, represented a realistic

minimum for islands which are periodically under water.

Water Depth. The mean water depth 100 yards offshore was

estimated for each parcel. Depth measurements were accomplished

by interpolating fathoms from the United States Coast and Geodetic

Service navigation charts for each parcel, or by estimating the mean

depth for parcels with long shorelines with varying depths. Mean

depth values are, therefore, more realistic for parcels with short

shorelines. No offshore depth values were derived for the islands.

Distance to the Ship Channel. The mean distance to the center

of the ship channel from each parcel was also interpolated from the

navigation charts. The values are expressed as the number of yards

in hundreds. Straight line distances were used, disregarding the

potential navigability of the route. As with the depth values above,

shorter shorelines permit greater accuracy. Distance values to the

ship channel also were not derived for the islands.

Length of Current Ownership. The approximate number of

years each parcel has been held by the current owners was determined.
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The actual dates of parcel acquisitions are not recorded in the asses-

sor's records, but the deed numbers are. Deeds are numbered

consecutively over time and thus by checking the county clerk's log of

recorded deeds for the months of December and January, it was

possible to determine the approximate year that parcels were ac-

quired. The logs were checked back to 1930, and accordingly, each

parcel was assigned the appropriate value, where one year corres-

ponds to 1971, and 42 years corresponds to a 1930, or earlier,

acquisition. Where more than one deed with different years was iden-

tified with a parcel, the difference was averaged to obtain a mean

date of acquisition-by the current owner. Such an averaging procedure

was necessary for 90 of the 696 parcels.

It is recognized that filing of a. ,deed does not necessarily

represent the sale of an entire parcel. However, when deed numbers

exist, some action relating to the parcels in question occurred. If

not an outright sale, such action could have represented technical or

legal action as well as an addition to or deletion from the parcel. The

only alternative to estimating the year of parcel acquisition would

have been to conduct a title search for each parcel by literally verify-

ing each deed. Such detailed research was deemed to be of question-

able merit for this thesis.

So that transactions involving land parcels could be analyzed for

a historical period, old tax_ records were checked. Current and old
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tax records are filed according to their tax code, and then by town-

ship, range, and section numbers. Unfortunately, tax codes are

changed periodically, and cross identification with older codes is not

always maintained in a systematic manner. Further, over time,

stored records become misfiled. Thus, efforts to check historical,

data for the parcels was abandoned.

The Distribution of the Physical-Dimensional
Parcels and Variables

Table 8 provides a distribution of all the parcels according to

the six variables defined previously. In addition to the range, mean,

and standard deviation, selected percentiles are given for each vari-

able. Due to the wide range in value of some of the variables, the

percentiles often provide a more realistic perspective of distribution

than does the mean. It should be noted that due to the wide range, the

standard deviation of some variables is twice to three times larger

than the mean. In an attempt to diminish the disparities resulting

from wide ranges, the acre and feet variables were divided into high

and low categories.

Another distinction was made between wetland and dryland par-

cels. Specifically, pierhead-bulkhead and tideland parcels were

separated from the landward upland, pierhead-bulkhead -waterline,

and waterline parcels. The elimination of the two distinctly wetland
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Table 8. The Distribution of all Parcels and Variables.

Variables Number Range Std. Percentiles
Min. Max. Mean Dev. 5 25 50 75 95

Years owned 694 1 42 18 13 3 7 13 28 42

Unadjusted,
years owned 604 1 42 18 13 3 7 13 28 42

Acres 664 .01 1802 58 152 .09 .92 4.92 41 283

High acres 332 4.9 1802 115 200 6 15 41 124 432

Low acres 332 .01 4.9 1.2 1.1 .07 .28 .92 1.7 3.5

One acre
or more 492 1.0 1802 78 172 1 3 15 70 335

Less than
one acre 172 .01 99 .37 .27 .05 .13 .31 .59 .90

Feet 572 20 22000 1043 2116 40 100 300 800 5160

High feet 299 300 22000 1881 2662 300 400 800 2160 6800

Low feet 273 20 290 122 74 40 58 100 190 260

Feet actual
shoreline 481 20 22000 1119 2209 40 105 300 1000 5200

Slope (%) 489 .5 23 3 5 .5 .7 1.5 1.5 14.5

Depth S72 63 18 13 1 6 15 30 40

Distance 572 2 105 18 22 3 5 9 21 80

Explanation of varying number sizes:
Years, 694. Data lacking (no record) on two parcels

Excludes the 90 parcels with adjusted acquisition
Acres, 664. Excludes 32 of 41 tideland parcels lacking values

Includes median and acreage above the median
Includes acreage below the median
Includes only values of one acre or more
Includes only values of less than one acre
Excludes 120 island parcels and 4 tideland parcels located on islands
Includes median and feet above the median
Includes feet below the median
Excludes wetlands (tideland, pierhead-bulkhead) parcels and islands
Includes upland and island parcels

Depth, 572.
Distance, 572.

Excludes 120 island and 4 tideland parcels
Excludes 120 island and 4 tideland parcels

Source: Derived by writer

0

Years,

Acres,
Acres,
Acres,
Acres,
Feet,
Feet,
Feet,
Feet,
Slope,
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categories prevents the overstatement of linear feet for the actual

shoreline. Although front footage of the wetland parcels is possibly

a criterion which makes their ownership desirable, their inclusion

does distort the actual shoreline length.

Table 9 provides the distribution of the parcels by the six land

types and the six variables. Discrete divisions of the variables were

not derived for each of the land types as was done for all parcels in

Table 8.

A cursory discussion relating to the distribution of each of the

variables follows. Analysis which will attempt to explain and inter-

relate the reasons for the distributions will occur in the subsequent

chapters.

The descriptive statistics in Table 8 for the number of years of

current ownership for all parcels, depict a fairly normal distribution.

The mean (18) and median (13) number of years the parcels have been

owned are reasonably close. Table 9 shows that the years of ownership

for each parcel type varies from that for all parcels. The tideland

parcels show the greatest percent of recent (1-5 year) ownership

changes. The three parcel types located in the Astoria area differ

considerably from the norm for all parcels. Such a condition likely

results from numerous public and private ownership transfers in that

area during the early 1960's, which will be elaborated upon when

ownership types are discussed. The islands parcels reflect the longest
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Table 9. Distribution of Parcels by Types and Variables.

Types and Number Range Std. Percentiles

Variables Min. Max. Mean Dev. 5 25 50 75 95

Upland
Years (a) 367 1 42 16 11 3 7 13 23 39

Acres 369 .01 1802 57 175 .07 .46 3 30 278

Feet 369 20 22000 1294 2448 40 100 320 1200 5800

Slope 369 .5 23 6 6 1.5 1.5 1.5 11 17

Depth 369 0 63 18 13 0 6 16 25 40

Distance 369 2 105 21 25 3 5 9 24 85

Tideland

Years 41 1 42 15 13 1 5 12 28 36

Acres (b) 9 . 13 39 12 16 .13 .36 3 13 39

Feet (c) 37 40 10000 889 2255 58 58 58 220 8600

Depth (c) 37 6 41 28 9 8 31 31 31 38

Distance (c) 37 9 100 23 30 9 9 9 10 100

Pierhead-Bulkhead

Years 55 4 42 17 14 7 7 8 36 41

Acres S5 .23 236 17 46 .35 1 3 8 132

Feet 55 50 2316 450 446 50 300 300 450 1720

Depth 55 1 40 13 10 6 11 16 40

Distance 55 3 35 14 8 10 11 18 30

Pierhead-Bulkhead-Waterline
Years 65 3 42 21 14 4 8 18 36 42

Acres 65 . 16 283 19 49 .33 1 2 7 122

Feet 65 30 4800 530 765 50 150 235 600 1706

Depth 65 1 40 22 14 1 11 18 40 40

Distance 65 3 27 7 4 3 4 6 10 13

Waterline
Years 46 2 42 17 15 4 7 8 28 42

Acres 46 .17 193 8 29 .24 .63 1 2 27

Feet 46 60 6000 571 1068 80 150 270 300 2800

Depth 46 1 40 12 14 1 5 5 11 40

Distance 46 3 30 16 8 3 10 16 18 30

Islands
Years 120 3 42 24 13 4 10 27 36 42

Acres 120 1 875 123 157 2 26 68 137 484

Slope 120 .5 1.8 1 5 .5 .5 1.5 1.5 1.5

a data lacking for two parcels
b 32 of 41 tideland parcels lack acreage data
c 4 of 41 tideland parcels located on islands lack values
Slope available for only upland and island parcels
Front feet, depth and distance not derived for islands
Source: Derived by writer

1

3
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period of current ownership. Both the mean length and median length

of current ownership are high for the island parcels and partially re-

sults from numerous Clatsop County foreclosures dating back to the

1930's.

As was noted earlier, 90 parcels were assigned adjusted mean

dates of acquisition where more than one deed for different years was

shown in the assessor's records. It is important to note that the ad-

justed and nonadjusted years of ownership for all the parcels do not

vary from each other.

An explanation of variation in parcel size will occur in subse-

quent chapters; at this point, it suffices to note that the acreage data

are quite variable, ranging in size from .01 acre to 1802. 37 acres.

Table 9 indicates the range is greatest for the upland parcels and

smallest for the tideland parcels.

Tables 8 and 9 indicate the standard deviation for acreage is

greater than the mean. The standard deviations are at least three

times larger than the mean for waterline and upland parcels, at least

two times greater than the mean for all pierhead-bulkhead-parcels,

and pierhead-bulkhead-waterline parcels, and somewhat greater than

the mean for is-land and tideland parcels.

The median acreage for all parcels or the parcel types reflect

values considerably smaller than the mean, indicating the existence

of numerous small parcels. Specifically, of 664 parcels with known
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acreage one-half of them are less than five acres in size and three-

quarters are 41 acres or less in size.

Four divisions in Table 8 show a mix of acreage distributions

according to size. These distributions are not mutually exclusive

and include: 1) high acreages which include the median and all values

higher than the median, 2) low acreages which include all values below

the median, 3) parcels which are one acre or more, and 4) parcels

which are less than one acre in size. Coincidentally, the midpoint of

the acreage is the numeric median for the 664 parcels.

Among the four acreage divisions, the variation between the

mean, median, and standard deviation is least where the range is

smallest, namely for parcels below the median and those less than

one acre. For the other two acreage divisions the distribution also

indicates skewness toward low acreage. Specifically, with a range of

nearly 1800 acres, the high acreages division has a median of 41

acres while the division for parcels one acre or larger has a median

of 15 acres.

The front footage data also are quite variable and have been

divided into different groups. The footage divisions include all par-

cels (except islands), high front feet which includes the median and

values above the median,, low front feet which includes values below

the median, and front footage of the actual mainland shoreline without

wetland values. Again where the range is smallest, namely for the
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low front feet, the variation between the mean, median, and standard

deviation is the least. The standard deviation of the other three foot-

age divisions is about two-thirds to double that of the mean while the

median is substantially less than the mean. There are more parcels

with relatively shorter footage than longer footage fronting on the

Columbia River. The upland and tideland parcels reflect the greatest

absolute length while the Astoria area parcels are considerably

shorter.

The slope data indicate a strong skewness toward low values,

with a mean.of 3. 0 percent and a median of 1. 5 percent. Such a

condition correlates with riparian land located on a flood plain which

is subject to the natural hazard of periodic flooding.

One hundred yards offshore the mean depth for all parcels and

the upland parcels is 18 feet, while the median depth is 15 and 16 feet,

respectively. The extraordinarily high mean and median depth off-

shore from the tidelands is due to the concentration of many parcels

with relatively short front footage (58 feet) near deep water in St.

Helens. Since each parcel was assigned a mean depth, regardless of

its overall front footage, the mean and median depth values for the

tidelands overstates the actual depth in relationship to front feet.

Table 7 shows that the tideland front footage for seven parcels in

Clatsop County is more than three times that of Columbia County's

30 tideland parcels.
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The three Astoria area parcel types reflect varying proximity

to the ship channel. Specifically, the pierhead-bulkhead-waterline

parcels depict a waterward extension toward deeper water, as is

shown by a mean depth of 22 feet and a median depth of 18 feet. Con-

versely, the other two Astoria area parcels are concentrated in or

adjacent to shallower water near the eastern edge of Astoria where

the channel departs from the shore.

The distance data indicate that, in general, the mean distance

to the center of the navigation channel for all parcels is approximately

one mile. The distance quantities given in Tables 8 and 9 are the

hundreds of yards to the channel. Due to the large range in distance,

however, the median value likely presents the better measurement

showing that one-half of the parcels lie within a distance of one-half

mile from the channel. With the exception of the most landward

parcels in the Astoria area, the waterline parcels, the median prox-

imity to the channel is about equal for all parcel types. The pierhead-

bulkhead and waterline parcels show the greatest median distance

because these parcels are concentrated near the eastern edge of

Astoria where the channel turns north and abruptly departs from the

shore.
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The Monetary Variables

Three monetary variables pertain to the characteristics of the

land parcels defined earlier. These are: land value per acre, total

value per acre and land value per front foot. All values were obtained

from the Columbia County and Clatsop County assessor offices, and

are described below.

Land Value per Acre. The assessed land value of each parcel

was divided by the number of acres for each parcel.

Total Value per Acre. The land value plus the value for im-

provements and commercial timber was summed. The total quantity

was then divided by the number of acres for each parcel to derive

the total value per acre. For parcels without improvements or com-

mercial timber the total value per acre and the land value per acre is

identical.

Land Value per Front Foot. The land value of each parcel was

divided by the number of front feet for each parcel.

For publicly owned land monetary values were unavailable.

Quintile Distributions

Patterns of distribution provide a framework for analysis by

depicting similar or dissimilar entities. The distribution of the vari-

ables used in this study are depicted in five data plots in Chapters IV

and V.
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Each variable, except slope, is graphed according to quintile

rank to facilitate comparisons. Slope is not graphed due to its rela-

tively constant distribution. Quintiles were selected because the

groupings are generally satisfactory for classification and distribution

patterns. Quartiles overgeneralize and percentiles provide unneces-

sary detail.

The quintile data plots are for 572 shoreline parcels, starting

at the Multnomah-Columbia County boundary and ending with the 572nd

parcel on Clatsop Spit, where the Columbia River enters the Pacific

Ocean. The physical-dimensional rankings are for the two county

waterfront, permitting comparisons for about a 100 mile distance.

Comparatively advantageous or disadvantageous physical-dimensional

features of each parcel or a group of parcels can thus be visualized

for the entire waterfront. For some variables and some ranges the

lack of a distinct pattern is likewise evident.

The quintiles for all monetary values; land values, total values

and land value per front foot are based upon a single rather than a two

county array. The monetary values have been converted to per acre

or per front foot units. Monetary values are graphed by individual

counties because a large number of the parcels in Clatsop County are

in public ownership and thus are quite different from Columbia County's

privately owned parcels. Although public land certainly possesses

values, such data are unavailable because the assessor maintains
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records of only taxable land. Thus, due to recognized differences

in ownerships, data availability and the mix of municipal parcels by

counties, separate graphing of the monetary data minimizes the dis-

tortions. Further, most monetary values used in this study are based

upon appraisals determined by the individual county assessor offices.

Although basic standards for land and property appraising exist,

individual counties may differ in their perception of waterfront land

resources.

It is noted that in Oregon, county and state assessor data are

full market values. Specifically, true cash value, assessed value and

market value are intended tobe actual and equal values. In reality,

however, some 1970 assessed values for the study parcels were

understated. Accordingly, by 1973 the assessed values were adjusted,

and such changes are noted at the conclusion of each subsection for

Columbia County. For Clatsop County 1973 assessed values were not

obtained.

The Oregon Department of Revenue appraises utilities such as

water transportation companies, railroad companies and energy firms.

Land and total values for the towboat companies were available, but

due to the interstate and intercounty characteristics of railroads and

energy utilities such data are unavailable on a parcel by parcel basis.

Thus, monetary data are lacking on railroad and energy utility parcels

which function in that capacity. If the railroad or utility firm owns
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land which is not utilized for transportation or the transmission of

energy, such land is appraised in the usual manner by the county

assessor. There are a few parcels included in the latter category.

Utility and Ownership Characteristics

In addition to depicting a quintile distribution of the variables,

the data plots indicate land use in relationship to the river. Speci-

fically, four categories are: intensive direct river use, extensive

direct river use, nonriver use and nonuse. Nonuse is actually a

subcategory of nonriver use but because it accounts for a large num-

ber of parcels it merits attention.

Also shown on the data plot are generalized groups of owner

types by cadastral units. All the above described uses and ownership

types are also presented in tabular form for each zone. An explana-

tion of the foregoing items which have not been defined or described

previously is presented below.

Land 'Use: The primary purpose of this study is to determine

river usage in relation to a waterfront location. A detailed land use

classification was deemed unnecessary and a general system was thus

devised. The land use classification system was derived from aerial

photographic evidence, county assessor improvement and timber

values, field investigations and responses which were obtained from a
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limited number of questionnaires. The three major categories of

land use are: direct intensive river use, direct extensive river use

and nonriver use. An important subcategory of nonriver use is non-

use.

Direct Intensive River Use. Direct intensive river use means a

riverfront parcel utilizes the river in some capacity. The most

common use being water transportation of resources or finished pro-

ducts. The type of firms or individual using the river directly for

water transportation are: fish companies, towboat companies, timber

companies, ports or commercial fishermen with their own facilities.

The other type of intensive river use parcel is recreation and includes

marinas, public docks, parks and other sites used for bank angling,

waterfowl hunting and water sports.

Direct Extensive River Use. Direct extensive river use parcels

are generally residences or farms with private dock facilities. The

parcels with such facilities were classified as extensive users rather

than intensive users because it was presumed the frequency of river

5
A twenty percent stratified, random sample for each of the six

parcel types for each county was drawn and questionnaires were
mailed to land owners in July, 1971. The response was poor and
attempts to obtain questionnaire information by personal interview
revealed a general reluctance to provide the requested information.
Consequently, where viewing was not possible reliance on photographic
coverage and improvement and timber data was necessary. Question-
naire results provide illustrative insights only.
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use was less than that of commercial activity or public reaction.

Nonriver Use. Nonriver use includes all other uses not making

direct river use. These include agriculture, forests, residences,

industries, and businesses, and idle land.

Idle land is a conspicuous entity and is depicted on the data plots

as nonuse.

Flood Type. Flood type was based upon the interpretation of

data mapped by the Oregon Department of Transportation. When

analyzed in conjunction with land use, the flood type data indicate

capabilities or restrictions of the parcels. The four classes of flood

type are:

Tideland, subject to frequent flooding
Flood plain, subject to seasonal flood hazard
Flood protected, diked land
Undefined, but generally free of hazard except for serious flood

incidents

Flood type is not graphed in the data plots but it is discussed

in each of the zones.

Ownership Type. The generalized activities of some land owners

are readily conspicuous and permit broad classification. Moreover,

the conspicuous owners hold a large percent of the acreage while the

undefined individual owners hold a larger number of parcels. The

ownership classification is:

Private ownership, not otherwise classified
T Timber company (wood and/or paper plant or timbered land)
F Fish companies
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B Towboat companies
P Port of St. Helens or Port of Astoria
M Municipal
C County
S State
U United States
R Railroad
V Utility company
G Oregon Game Commission

Cadastral Units. In the data plots ownership of two or more

parcels forming a single cadastral unit is identified by enclosing the

appropriate number of ownership types in a box. If a street or another

ownership interrupts the contiguity of a single holding, a single cadas-

tral unit is not formed, even though the same owner may be identified

in succession. Street patterns sometime cause such a condition in

Astoria and with a few parcels in Rainier.

The 572 shoreline parcels are reduced to 325 cadastral units.

The total 696 parcels, including islands, are reduced to 421 cadastral

units. In Columbia County 317 shoreline parcels are reduced to 185

cadastres and in Clatsop County 255 shoreline parcels are reduced to

140 cadastres. If the cadastres are viewed in conjunction with the

period of acquisition depicted on the data plot evidence of parcel con-

solidation can be observed.

Concepts and Hypotheses

The preceding sections have described the study parcels and

have characterized the parcel variables. Methods of classifying land
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use and ownership. types of the study parcels were also detailed. The

concepts and hypotheses section provides the framework for analyzing

the parcels in the subsequent county chapters.

Location is a determinant of land use. Location theory is con-

cerned with the location of human interaction and it can be studied

from two points of view:

"Given an activity or a flow pattern, what is the best location?.. .

Given a location, what is the best activity to carry on there?"

Abler, Adams and Gould, 1971, p. 340)

This thesis is concerned with the latter approach.

A basic tenent of location theory recognizes that land will be

used in its highest capacity for the greatest return. From the time

of Von Thunen's work in the last century, numerous scholars have

applied the concepts of location and economic rent to agricultural and

urban land. Adopting the concept to this thesis it is hypothesized that

waterfront land owners behave in a rational manner and utilize their

land situated on the Columbia riverfront to obtain optimal return.

Conceptually it would seem that optimal waterfront land use

could result from a unique location adjacent to a navigable river, cap-

able of accommodating seagoing vessels with 40 foot drafts. However,

a casual survey of the 100 mile waterfront denotes a relatively inactive

riverfront, generally devoid of land uses dependent upon, or related to

the navigability of the Columbia River. In Chapter II it was
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hypothesized that less than 20 percent of the parcel uses occur in

conjunction with direct use of the river. Thus, the two basic hypoth-

eses of this study are: 1) less than 20 percent of the riverfront parcel

land uses make direct use of the Columbia River, and 2) regardless

if direct river use or nonriver use of the parcels occur, land owners

are rational land managers. If both hypotheses prove correct, two

basic conclusions exist: 1) land owners do not make direct use of the

river because physical factors hinder such use, and analysis of the

physical-dimensional data will reveal if hindrance is a cause limiting

direct use; or, 2) land owners do not make direct use of the river by

choice. The latter choice might result from an overabundance of

waterfront land suitable for direct use, thus necessitating owners to

resort to other land uses or to nonuse. Analysis of parcel utility in

conjunction with the physical-dimensional factors will provide in-

sights into thepossibility of overabundance or underutility.

In addition to the two major hypotheses, the following subhypoth-

eses are presented: 1) Direct river use is greater for municipal

parcels than for rural parcels. If this hypothesis is true, it implies

that municipalities possess locational advantages which are favorable

for riverfront activities, possibly because the mix of socio-economic

conditions are more desirable or because the physical-dimensional

relationships are more satisfactory. 2) Per acre land value is not

contingent upon.direct river use. Such an implication might mean
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nonriver uses provide owners more viable land use alternatives,

further indicating they manage their land rationally.

In conclusion, the study boundaries were delimited and the par-

cel characteristics were discussed. Six. land parcel types and the

physical-dimensional variables for analyzing the parcels were defined.

Descriptive statistics were utilized to describe various distributions

of the parcels and variables. Monetary variables, land use character-

istics, and ownership types were also described.

Concepts and hypotheses were defined. Chapters IV and V will

utilize the variables and hypotheses for individual county analysis.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF WATERFRONT LAND
IN COLUMBIA COUNTY

The purpose of this chapter is to focus analysis on the Columbia

County waterfront parcels. The mix of various physical, dimensional

or monetary variables, defined previously, will be examined in an

effort to explain parcel use or nonuse. The distributive patterns of

the variables and the parcel characteristics depicting ownership, land

use and flood conditions are discussed. The variables also are pre-

sented in three data plots.

Zonal Analysis

Columbia County has been divided into seven zones for analysis.

These are: (1) Sauvies Island, parcels 1-17 (2) St. Helens, parcels

18-89 (3) Interzone I, parcels 90-105 (4) Columbia City, parcels 106-

124 (5) Interzone II, parcels 125-185 (6) Rainier, parcels 186-222

and (7) Interzone III to the Clatsop-Columbia county line, parcels 223-

317. The zones are readily identifiable on both the county (Figure 4)

map and the three data plots (Figures 5, 6, 7).

Tabulated data have been compiled for each zone. The first

table presents the quintile distribution of the variables and a correla-

tion matrix of the nonmonetary variables. The second table includes

data relating to the number of direct river users and nonriver users.
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Figure 4. Columbia County portion of the Columbia River
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With respect to the second table included in each subsection, a

few qualifying comments are necessary. A detailed: land use study of

each parcel is not presented. Rather, the objective of the utility

section is to determine if parcel functions are contingent upon river

use. River use, like-land use, is relative and may be extensive or

intensive depending upon the parcel functions. Because the question-

naire response was poor, arbitrary judgments regarding utility were

necessitated. Thus, it was decided that a residence with a private

dock likely makes extensive use of the river, relative to an industrial

plant with a dock which likely makes relatively more intensive use of

the river. It is also recognized that different industrial uses, for

example, vary relative to their intensity of river use-and that the

proportions of the parcel used in direct conjunction with the river also

vary. However, data are lacking with which to make-explicit judg-

ments relative- to the- intensity of river use. Further,. it is also recog-

nized that a residence or farm parcel without private dock facilities

does not necessarily fail to use the river. The absence of such

facilities, however, seem to. indicate minimal or nonuse of the river

and the parcels have thus been classified accordingly.

Offshore log storage -makes direct use of the river. However,

if the adjacent upland study parcel is vacant the study parcel is

classified as an idle parcel.
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Another qualification pertaining to utility recognizes the differ-

ence in parcel size. Some parcels are exceedingly small and owners

have purchased several parcels to form a usable cadastral unit. In

the case of the small parcels improvements are sometimes shown for

only one parcel but not the remaining parcels of a cadastral unit.

Contingent upon the overall size of the cadastre, utility functions for

small parcels have normally been extended to include the entire

cadastre, rather than only part of it.

Finally, it is recognized that many idle parcels are trespassed

to gain recreational river access. Such uses are not tabulated as

direct river use, however.

The discussion for each zone is based upon 1970-1971 data and

includes the following: 1) flood type, 2) slope, 3) principal owners,

4) size, 5) land values and total values per acre, 6) front feet and land

value per front foot, 7) depth 100 yards offshore, 8) distance to the

ship channel, 9) correlations 10) utility and 11) zonal conclusions.

During the period 1970-1973 there have been some ownership, size

and value changes with the study parcels. Such changes are included

in the summary discussion for each zone in Columbia County.

Table 10 provides the quintile ranges of the variables for

Columbia County. These ranges also apply to the zonal tables and the

zonal data plots.
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Table 10. Quintile Ranges of Variables, Columbia County.

Quintile

Variable Mean First Second Third Fourth Fifth

Years 16.5 1-6 7-9 10-16 17-27 28-42+
owned

Size .44 .01 .45 1.23 5.14 31.70-
(acres) .44 1.22 5.13 31.69 1802.37

Land value $5646 $11- $300- $473- $2027- $9334-
per acre * $299 $472 $2026 $9333 $48471

Total value $99774 $11- $364- $917- $4580 - $19217-
per acre * $363 $916 $4$79 $19216 $144Q60

Front Feet 1043 20-79 80-200 201-370 371- 1201

1200 22000

Land value $25 $0.09 $4.06- $10.21- $21.07- $38.10-
per front $4.05 $10.20 $21.06 $38.09 $364.85
foot

Depth 100 18 0-6 7-12 13-20 21-31 32--63

yards offshore
(in feet)

Distance to 18 2-5 6-8 9-12 13-24 25-105

channel in
hundreds of,yards

Slope 5.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6- 14.0
(percent) 13.9 +

* Monetary values based upon Columbia County data only, all other values are two county variable
values

Source: derived by writer

*
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Sauvies Island (parcels 1-17)

The distributions of the variables are shown in Table 11 and

Figure 5.

Flood Type. Sauvies Island study parcels are largely a flood

plain and tideland, with some portions in the undefined category.

Slope. About two-thirds of the study parcels have a mean slope

of 1. 5 percent. The remainder of the parcels have slightly greater

slope, ranging from 2. 0 to 4. 0 percent.

Principal Owners. The Oregon Game Commission dominates

the ownership pattern. There are five other parcels in independent

ownership.

Years Owned. Seventy percent of the distribution occurs in the

fourth and fifth quintiles. Three individually owned parcels and two

Game Commission parcels occur in the third quintile. The tendency

is toward longer periods of ownership as a result of the Game Com-

mission holdings in this zone.

Size. The Game Commission parcels, and one independently

owned parcel are among the largest in the entire study area, with 14

parcels ranking in the fifth quintile and one-half of those occurring at

or beyond the 95th percentile in a ranked array. Two of the other

private parcels exceed 200 acres and the remainder are less than 100

acres in size.
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Table 11. Distribution of Variables for Sauvies Island.

Variables Minimum
Number of occurrences by

Maximum quintiles
1 2 3 4

Years owned 17 7 32 2 3 10 2

Size (acres) 17 2.00 1,292.- - - 1 2 14

Land value 17 $300. $1,250. - 16 - 1

per acre

Total value 17 $300 $4, 545. 13

per acre

Front feet 17 720 5,600 16

Land value per 17 $3.47 $84.52 1 2

front foot

Depth 100 yards 17 4 53 2 5

offshore (feet)

Distance (yards) 17 4 9 10

to ship channel

Slope (percent) 17 1.5 4.0 - 10

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet = Slope Depth Distance

Years

Size

Feet

Slope

Depth

Distance

.208 .187 -.337 -.250 .018

-- .551 -.054 -.134 .214

-- -.095 -.255 .174

-- -.325 .751

-- -.356

N
5

-

1 3

- - - 1

4 4 6

7 - 3

6

- 7
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Location Sauvies Island St. Helens Interzone I
Parcel Number ° R 9 °a .9 CID

Owner Type, Cadastre ® III CmMC P M a a a
Use Type, Cadastre TY J** * * c$
VARIABLE QUINTILE

N0. RANGE

Y 0 5 28- 42+
E W 4 17- 27
A N 3 10- 16
R E 2, 7- 9
S D 1 1- 6

A 5 31.70- 1,802.37
C 4 514- 31.69
H 3 1.23- 5.13
E 2 0.45- 1.22
S 1 0.01- 0.44 t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t, t t t t t t t t s t, t t t t t
L V 5 $9,334- 48,471
A A 4 2,027- 9,333
N L

1

3 473- 2,028
D U 2 300- 472

E 1 11- 299

T V 5 $19,217- 144.060 71, *iF# * * * * * * * * * * . *0 A 4 4,580- 19,216 /
T L 3 917- 4,579
A U 2 364- 916
L' E 1 11- 363

F F 5 1,201- 22,000
R E 4 371- 1,200
0 E 3 201- 370'
N T 2 80- 200
T 1 20- (ft) 79 .

F V 5 $21.07- 364.85 ^
0 A 4 21.07- 38.09
0 L 3 10.21- 21.06
T U 2 4.06- 10.20

E 1 0.09- 4.05

W D 5 32- 63
A E 4 21- 31
T P 3 13- 20
E T 2 7- 12
R H 1 0_ (0) 6

C D 5 2,500- 10,500
H I 4 1,300- 2,400
A S 3 900- 1,200
N. T. 2 600- 800

1 200- (Ydsl 500

Legend OWNER TYPES USE TYPES OTHER

M MUNICIPAL U UNITED STATES B TOWBOAT COMPANY A RAIL COMPANY 0 DIRECT INTENSIVE RIVER USE * WITH TAXED IMPROVEMENTS

C COUNTY P PORT F FISH COMPANY V UTILITY COMPANY 0 DIRECT EXTENSIVE RIVER USE WITH TAXED COMMERCIAL TIMBER

S STATE G GAME COMMISSION T TIMBER COMPANY ALL OTHER PRIVATE OWNERS
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED

NONRIVER USE t TIDELAND, ACREAGE UNDETERMINED

0 NONUSE (IDLE) MULTIPLE PARCEL CADASTRE

FIGURE 5. DATA PLOT SAUVI ES ISLAND,ST. HE LENS, INTERZONE I
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Land Value and Total Value per Acre. With the exception of

parcel 17, the smallest parcel in this zone, all land values occur in

the second quintile and average $300 per acre. Nine parcels have

improvements, with six increased in the value by about $100 per acre

for a total per acre value of $400. Three independently owned parcels

in this zone have total values in the third quintile, while the total

values for the remaining parcels are distributed in the second quintile.

Front Feet and Value per Front Foot. Front footage is among

the longest in the study area, with three parcels ranking above the

95th percentile, generally corresponding with large parcel size.

Values per front foot range from $3 to $84 with about one-half the

parcels in the $15-29 range, or the second and third quintile.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Three parcels have 50-53 foot depths

100 yards offshore, ranking these above the 95th quintile in a ranked

array. One of the parcels with deep water is parcel 17, the parcel

with the highest per acre valuation in this zone. For the remainder

of the parcels water depth varies between shallow to moderate depth,

or the first to third quintile.

Distance to the Ship Channel. The ship channel is within 400 to

900 yards from the shore. With one exception, all parcels are dis-

tributed in the first or second quintile. All parcels are close to the

ship channel, ranking in the first or second quintile. Whereas chan-

nel proximity is useful for many activities, closeness is not especially
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desirable for recreational uses. Large, passing vessels create

turbulent water, hindering and sometimes endangering pleasure boat-

ing and water contact sports.

Correlations. The correlation matrix for the six nonmonetary

values shows a moderate relationship between size and front footage

(. 55). Such a condition corresponds with the large parcel size and

long front footage discussed earlier.

In addition, distance and slope show a positive correlation of

(. 75). In general, greater slope correlates with greater distance to

the channel. Since the river is fairly narrow in this reach it appears

that the submarine slope is a continuation of the upland slope and that

the channel placement coincides with a natural condition. It must be

recognized, however, that the ship channel is maintained by the Army

Corps of Engineers and its location is a function of both human and

natural action. As shown in Table 11 the remaining variables corre-

late weakly or not at all.

Utility. Fourteen parcels in this zone make direct use of the

river. Table 12 shows the distribution of land uses which utilize the

river as well as those which do not..

Direct river uses occur with the Game Commission holdings

which are used for bank angling or boat launching sites. Although

insignificant a few decades ago, bank angling has become extremely
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Table 12. Sauvies Island, Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres 9/6 Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant

Fish company facility

Towboat company

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or
farm with private dock

Marina or public dock

1 32.41 0.7 2 241.01 5.5

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

11 3, 741.82 85.5

SUBTOTAL 12 3,774.23 86.2 2 241.01 5.5

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public and
private land

Industrial or business

Utility or rail company

Publicly owned land

Residential

1 10.00 0.2

Agricultural

Forest

Agricultural and forest

353.00 8.1

SUBTOTAL 363.00 8.3

TOTAL 17 4,378.24 100

2

3
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popular an Sauvieslsland and is possibly the river area most intensively

fished by sportsmen.

In addition to direct fishing use, the Game Commission opti-

mizes the river resource by planting about 50 percent of its acreage

as feeding grounds for migratory waterfowl. The Columbia River is a

major flyway for waterfowl and the controlled habitat managed by the

Game Commission provides the public with hunting opportunities. In

the aggregate, the Game Commission holdings on Sauvies Island are

popular recreational areas due to their proximity to the Portland

metropolitan population.

Log storage also occurs offshore from parcels 12-16 on either

Game Commission land or submersible or submerged land managed

by the State Land Board.

Parcel three uses the river directly by leasing moorage space

to commercial and sports fishermen. According to a returned ques-

tionnaire the remainder of his land is farmed. Three other parcels

(one with a private dock) are used for agriculture, as documented by

a special tax assessment for unzoned farm land. Parcel 11 is un-

improved idle land and parcel 17 is situated on a point known as

Warrior Rock.

Conclusions. Although three parcels are not tabulated as direct

river use parcels, it is believed that all parcels in this zone permit

owners, visitors and trespassers to make direct use of the river for
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recreational purposes. The waterfront land is in high demand for

recreational uses. Although quintile grouping masks the actual years

of acquisition, it is apparent from the raw data that the Game Com-

mission has made an effort to consolidate parcels under its ownership

to satisfy recreational demand. Given the flood hazard of portions of

the waterfront parcels in this zone, together with increasing incomes

and the desire of nearby metropolitan populations to participate in

outdoor recreation, Sauvies Island waterfront land is undoubtedly

managed in the highest and best use possible.

The physical relationships indicate no restrictions prohibiting

the present type of waterfront land uses. Non recreational riverfront

uses, such as industrial use, would require costly improvements as

well as being in conflict with the present uses.

Finally, the hypotheses outlined in Chapter III are tested. The

parcels in this zone are used in direct conjunction with the river so the

nonriver use hypothesis is rejected. The hypothesis that land owners

behave in a rational manner in the management of their land is ac-

cepted, coinciding with river use in this zone. Finally, the hypothesis

denoting that land values are not contingent upon river use is accepted.

Relative to other zones, land values in this zone are low, but river

use is high.

Change 1970-1973. With the possible exception of parcel three,

ownerships have remained the same. Parcel three, which functioned
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as both a moorage and farm parcel in 1970, has been subdivided into

two or three parcels. Allowing for the decreased acreage, the land

value for parcel three increased 340 percent during the 1970-1973

period.

Four Game Commission parcels (1, 2, 4, 7) have been consoli-

dated with other nonstudy parcels to form one large parcel. Addi-

tionally, the land values of the remaining Game Commission parcels

declined about 16 percent during the 1970-1973 period. The agri-

cultural parcels experienced no change in ownership or land value.

St. Helens (parcels 18-89)

The distributions of the variables are shown in Table 13 and

Figure 5.

Flood Type. The entire upland waterfront is classified in the

undefined class relative to flood hazard. However, tideland parcels

are subject to seasonal flooding.

Slope. All but eight upland parcels have a mean slope of 1.5

percent. The waterfront is extremely narrow for the northern one-

half of this zone due to an escarpment which rises rapidly landward

from the waterline. Slope for the four northern parcels ranges be-

tween 10 to 13 percent, although those values may be overstated.

The topography in this area is complex and the slope intervals were
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Table 13. Distribution of Variables for St. Helens.

Variables Minimum Maximum
Number or occurrences by

quintiles

2 3

Years owned 72 41 24 27 5

Size (acres) 43 .01 20.30 37 3 1 0

Land value
per acre

40 $50 $48,471. 1 10 29

Total value
per acre

40 $4, 100. $118, 400. 1 10 29

Front feet 72 20 2120 60 6 2 3 1

Land value per

front foot
40 $1.66 $74.75 3 4 2 19 12

Depth 100 yards
offshore (feet)

72 25 52 - 60 12

Distance (yards)
to ship channel

72 700 100 - 12 60

Slope (percent) 43 1.5 13.0 ------ 64 -------- 8

N 43 - less 29 tidelands (20 private, 9 public)
N 40 - less 29 tidelands plus 3 publicly owned parcels

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years .129 .218 -0.248 .290 -.160

Size -- .979 -0.293 .682 -.068

Feet -- -0.340 .669 -.088

Slope -- -.413 .029

Depth -- -. 146

Distance

N
4 5

1 8 8

2

-
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mapped at too small a scale to permit accurate interpretation for

relatively small parcels.

Principal Owners. A paper products firm, Columbia County,

the Port of St. Helens, a fish company, one privately operated marina,

and several independent owners constitute the ownerships.

Years Owned. There is a tendency toward a relatively short

period of ownership. About one-third of the parcels occur in the first

quintile and had been owned less than six years in 1971. Another one-

third of the parcels occurred in the third quintile and had been owned

less than 16 years. The mean length of ownership for all study par-

cels in the two county study reg.i:on is 16 years.

The largest single cadastral unit (parcels 54-67) to experience

relatively recent (1-6 years) ownership change is that of the marina

and the second largest cadastre to change ownership recently is the

fish company. The fishery change (parcels 27-34) is not necessarily

a reflection of demand but rather a legal consolidation of properties

formerly held under a divisional, rather than a corporate name. The

other conspicuous changes in ownership occur with all or parts of

three vacant cadastres (parcels 74-79, 80-82, and 83-85), situated

north of the marina. It could not be determined if the changes for

the vacant parcels resulted from inheritances or from actual sales.

Due to the fact that such changes occurred in the same area during

about a six year period it does not seem probable that all could have
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been inheritances. The last parcel (89) in the zone was created from

subdividing parcel 90. In total, ownership change in this zone has

been fairly active, whether for particular uses or for speculative

reasons.

Size. With the exception of the paper products firm, situated on

the southern end of the waterfront and the four northern parcels, the

parcels in this zone are the smallest in the study area. The majority

of the parcels are less than one-tenth of an acre in size. Eighty-six

percent of the small parcels with known acreage occur in the first

quintile, actually ranking in the fifth or sixth percentile. Smallness

is caused by a confining street pattern and local relief.

In addition to the small parcels, there are 29 parcels of unde-

termined size identified as tidelands in this zone. In the aggregate

fourteen cadastres ranging from . 15 to .62 acres, plus their tide-

lands, have been formed to compensate for small size.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. St. Helens waterfront

parcels are among the highest valued parcels for the study area when

converted to a per acre value. All but one of the zonal land values

for the parcels occur in the fourth or fifth quintile. As individual

parcels, most are less than a tenth of an acre in size and the assessed

values are not as overwhelming as the converted per acre values.

The tideland parcels of undetermined size, are generally valued at

$290 per parcel for the standard 58 foot fronts which occur in this zone.
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It appears tideland valuation is based upon front footage, rather than

size, at a standard value of $5 per front foot. Value per acre could

not be calculated for the tideland parcels and as a consequence all

value data for the tidelands are not included in the data plot.

As three individual parcels the paper products land values vary

from $50 to $6,851 per acre. As a three parcel aggregated cadastre

the per acre land values average $400 and the total values average

$6,400 per acre. However, the paper products holdings encompass

nonwaterfront land not included in this study and the true values for

all property is contingent upon complete data.

Excluding the tidelands, the land values for the fish firm cadastre

(27-34) convert to $48, 471 per acre and with improvements the total

values convert to $118, 656 per acre. Also excluding the tideland, land

values for the marina cadastre (54-67) convert to $21, 344 per acre

with total values converting to $49, 700 per acre. If tideland acreages

were known and included in the per acre calculations, values for the

two cadastral units would decrease if the present tideland values re-

mained constant. However, if acreages were determined, the reality

is tidelands would probably be appraised at a higher value than they

presently are. In either case the tideland situation is open to specula-

tion and may account for some ownership changes which have occurred

with other upland and tideland parcels in this zone.
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Port owned land carries assessed values only when it is leased.

Idle or unleased port land, as with other publicly owned land, is not

assessed. Where assessed values were available for port owned land

they compared to those of the marina. The remaining parcels show

considerable variation although size generally is similar. For these

largely vacant parcels, land values range from $4,000 to $30,000 per

acre. Recent acquisitions which might indicate the reason for in-

creased land values do not, however, explain the variation in value for

the largely vacant parcels. The land value pattern is inconsistent in

that some of the more recently acquired parcels are valued at less

than some of those owned for a longer period of..time. A possible

explanation for the variation in value may be the difference between

parcel shape as depicted on the maps, and from which size was cal-

culated, and actual size which may have remained uncorrected on

available maps. As noted in the previous chapter, corrected maps

were inaccessible and available maps do not bear dates, restricting

the researcher from making rational adjustments. Thus, it is not

possible to unequivocally explain the variation in the 1970 values.

Front Feet and Land Values Per Front Foot. With the exception

of the southern and northernparcels in this zone, the small parcels

are 58 feet long. Footage of 85 percent of the parcels in St. Helens

occurs in the first quintile, with short front footage corresponding

to small size.
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Excluding the average value for the front footage of the tideland

parcels, the front foot land values for the remaining 40 parcels range

in the fourth and fifth quintiles, or above $21 per front foot. A high

per front foot value corresponds with the high per acre land values.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Near the southern end of this zone the

water is deep, varying between 32 to 52 feet, thus ranking in the fifth

quintile. The deep water occurs near the northern entrance to

Multnomah Channel and is in juxtaposition to the paper products

plant. For the remainder of the zone, water depth is 30 feet through-

out and places. the parcels in the fourth quintile.

Distance to the Ship Channel. Eighty-three percent of the par-

cels lie within the mean distance (1800 yards) of the channel for the

entire study region. The variation in distance to the channel compli-

ments the present land uses and may have been a factor in the loca-

tional choices of some uses. Further discussion will follow in the

utility section.

Correlations. Front footage and size show a high positive cor-

relation (. 97). Such a correlation is to be expected for uniformily

small and short footed parcels.

Depth offshore shows a moderate positive correlation with both

size (. 68) and front feet (. 67). Such a correlation is somewhat decep-

tive, however. The correlations likely result from a high degree of

uniformity of the variables involved. For example, most parcels are
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less than one-tenth acre in size. With the exception of a few consoli-

dated parcels, front footage is a constant 58 feet and depth is a

constant 31 feet offshore. Thus, moderate correlations are to be

expected. The nonuniformly sized parcels at the southern and northern

ends of this zone likely reduce the correlations to moderate rather

than high values.

The moderate positive correlations do not necessarily indicate

an ideal mix of variables. Certainly offshore depth is an enhancing

factor and it partially explains the viability of small parcels which

might otherwise be useless. The remaining variables show extremely

weak correlations.

Utility. Table 14 is a summary of river and nonriver users.

Excluding the 29 tideland parcels, but including all parcels of the

cadastres with docks or related facilities, 25 parcels have the capacity

to make direct use of the river. Fifteen tideland parcels are likely

used in conjunction with the upland to which they are attached, although

improvements are not shown for the tidelands in assessment data.

Fourteen upland parcels are vacant, as are the nine idle tideland par-

cels which lie waterward of them. The status of two tideland parcels

which are in public ownership cannot be determined but they are likely

unused. One other public tideland parcel is a city dock.

The intensive direct users include the paper products plant for

transportation of raw or finished materials, the fisheries cadastre
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Table 14,. St. Helens, Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 3 21. 16 66.60

Fish company facility

Towboat company

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or

8 . 39 1.23

farm with private dock 2 3.60 11.33

Marina or public dock

Recreational area or park

20 .88 2.77

Port land or facility 7 .24 . 76

Publicly owned land 1 . 13 .41

SUBTOTAL 39 22.80 71.77 2 3.60 11.33

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land

Industrial or business

Utility or rail company

26 1.63 5.13.

Publicly owned land 4 2.24 7.05

Residential

Agricultural

Forest

Agricultural and forest

1 1.50 4..72

SUBTOTAL 31 5.37 16.90

TOTAL 72 31.77 100
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as a fish receiving station and as a moorage and storage area, the

marina for moorage of 130 pleasure craft and as a fuel and angling

supply station, another dock from which arranged charters and boat

rentals are generated, a city dock, and some port property which is

leased to a towboat company for moorage and fuel storage.

Extensive users include two private parcels with docks which

are likely used to satisfy private recreational use. One of the private

docks is owned by a cement dealer but it could not be determined if

the dock was used for business or pleasure.

Excluding the 14 vacant upland parcels, only two parcels with

improvements are believed to not make direct use of the river. These

are the Columbia County Courthouse and one private residence.

In a 1971 interview with port personnel it was learned that they

consider some of their parcels too small for development. They did

indicate the possibility of leasing some parcels in this zone for a yacht

storage and repair area at some future date.

In an interview with the manager of the marina, it was learned

his general location was very desirable because St. Helens Island

separates the marina from rough water near the ship channel. He

further indicated there was a paucity of protected deep water sites

which are satisfactory for marina use. His statement lends credence

to the existence of many vacant parcels, capable of marina develop-

ment, which have undergone ownership change and are likely held for
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speculative interests. From field investigation it was also noted that

a few unimproved vacant parcels adjacent to the marina provide free

parking space.

However at present, additional marina potential has not de-

veloped. Two possible reasons, reviewed in Chapter I, may explain

the lack of development. The first is the concept of an overabundance

of small parcels. Too many small parcels held in multiple owner-

ships result in the underutilization of many waterfronts and often

account for a high number of vacant parcels.

The second reason for nondevelopment likely results from the

high capital costs required for waterfront development. The Urban

Land Institute study cited in Chapter I indicated the cost of developing

waterfront land was excessively high when compared to dry land

development.

It has been shown that, when most of the parcels in this zone

are used, direct river utilization occurs. The vacant parcels await

increased demand and property consolidations, before development

will occur.

Conclusions. In the St. Helens zone, slope is, in part, a physi-

cal factor which restricts parcel use. Slope is one cause of small

parcel size. The small dimensions of parcel size and front footages

are restrictive for some potential uses, although land owners have

tried to correct small dimensions by forming cadastral units under
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single ownerships. Depth offshore (31 feet) is favorable for fairly

deep draft vessels, but due to the size and configuration of the shore-

line parcels in the zone, depth offers no potential for industrial de-

velopment. In the present period, depth offshore and distance to the

channel are favorable for recreational water uses.

The presence of deep water was likely a factor in the historical

development of St. Helens about a century ago. In the 1970's St.

Helens growth is being increasingly oriented to Highway 30 and away

from the older business district near the waterfront.

The hypothesis indicating less than 20 percent of the parcels

make direct use of the river must be rejected for this zone as 57

percent of the parcels and 83 percent of the acreage is used in direct

conjunction with the river. Given the constraints imposed by parcel

size, overabundance of vacant parcels are likely managed at their

optimum, as present recreational demand appears to be satisfied by

the marina. Consolidation of parcels and the construction of addi-

tional recreational services does not seem warranted at this time.

Thus, the hypothesis of rational land management is accepted. The

subhypothesis relating to urban riverfront uses will be discussed at

the conclusion of the chapter following the subsequent sections on

Columbia City and Rainier. The subhypothesis indicating per acre

land value is not contingent upon river use is accepted. Certainly
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the highest valued parcels in the zone do make direct use of the river,

but high valued parcels also lie idle.

Change 1970-1973. The major ownership change in the St.

Helens study zone involved the transfer of the paper mill to another

timber corporation. Additionally, the three paper mill parcels in-

cluded in the 1970 study were consolidated, possibly with other par-

cels, at the time of the ownership change.

Two tideland parcels and one upland parcel (38-40) were all

consolidated into tax account 37. Aside from the consolidations, there

were no other acreage changes in the St. Helens study zone.

The highest land value increases were about 25 percent. The

increases occurred with the parcels owned and leased by the Port of

St. Helens (46-53) and the parcels situated north of the marina (72-89).

Neither the fish company parcels nor the marina experienced a change

in land values during the 1970-1973 period. The paper mill land

values increased less than 10 percent.

Although masked somewhat by the quintile groupings the highest

land value increases occurred with those parcels included in the

fourth quintile, as shown in Figure 5. Thus, the increases tend to

bring all waterfront land values in St. Helens to a uniform level.
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Interzone I (parcels 90-105)

The distributions of the following variables are shown in Table

15 and Figure 5.

Flood Type. Two parcels near the northern end of the zone

retain impounded water and are classified as a flood plain type. The

remainder of the parcels are all in the undefined category.

Slope. Slope in Interzone I is equally distributed between the

fourth and fifth quintiles. The percent of slope varies from 2. 0 per-

cent for the flood plain parcel to about 14 percent. The zone is a

wooded extension of the complex topography discussed in the previous

zone and, as indicated earlier, slope is possibly overstated. Parcel

use occurs largely atop the slope, not at the narrow waterfront.

Principal Owners. Several individual ownerships occur in the

area. The two northern parcels are owned by an aluminum company

and a towboat company.

Years Owned. Six parcels have been owned less than 7 years and

the remainder from 7 to 27 years. None of the zonal ownerships occur

in the fifth quintile, a period longer than 28 years. It is noteworthy

that demand for residential land in this zone is high and at least four

parcels were subdivided into new properties from part of a larger

parcel.

Size. The parcels which provide an excellent panorama of the
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Table 15. Distribution of Variables for Interzone I.

Variables N Minimum Maximum
Number of occur*_ences by

quintiles
1 2 3 4

Years owned 16 1 22 6 1 4

Size (acres) 16 .24 45.85 2 9 1 3

Land value 16 $658 $16,892. - 1 4

per acre

Total value 16 $658 $74,774. - 3 1 5

per acre

Front feet 16 70 1,560 3 7 3

Land value per 16 $8.96 $200. - 4 12

front foot

Depth. 100 yards 16 8 23 - 3 - 13

offshore (feet)

Distance (yards) 16 100 700 1 15 - -
to ship channel

Slope (percent) 16 2.0 14.5 -------------- 8

correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years -- .123 .041 .232 .246 .363

Size -- .098 .010 -.041 .026

Feet -- -.806 -.779 -.611

Slope -- .931 .808

Depth -- .604

Distance

5

5 6

7

2 1

-

-

8
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river are generally small, about one acre in size. The three largest

parcels are 13, 19 and 45 acres. The two larger parcels are believed

to be family estates that are being or may be subdivided.

Land Values and Total Values per Acre. Land values are con-

centrated in the fourth and fifth quintiles. For the 16 parcels in this

zone, land values range from about $650 to $17, 000 per acre. Six of

the land values are above $10, 000, four are below $1, 000, and the

others range between the two stated sums.

Front Feet and Land Values per Front Foot. Footage in this

zone ranges from 20 feet to 1, 560 feet, but the distribution is con-

centrated in the lower two quintiles. Front foot land values range

from $9 to $200 per front foot. Land values per front foot are high,

concentrated in the fifth quintile. The front foot values generally

correspond to high land values. The two lowest front foot land values

occur with the nonresidential parcels owned by the aluminum company

and the towboat company.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Relative to the zones on either side,

depth in this zone is characterized by relatively shallow water of

about 23 feet. The depth distribution is concentrated in the fourth

quintile. Adjacent to the flood plain type parcels, water depth de-

creases to about nine feet. The relatively shallow water in this inter-

zone is undoubtedly a function of the steep slope which affects both the

submarine and upland topography.
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Distance to the Ship Channel. The ship channel lies about 600

to 700 yards from the shore. The largest number of parcels is con-

centrated in the second quintile of distances to the ship channel.

Correlations. There are three negative and three positive cor-

relations which show moderate to strong relationships. Correlations

of slope and depth in this zone are quite high, since slope and depth

are likely a function of the same geologic structure. The river is also

somewhat narrow adjacent to this zone and the channel passes within

less than one-half mile of the shore.

Consequently, an inverse correlation of high slope and short

footage (-. 80) and greater depth and short footage (-. 74) is under-

standable. The inverse foot-distance correlation (-. 61) is less clear

but may result from variation in footage between the larger parcels

near the northern end of the zone and the smaller parcels near the

southern end of the zone. Specifically, the longer front footed parcels

lie closer to the channel while the shorter front footed parcels lie

about one hundred yards further from the channel. Figure 5 depicts

the footage well, but the distance is masked by the quintile grouping.

The positive correlations for slope-depth (. 93), slope-distance

(.81), and depth-distance (.60), as explained above, are a function of

the geologic structure. Where possible, channel placement coincides

with naturally deep water. The remaining variable combinations show

very weak correlations.
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Utility. Table 16 is a summary of the river and nonriver users.

It is believed direct use occurs with five of sixteen parcels in this

zone. These direct uses occur with the parcels owned by the towboat

company and three residences, situated on four parcels, which main-

tain private dock facilities. The residences represent extensive river

uses for recreational purposes. Nonriver uses include one parcel

which is timbered, five parcels with residences but without docks,

and five idle parcels. The timbered parcel (99) is part of an estate

and, with parcel 100, constitutes a direct river use cadastre.

Indirect residential satisfaction is derived from the river due

to the aesthetic visual impact it creates. Homes in this area, as

evidenced by their values, are quality residences.

The aluminum company parcel (104) was acquired to possibly

meet future transportation needs, but it is presently idle. It is be-

lieved sports fishermen gain access to Brownlow Beach, an area

spanning the waterfront of parcels 102-104, by trespassing across

any of four vacant parcels.

Due to the terrain and drainage pattern, the northern four vacant

parcels are presently unused because of their physical restrictions.

Due to their recent acquisition it appears, however, that three of the

parcels possess latent industrial or transportation potential.

Conclusions. Direct river use in this zone is low, at least in

part, due to the physical factors. If both extensive and intensive
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Table 16. Interzone I, Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant

Fish company facility

Towboat company 1 5. 18 5.40

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or
farm with private dock 5 3. 21 3.35

Marina or public dock

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

SUBTOTAL 1 5.18 5.40 5 3.21 3.35

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land 5 64.28 67.01

Industrial or business

Utility or rail company

Publicly owned land

Residential 4 3.82 3.98

Agricultural

Forest 1 19.43 20.26

Agricultural and forest

SUBTOTAL 10 87.53 91.25

TOTAL 16 95.92 100
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river uses are included, more than 20 percent of the parcels do use

the river, and the use hypothesis is rejected. However, areally less

than 20 percent of the acreage makes direct use of the river. The

hypothesis relating to rational land use is accepted as alternative non-

river uses are viable uses, given the physical restrictions noted

earlier.

Per acre land values in this zone tend to be high even though

only 25 percent of the parcels make direct use of the river. Thus, the

subhypothesis noting value per acre is not contingent upon river use

is accepted.

Change 1970-1973. During the time interval, rezoning, tax code

changes and the extension of the St. Helens city limits all affected

this zone.

Parcel 95 was the only holding which changed ownership during

the 1970-1973 period. New houses were constructed on two parcels

(97, 98) which were idle in 1970.

Acreage decreased for parcels 102 and 103, possibly for sub-

division. The timbered parcel (99) increased in acreage due to a con-

solidation of parcels resulting from a tax code change. Land value

changes increased about 25 percent for most of the parcels. The

exceptions are the towboat parcel (105) which increased 100 percent,

and parcel 96 which decreased 40 percent. The 45 acre parcel (103)

increased less than 10 percent.
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Columbia City (parcels 106-124)

The distribution of the variables are shown in Table 17 and

Figure 6.

Flood Type. The entire zone is situated in the undefined class

of flood type.

Slope. Parcels in the study zone range from 8 to 14 percent

slope and are distributed in the fourth and fifth quintiles. However,

for the reasons stated in St. Helens and Interzone I, slope may be

overstated.

Principal Owners. A wood products firm dominates the owner-

ships. A towboat company parcel forms a cadastral unit with parcel

105 in Interzone I. The remainder of the parcels are owned by several

individuals.

Years Owned. Sixty-three percent of the parcels have been

owned less than 16 years, which is the mean length of ownership for

all study parcels. At least two large estates appear to have domin-

ated the individual ownerships in the southern portion of this zone.

Due to complex probate processes which were in progress at the time

of data collection it was not possible to accurately reconcile owner-

ship changes.

Size. With the exception of the 195. 64 acre parcel owned by a

wood products firm, small parcel size characterizes this zone. The
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Table 17. Distribution of Variables for Columbia City.

Variables Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
1 2 3 4 5

Years owned 19 2 33 6 3 3 5 2

Size (acres) 19 .11 195.64 5 9 4 - 1

Land value 17 $312. $21,984. - 1 2 6 8

per acre

Total value 17 $998. $27,088. 10 4

per acre

Front feet 19 50 S,900 3 7 7 1 1

Land value per 17 $5.20 $11.56 - 2 1 4 10

front foot

Depth 100 yards 19 30 1 18

offshore (feet)

Distance (yards) 19 200 400 19

to ship channel

Slope (percent) 19 1.5 14.5 - - - 6 13

N 17 - less 2 public parcels

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years

Size

Feet

Slope

Depth

Distance

-.158 -.173 .281 .018 -.113

-- .992 -.478 .161 -.166

-- -.466 .168 -.166

.687 -.429

-- -.791

N

- - 3

40

--
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remaining parcels range from. 11 to 4.80 acres in size and are dis-

tributed among the first through third quintiles.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. Both land and total values

are distributed in the third through fifth quintiles, with most being

concentrated in the fourth quintile. The land value per acre for the

wood products company land is $2,871 and its value with improve-

ments and timber $27, 088. Four other parcels with residences show

land values ranging from $312 to $24, 984 per acre and total values of

$6,957 to $31, 452. Land values for the vacant parcels range from

$998 to $12, 229 per acre. The two largest vacant parcels possess

the lowest per acre land values. The variation in value relative to

small size for the remaining vacant parcels cannot be explained,

possibly for the same reasons noted earlier in the St. Helens section.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. The distribution of

front footage occurs in all zonal quintile groups, but is somewhat con-

centrated in the second and third quintiles. The wood products com-

pany front footage is 5, 900 feet with a land valuation of $95.20 per

front foot.

Excluding the wood products firm, the front footage ranges from

50 to 920 feet with valuations varying from $5.20 to $112. 56 per front

foot. The highest front foot valuation occurs with a combined resi-

dential-boat repair lot. The variation in front footage valuation, like

that of size, cannot be explained by a difference in dimensions.
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Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Throughout the range, depth is 40

feet and ranks in the fifth quintile. One hundred yards offshore in-

cludes the landward edge of the ship channel.

Distance to the ship channel. All parcels are concentrated in the

first quintile, with distance varying between 200 to 300 yards to the

center of the channel. Columbia City has the closest proximity to the

channel of the seven Columbia County zones under study.

Correlations. Parcel size and front footage show a strong posi-

tive correlation (. 99). Such a correlation fits an established pattern

for small municipal parcel size and front footage. Additionally, the

one large parcel in this zone has correspondingly long front footage.

The positive depth-slope correlation (. 69) results from the same

geologic conditions mentioned in the previous zone. The correlation

is not as strong because the percent of slope has decreased from that

found in Interzone I.

Two moderately inverse correlations exist between slope and

size (-. 48) and slope and front feet (-. 47). Both inverse correlations

likely result because the relatively small size parcels and short

front foot parcels possess a relatively high percent of slope. The

depth distance variables show a fairly strong inverse correlation

(-. 79). The inverse correlation results from a decrease in distance

to the channel with a marked increase in depth offshore, as previously
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discussed. For the remaining variable combinations, the correlations

are weak or lacking.

Utility. Table 18 is a summary of river and nonriver users.

Four parcels make direct use of the river. These are the wood

products company, the towboat company and two residences with pri-

vate docks. This zone is characterized by vacancy, with twelve idle

parcels. Only 5 of the 24 parcels have improvements, the wood

products plant, 2 residences with docks and .2 residences without

docks.

The wood products plant is a sawmill and planing mill and uses

the river for transportation. In addition, a portion of the large holding

is timbered and is bisected by both the railroad and Highway 30.

Temporary log storage also occurs offshore from the wood products

parcel. The municipal parcel, owned by the City of St. Helens, in-

cludes a water well and is situated within the confines of the wood

products parcel.

The towboat company parcel provides moorage, and is a part of

the cadastre formed with parcel 104 in the adjacent zone.

Small parcels held in multiple ownerships are similar to those

of St. Helens and similar reasons possibly account for the high number

of vacant parcels. Unlike St. Helens, however, the waterfront is in

close proximity to the channel and lacks protected water for marina

development.
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TablelS. Columbia City Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 1 195.64 91.67

Fish company facility

Towboat company 1 2.80 1.31

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or
farm with private dock

Marina or public dock

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

2 .88 0.41

SUBTOTAL 2 198.44 92.98 2 .88 0.41

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public and
private land 12 11.60 5.44

Industrial or business

Utility or rail company

Publicly owned land 1 .48 0.22

Residential 2 2.02 .95

Agricultural

Forest

Agricultural and forest

SUBTOTAL 15 14.10 6.61

TOTAL 19 213.42 100
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The presence of the wood products plant likely makes the other

parcels unattractive for residential use. For future industrial de-

velopment, parcel consolidation must occur to create larger parcels.

A firm not requiring the river for transportation or processing can

find better locations adjacent to Highway 30 or the railroad elsewhere

in the lower Columbia River region. At present the Columbia City

waterfront is being bypassed and it appears that owners are forced to

let vacant land remain idle.

In addition to the problems of size, another factor possibly

affecting nonuse of this zone occurs because of limited access to

Highway 30. Access to the waterfront from the highway is restricted

by an elevated bridge crossing the railroad tracks in the southern half

of the zone, and by the wood products firm to the north of the other

parcels.

Conclusions. The problems of parcel size in this zone are simi-

lar to those of St. Helens. However, the mix of the other physical-

dimensional variables are possibly more restricting than those of St.

Helens.

The hypothesis relating to parcel use and direct use of the river

is rejected, as 21 percent of the parcels utilize the river. Addi-

tionally, if frequency and intensity of use are considered for the wood

products plant, it is likely that actual direct use for this zone is very

high.
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Given the physical-dimensional constraints existing in this zone,

vacancy is likely the best alternative for 12 idle parcels. Thus, the

second hypothesis relating to rational management by land owners

is accepted.

High per acre land values in the Columbia City study zone are

not contingent upon direct river use. The subhypothesis relating

monetary values to use is, therefore, accepted.

Change 1970-1973. Of the 19 parcels included in the Columbia

City study zone, four experienced ownership change. Two vacant

parcels (107, 114) experienced both ownership and acreage change.

Parcel 114 was consolidated with parcel 113, apparently a further ad-

justment of the complex probate action initiated much earlier.

Parcels 119 (a residence) and parcel 120 (vacant) also changed

ownerships. Parcel 112 declined in land value 60 percent, while

parcel 113 increased in land value 60 percent. Both the towboat

company parcel and the wood products company parcel experienced

less than 10 percent valuation changes. All the remaining parcels

increased about 25 percent in land value.

Interzone II (parcels 125-185)

The distribution of the following variables are shown in Table 19

and Figure 6.
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Table 19. Distribution of Variables for Interzone H.

Variables N Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
1 2 3 4 5

Years owned 60 4 42 4 12 22 9 13

Size (acres) 61 .10 1,421.35 16 17 9 3 16

Land value 53 $112. $5,555. 11 13 26 3 -

per acre

Total value 53 $112. $22,944. 14 17 19 2

per acre

Front feet 61 20 12,080 10 20 5 10 16

Land value per 53 $0.57 $156. 23 19 6 1 4

front foot

Depth 100 yards 61 0 * 50 24 5 20 5 7

offshore (feet)

Distance (yards) 61 300 20,000 15 16 10 20 -
to ship channel

Slope (percent) 61 1.5 19.8 ------ 43 ------- 10 8

N 60 - less one public parcel with data lacking
N 53 - less 4 public parcels, 2 utility company parcels, 2 railroad company parcels
* Navigation charts based on U. S.C. G. S. soundings indicate at mean lower low water tideland is

exposed, thus the 0 value

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years -.236 -.159 .029 .238 .188

Size -- .774 .019 -.154 .019

Feet -- -.057 -.130 -.097

Slope -- .496 -.287

Depth -- -.028

Distance --
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Flood Type. The majority of the parcels in this zone are in the

undefined class of flood conditions. The Deer Island parcels (126-

133) are protected by a dike. Waterward of the dike the land is clas-

sified as a food plain or tideland. Some tideland flood type is also

found at the Trojan nuclear plant site (170-181) and near the north-

western edge of this zone.

Slope. Seventy-one- -percent of the parcels have a mean slope of

1. 5 percent. Starting at the Trojan nuclear site, slope increases to

about 20 percent throughout the northwestern portion of the zone. Due

to an escarpment situated between parcels 179 and 180 there is a lack

of waterfront land and about 2, 200 feet were eliminated from the study.

Principal Owners. There are three conspicuously large owner-

ships in the zone: ach.emical firm immediately north of Columbia City,

a ranch constituting most of Deer Island, and an_ electrical utility firm

near the community of Prescott. Many individual owners constitute

the remaining ownerships.

Years Owned. Ownerships range from a minimum of four

years to a maximum of at least 42 years. One third of the ownership

distributions are in the third quintile, with about one-third in the first

and second quintiles, and the last one-third in the fourth and fifth

quintiles. The smaller parcels tend toward a longer period of owner-

ship than do the larger parcels.
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The chemical company parcels were acquired, in part, by sub-

division from the Deer Island ranch. The utility company parcels

were acquired relatively recently from at least two other ownerships.

Although the private ranch parcels indicate a relatively short period of

ownership, the property has remained in family ownership for much

longer through inheritances.

The smaller parcels show variable lengths of ownerships. One

absentee owner who had inherited his land 13 years earlier indicated

by returned questionnaire he had received numerous offers for his 10

acre cadastre (161-169) after news of the nuclear plant construction

was revealed. Prior to that time he had not tried to market the land,

nor had he ever received any offers for it. His case may be typical

of the other vacant parcels in this zone,

Size. This zone is characterized by size extremes, acreage

ranges from less than an acre to over 1,000 acres. The first, second

and fifth quintiles show nearly equal distributions of the parcels by

size. Very few parcels are distributed in the third and fourth quintiles.

Nine parcels are over 100 acres in size, with only one of those

being greater than 1, 000 acres. The majority of the parcels are

less than an acre in size. Of the very large parcels, 6 occur above

the 95th percentile and those occur in the conspicuous ownerships

discussed earlier. Many of the small parcels were platted during the

1940-1960 period but were never developed. The platted parcels lie
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waterward of the railroad and development is hampered by size and

a lace of road access.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. Land values per acre

range from $59 to $5, 555, with only two parcels above $2,000 and two

below $100. The single largest concentration of land values occurs

in the third quintile or the $473-2, 000 range. The $100 to $200 land

values occur with agricultural land.

The 30 small platted parcels, largely without improvements,

occur in three land value groups of nearly equal size; 1) $300, 2) $500-

1, 000 and 3) about $1, 500. The $300 group is located south of the

nuclear site and the $1, 500 group is located near the community of

Goble. The $500-$1,000 group is split generally north and south of

Goble and also south of the $300 group.

The high land value of $5, 555 and $2, 027 per acre occur with

18 acre and .37 acre size parcels respectively. The higher valued

parcel (173) is located less than 300 feet downriver from the edge of

the nuclear site. The intervening parcel (172, 4. 5 acres), however,

has a per, acre land value of $313. The improvements on the high

valued parcel is a structure built in 1928.

Parcel 138, values at $2,027, is located adjacent to the only

road that provides beach access for the small community of Rueben.

The highway and the railroad separate the community from the beach.
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Although the` parcel is without improvements, the cadastre

to which it belongs (145-150) includes parking facilities and a launch-

ing ramp.

Other privately held parcels in the vicinity of both high value

parcels discussed are an acre or less in size and are valued at least

$1, 500 to $4, 000 less per acre. Small size does not fully explain the

reason for such high land values, since a favorable location for recre-

ational access or use partially explains one land value.

Improvement values exist for only 11 parcels in Interzone II.

These occur on two chemical firm parcels, three large farms or

ranches, five smaller residential parcels and one parcel with a public

dock. The total values for the chemical company parcels average

about $1, 800 and $18, 000. The total values for the ranch parcels

average about $200 per acre, while those for the residential parcels

range between $1, 000 to $4, 000 per acre. An exception is the ex-

ceedingly high valued parcel discussed earlier, with a total value of

$24, 000 per acre. The total values for the public dock with the high

land valuation noted earlier is $4, 900.

The values for the nuclear plant facility are not included in the

data plot or the value distributions. The total investment for the

nuclear plant, originally designated for completion in the fall of 1974,

was reported to be $206 million (.Trojan, , 1969 ). Thus the total

value per acre is $310, 000 for the 646 acre site which is the highest
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for the study parcels in the county. A separate land value could not

be obtained for the nuclear facility.

Land values for the towboat company parcels in this zone are

less than $200 per acre. There are no improvement values for the

towboat parcels.

Front Feet and Land Values per Front Foot. In general, front

footage distributions are similar to the size distributions. For the

six larger parcels, size correlates with frontage and is above the 95th

percentile in a ranked array. However, the longer footage tends to

be situated adjacent to the shallower water in this zone.

The front footage land values for nearly 70 percent of the par-

cels are less than $10 per front foot with the distribution concentrated

in the first and second quintiles. Excluding the nuclear parcels, only

three parcels have values exceeding $100 per front foot. The re-

mainder of the parcels have front footage land values between $10 to

$100.

Again excluding the nuclear parcels, the higher valued footage

is concentrated within the southern 10 parcels of the zone and occur

in conjunction with the chemical plant and the large ranches.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Water depth is relatively shallow and

the distribution is concentrated in the lower quintiles. From south

to north the depth varies considerably. In the south, offshore from

Deer Island, water depth varies but is around six feet or less.
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Offshore from the largest parcel in the Deer Island area tideland is

exposed during periods of mean lower low water. In the Goble area,

in conjunction with the boat ramp facilities used for recreational pur-

poses, the water is about 20 feet deep. South of the nuclear site the

water is also shallow, four to six feet, offshore the platted parcels

just north of Goble.

Deep water in excess of 30 feet occurs offshore in the vicinity

of Prescott, starting at about the nuclear site. Depth diminishes to

about 18 feet south of Rainier. Three county owned parcels in the

northern end of the zone also have shallow water, ranging from three

to nine feet.

Distance to the Ship Channel. Offshore from Deer Island and

continuing north to the nuclear site, distance to the channel varies

between 600 to 1800 yards (one-third to one and one-half miles). For

much of this range Sandy Island lies between the ship channel and the

Oregon shoreline.

Between Prescott and Rainier the river turns, and the direction

of flow changes from north-south.to an east-west flow. The westward

flow then continues for the remainder of the distance to the Pacific

Ocean. Between Prescott to Rainier the river is relatively narrow

and distance to the channel varies between 300 to 700 yards.

Correlations. Only two moderate positive correlations exist for

this zone. The first is size-front footage (. 77). . Although parcel size
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and front footage are variable, both vary proportionately and result

in the positive correlation.

Slope and depth show a positive correlation of (.49). The modest

correlation likely results from localized conditions north of the nuc-

lear plant where slope and depth are both relatively high for about 10

parcels. For the remainder of the zone, slope is 1. 5 percent and

depth is somewhat variable with the majority of the occurrences in

the middle range, possibly causing the modest positive correlation.

For the remainder of the variable combinations the correlations are

weak or lacking.

Utility. As shown in Table 20, twenty-one parcels in this zone

are believed to be used in direct conjunction with the river. Twenty-

eight parcels are idle and 12 others do not use the river. Due to the

high number of idle parcels, however, all parcels are likely tres-

passed for river access and recreational use.

The 21 parcels making direct use of the river include: one

chemical firm parcel with dock facilities, 6 parcels constituting one

cadastre with public recreational dock facilities, a timber company

parcel with dock facilities, a county park, two other unimproved

county beaches, two utility company parcels being developed as a

nuclear facility and six residential parcels constituting five cadastres

with dock facilities. Log storage also occurs offshore from eight

parcels.
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Table 20. Interzone III Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant

Fish company facility

Towboat company

1 69.85 1.36

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or

2 646.04 12.55

farm with private dock 1 75. 22 1.46 6 59. 98 1. 16

Marina or public dock 8 26.01 0.50

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

3 15.55 0.30

SUBTOTAL 15 832.67 16.17 6 59.98 1.16

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public and
private land

Industrial or business

28 132.20 2.57

Utility or rail company

Publicly owned land

Residential

2 4.47 0.09

Agricultural 1 81. 41 1.58

Forest 1 12.80 0.25

Agricultural and forest 8 4,026. 13 78. 18

SUBTOTAL 40 4, 257.01 82.67

TOTAL 61 S,149.66 100
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The chemical firm manufacturers chemical fertilizers and

likely receives raw materials by water. The exact use of the dock

could not, however, be confirmed. Parts of the chemical company

holdings also are classified as unzoned farm land and potential timber

land according to the assessment data. Whether the farm and timber

uses are test sites for the chemical fertilizers was undetermined.

The public recreational dock, known as Goble ramp, is pro-

tected from the ship channel by Sandy Island. An Oregon Game

Commission report (1966) indicated the ramp is owned by the county

but that other facilities including a parking area, are in private owner-

ship. Excluding the nuclear parcels this cadastre has the second

highest land valuation in this zone and was discussed earlier.

Parcels 180 and 181 are situated in the Lindbergh area and it is

believed the owner permits sportsmen to cross his property for beach

access. The site also has a dock, but whether it is available for pub-

lic use could not be determined (Game Commission, 1966).

The three parcels with docks belonging to residential parcels all

occur near Prescott, north of the nuclear site. All possess deep

water 100 yards offshore (40 to 50 feet). One resident returned a

questionnaire stating rock projections on the shore provide excellent

fishing grounds.

The Trojan nuclear plant is the site of Oregon's first nuclear

facility. The principal service area is the Portland metropolitan area,
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about 30 miles upriver. Columbia. River water will be utilized for

various plant operations but the major use for the water will be as a

coolant in the 500 foot cooling tower. The utility company is also

developing the site for recreational uses. The nuclear plant will

occupy only 20 acres of the 646 acre site (Trojan,. 1969 ).

Log storage also occurs offshore from about six parcels in this

zone. The log storage area occupies about a three mile stretch of

tideland in the sheltered water provided by Sandy Island.

Nonriver uses include ranching on several large parcels located

on the diked land of Deer Island. Two of these parcels also are tim-

bered, as are two of the chemical firm parcels. Two parcels near

Rainier are also timbered, and both parcels also contain residences

or other structures. Special assessment data document the timbered

and unzoned farm uses noted above.

One railroad parcel in this zone is a marshalling or storage

yard and the other railroad parcel contains a railroad tunnel through

an area of rugged terrain.

In the aggregate 42 parcels in this zone do not contain improve-

ments. However, one cadastre used primarily as a recreational

docking and parking area likely uses all six parcels in the cadastre

for the purpose mentioned. If the above conclusion is correct only 28

parcels in this zone are actually idle. As indicated earlier, the idle

parcels are primarily the small platted parcels located waterward
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of the railroad near the Goble area.

Considering future regional growth, a Bonneville Power publica-

tion (1968) identifies Deer Island ranch properties as the potential

site of an elaborate marine repair facility. Such a plan would opti-

mize use of some of the tideland or inland water conditions which

occur on the island. At the present time, however, such services

appear to be satisfactorily met by Portland marine facilities.

Conclusions. As noted earlier in the discussion, 21 parcels or

34 percent of the zone's parcels, make direct use of the river in

some capacity. Thus, the hypothesis stating less than 20 percent of

the parcels make direct use of the river is rejected. However,

a really less than 20 percent of the acreage makes direct use of the

river.

Although 66 percent of the parcels do not make direct use of the

river land owners do make rational uses of their land. Nonriver uses

constitute a variety of land uses. Twenty-eight parcels in this zone

remain idle because size and access present problems. Premature

development of such parcels would likely represent irrational behavior

at this time. Due to proximity to the nuclear site some of the idle

parcels may benefit from future recreational development in this area.

The rational use hypothesis is accepted.

In general, the land values for direct river users in this zone

are higher than those of the nonriver users and idle parcels. The
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subhypothesis relating value to river use is, therefore, rejected.

Change 1970-1973. A total of four parcels changed ownership

in Interzone II. The three chemical firm parcels (125-127) were

purchased by another chemical firm. One vacant parcel (152) south

of Goble was purchased by a real estate development firm. Although

it was indicated earlier in the ownership section that interest was ex-

pressed in one vacant cadastre, and presumably in others, actual

change is lacking. Possibly the lack of change results from investiga-

tion and recognition of the parcel limitations discussed earlier.

Three acreage changes occurred. One very large ranch parcel

(128) was split along a section line in accordance with new regulations.

Parcel 136 increased in acreage while parcel 176 decreased in acre-

age, for unknown reasons.

Land valuation changes are extremely varied. The chemical

company parcels increased less than two percent. Eight agricultural

parcels (128-133, 134-135, 136) experienced land value increases

ranging from one percent to 132 percent, with a mean change of 30

percent.

Six recreational parcels (145-150) equipped with a boat ramp

increased from 200 to 290 percent, with a mean land value change of

280 percent.

Parcel 152, the holding recently purchased by a realty firm,

experienced a land value increase of 3,000 percent. The parcel is a
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2.68 acre site of elongated configuration and waterward of the rail-

road. The small vacant parcels (153-169) situated south of the nuclear

plant increased in value from 150 to 460 percent. The parcels north

of the nuclear facility increased in value up to 420 percent. The two

timbered parcels experienced land value increases of 560 to 701 per-

cent.

The increased land valuations are designed to up update to true

market value. It appears, however, that the vacant parcels with the

physical or dimensional limitations noted earlier were increased

solely on a basis of size. The increased land values for the timbered

land are, of course, understandable in a period of increasing demand.

Rainier (parcels 186-222)

Table 21 provides a summary of the variables which will be

discussed below. Figure 6 depicts the variables distributions.

Flood Type. Six parcels situated at the eastern edge of the zone

are classified as both tideland and undefined flood types. The re-

mainder of the parcels in the Rainier study zone are of the undefined

flood type.

Slope. The entire zone has a mean slope of 1.5 percent.

Principal Owners. There are only twelve different owners in

the waterfront zone of Rainier. These are: two wood products firms,
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Table 21. Distribution of Variables for Rainier.

Variables N Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
2 3 4 5

Years owned 37 3 32 10 5 11 3 8

Size (acres) 37 .09 37.77 24 4 6 2 1

Land value 33 $1,150. $22,553. - - 4 22 7

per acre

Total value 33 $1,150. $136,500. - - 4 22 7

per acre

Front feet 37 30 4,410 20 7 6 3 1

Land value per 33 $12 $190. 1 - 9 14 9

front foot

Depth 100 yards 37 18 30 - 36

offshore (feet)

Distance (yards) 37 500 700 35

to ship channel

Slope (percent 37 1.5 4.0 ------ 36------ 1

N33 - less 4 public parcels

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years -- .048 .089 -.050 .202 .199

Size -- .858 -.029 .687 .728

Feet - .163 .684 .794

Slope -- -.370 -.943

Distance --

1

1

2
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one towboat company, a dairy products firm, a fish company, two

banks, the City of Rainier and four other individual owners.

Years owned. A slight tendency toward a short period of owner-

ship exists, but a pattern generally is lacking. The dairy products

firm reflects the longest period of ownership, about 30 years. The

towboat company apparently consolidated its ownerships by purchasing

five additional parcels 17 years after the purchase of its original

parcel 28 years earlier. The cadastre of one of the wood product

firms shows an average ownership length of 20 years, while the other

wood products company acquisitions date from about 1964. It could

not be confirmed, but it is believed the two wood product firm might

be affiliated.

The City of Rainier parcels were acquired at various times,

possibly through foreclosures. One vacant cadastre (parcel 201-205

has experienced several ownership. turnovers. It appears, however,

the parcels were probated, foreclosed and repurchased. As with

other probated or foreclosed properties, there is a data gap.

Sixteen parcels were acquired during or subsequent to 1962.

Another eleven parcels were acquired between 1957 and 1962. The

remainder of the parcels show longer periods of ownership. The

relatively active period of ownership change between 1957 and 1962

cannot be explained.
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Size. Excluding the wood products firm situated at the western

end of the zone, 35 parcels are less than 10 acres in size and 28 of

those are less than one acre in size. Parcel size is characteristic of

those found in St. Helens and Columbia City.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. All values in this zone

occur in the third through fifth quintile, with two-thirds of the distri-

bution concentrated in the third quintile. In 1970 the three highest land

values ranged between $18, 684 to $22, 553 and were for parcels owned

by one or two banks (possibly a bank held trusteeship). The fourth

highest value is one towboat parcel.

The lowest land values, $1, 150 to $1, 700, are four of the eight

wood products parcels. The land values for the remaining parcels

vary between about $2, 000 to $8, 000 per acre. The latter values are

for both vacant and improved parcels.

County assessor data indicate 1.4 parcels have improvements.

The total values with improvements are highest for the two bank

owned or held parcels, at $136, 500. Total value for the fish company

parcel is $66, 000, hnd $50, 000 for one wood products parcel. For

the other improved parcels, the total values range between $12, 000-

$27,000.

Front Feet and Land Values per Front Foot. The front footage

distribution is concentrated in the lower quintiles with approximately

one-half of the parcels having 40 foot fronts. In the upper range,
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footage varies from 80 to 4, 410 feet.. Only three parcels exceed

1,000 feet in length. Two very short (20 and 30 foot) parcels have

land values exceeding $100 per front foot. For the remaining parcels

land values range between $12 to $44 per front foot. The distributions

of the values per front foot generally correspond to the values per

acre. Variation in length does not fully explain the variation in the

per front foot values.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. For all but two parcels, depth is 22

feet. Depth is concentrated in the fourth quintile.

Distance to the Ship Channel. Due to the relative narrowness

of the river reach in the Rainier zone, the ship channel is 500 yards

offshore for all but two parcels.

Correlations. There are six moderate to strong positive cor-

relations in Rainier. These are: size-front footage (. 86), size-depth

(. 69), size-distance (.73), feet-depth (.68), feet-distance (.79), and

depth-distance (.94).

The size-front footage correlation exhibits a similar pattern of

those of the other municipalities, where size and footage increase or

decrease proportionately. Both depth and distance in the Rainier zone

are nearly constant and accordingly, result in positive, high corre-

lations with parcels of nearly uniform size.

Front feet, depth and distance are also nearly uniform, again

resulting in fairly strong correlations. Additionally, with the
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exception of three parcels, depth and distance are constant throughout

the range, resulting in strong positive correlation for those two vari-

ables. The water is deep and the ship channel lies close to the shore

in Rainier. For the remaining variables correlations are weak or

lacking.

Utility. Table 22 is a summary of the river and nonriver users.

If entire cadastres are considered, 16 of 37 parcels in the Rainier

zone make direct use of the river. Offshore log storage occurs with

an additional nine parcels. Fourteen parcels are vacant and seven

others have nonriver users.

The towboat cadastre (185-191) includes a dock, a repair yard

and the general offices. The fish company maintains a dock and

storage or receiving station. The dairy products firm cadastre (196-

200) includes a dock but its specific use could not be determined. One

of the municipally owned cadastres (207-208) has dock or launching

facilities and a developed playground and beach. Another municipal

parcel also has a dock. Finally, the major river user is the sawmill

operated by the wood products company. Logs awaiting finishing at

the sawmill are stored offshore from eight vacant parcels.

Waterfront parcels with improvements which do not utilize the

river include two bank owned parcels (209-210, 211), an office

building (206), and a small warehouse (192-194).
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Table 22. Rainier, Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 1 37.77 50.70

Fish company facility 1 . 36 0. 48

Towboat company

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or

6 2. 38 3. 19

farm with private dock 5 1.75 2. 35

Marina or public dock

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

3 . 97 1.31

SUBTOTAL 16 43.23 58.03

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land 14 30.07 40.36

Industrial or business 7 1.20 1.61

Utility or rail company

Publicly owned land

Residential

Agricultural

Forest

Agricultural and forest

SUBTOTAL 21 31.27 41.97

TOTAL 37 74.50 100
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With the exception of one small parcel, size is not necessarily

a factor hindering development of the vacant parcels. Unlike the small

parcels in both St. Helens and Columbia City the vacant parcels in

this zone are larger in size. As cadastral units, most are one to ten

acres in size. An overabundance of approximately 30 acres of vacant

waterfront land exists in this zone.

In 1970 Rainier had a population of 1, 731 and it experienced a

50 percent rise in population during the period dating from 1960-1970.

In Chapter II it was noted that the population increase likely resulted

from overflow residential needs which could not be satisfied in Wauna

in eastern Clatsop County.

Visually the Rainier waterfront and the adjacent business district

lack aesthetic qualities. The business district is old and somewhat

decayed. Both the railroad and Highway 30 are within about one-half

mile of the waterfront. The proximity of the transportation routes

possibly deters potential development by a firm requiring an expansion

area. Proximity to the Rainier-Longview Bridge which permits easy

access to Interstate 5 should be an enhancing factor. As was the case

in Columbia City, unless a firm absolutely requires use of the river,

locational options can be better satisfied elsewhere, such as Longview,

Washington, across the river or closer to the Portland metropolitan

area. Rainier and its waterfront appear to be a remnant of a by-gone

era. The literature cited in Chapter I indicated such a situation is not
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unusual in older waterfront towns and that only through aggressive

planning can the condition be reversed. At present a concerted com-

munity effort directed toward waterfront improvement is lacking.

Conclusions. More than 20 percent of the parcels in this zone

use the river and the direct river use hypothesis is rejected. The

physical-dimensional factors do not hinder potential uses. Whether or

not the land owners make rational use of their land is questionable.

Certainly the vacant parcels are underutilized relative to their water-

front potential adjacent to deep water, the ship channel and alternative

transportation routes. If demand for waterfront land is lacking, as

appears to be the case, a land owner cannot be critisized for leaving

his land vacant. Even though the tax rate in Rainier is among the

highest in the county, and certainly along the waterfront, high taxes

are undoubtedly preferable to monetary losses which could result

from premature development. Thus, the rational use hypothesis is

accepted.

The highest land valuations tend to occur for nonriver use par-

cels or vacant parcels. The subhypothesis that value is not contingent

upon river use is accepted.

Change 1970-1973. Ownership changes include the consolidation

of parcels 209 and 211 into parcel 210. It is believed that the new

owner continues to be a bank affiliated conglomerate. The other

ownership change consolidated parcels 221 and 222, a wood products
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firm, under the ownership of the other wood products firm discussed

earlier. It was noted. in the 1970 data discussion that the firms were

believed to have been affiliated.

With the exception of the parcel consolidations, no other acre-

age changes occurred with the Rainier study parcels.

Land values among the Rainier waterfront parcels have changed

markedly. The fish company (195) and dairy manufacturing firm

(196-200) parcels increased about 100 percent. A vacant cadastre

(201-205) increased about 45 percent. A small business parcel (206)

increased 378 percent and the consolidated bank parcel (210) increased

92 percent. Another very small vacant parcel (213) increased 356

percent.

Land value changes for the wood products parcels (214, 215-218),

220-222) vary tremendously. The increased land values for the above

defined wood products parcels are: 1, 300, 455, (3) at 76, 241, 508

and 36 percent respectively. Parcel 214, which experienced the

highest increase, is less than one-half acre in size. Parcel 222, site

of the wood products plant facility, exhibited the least change in land

values. It appears in Rainier, as elsewhere in the county, very small

parcels experienced the greatest percentage changes in land values.

Interzone III (parcels 223-317)

Table 23 summarizes the distributions of the variables discussed
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Table 23. Distribution of Variables for Interzone III.

Variables N Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
1 2 3 4 5

Years owned 95 2 41 25 8 18 27 17

Size (acres) 94 . 15 919.40 1 10 13 42 28

Land value 85 $3.00 $2,273. 40 26 15 4 -

per acre

Total value 85 $3.00 $18,940 29 27 18 11

per acre

Front feet 90 71 16,200 1 16 21 30 27

Land value per 85 $0. 36 $49.33 25 23 27 6 4

front foot

Depth. 100 yards 95 0 * 42 28 11 47
offshore (feet)

Distance (yards) 95 2 30 20 43 24

to ship channel

Slope (percent) 95 1.5 23. -------- 87---------- 4

N94 - less one tideland` parcel owned by a towboat company
N85 - less 6 public parcels, 1 towboat tideland parcel,

2 railroad parcels and one parcel with data lacking

Navigation charts based on U. S. C. G. S. soundings indicate at mean lower water tideland is
exposed, thus the 0 value.

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years -- -.052 -.019 .052 .013 .050

Size -- .673 .018 .062 -.222

Feet .041 -.081 -.305

Slope -- .517 -.298

Depth -- -. 163

Distance

3 6

3 5

4
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below. Figure 7 depicts the variables.

Flood Type. Two-third of the parcels in this zone are flood pro-

tected, diked land. The protected parcels extend from the vicinity

of Mayger westward to the county line. One-fifth of the parcels are

of the undefined flood type. These parcels occur between the eastern

edge of the zone westward to the Mayger area. A few parcels situated

between the undefined flood type parcels and the diked area are clas-

sified as flood plain and tideland types.

Slope. Between parcels 234 and 241 the terrain is rugged with

slope up to 23 percent. The remainder of the zone has a mean slope

of 1.5 percent.

Principal Owners. The majority of the owners in Interzone III

are individuals who practice farming. The Port of St. Helens owns

one large parcel, the former Beaver ammunition depot, and three

parcels near the Rainier-Longview Bridge. In addition, there are

two fish company parcels, two railroad parcels, two Game Commis-

sion parcels, two county parcels, one state parcel and one timber

company parcel.

Years Owned. There is a tendency toward long periods of

ownerships, with 46 percent of the parcels owned more than 17 years,

and 26 percent owned less than six years. The remaining parcels

occur between the periods given above. The distribution of ownership

length is concentrated in the third, fourth, and fifth quintiles.
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Location Interzone Ili

Parcel Number N N N N N N N Cl) Cl)

Owner Typ e, Cadastre C S OR an T FF C P C C

Use Type, Cadastre TttrT>r*7®0*OOrtrO®J®00![}JO®00®0***Or**
VARIABLE QUINTILE

NO. RANGE

28 42+
17- 27ftJ 10- 16

1- 6

A 5 31.70- 1,802.37
C 4 5.14- 31.69 -J V v
R 3 1.23- 5.13
E 2 0.455- 1.22

S 0.01- 0.44 t
L V 5 $ 9,334- 48,471
A A 4 2,027- 9,333
N L 3 473- 2,026
D U 2 300- 472

E 11 299 -
T V 5 $19,217- 144,060

4,59019,216 Ift, 111,

917
t\

LI 364 7''
11- 363 - !li

F F 5 1,201- 22,000
R E 4 371- 1,200
0 E 3 201- 370
N T 2 80- 200
T 20- Ih) 79

F V 5 $38.10- 364.85

\
0 A 21.07- 38.09

l \
0 L 3 10.21- 21.06

\T U 2 4,08- 10.20
E 4.05 -- V

W D 5 32- 63
A E 4 21- 31
T P 3 13- 20
E T 2 7- 12
R H 0- Ifl) 6

C D 5 2500- 10,500
H 4 1,300- 2400
A 5 3 900 1,200
N. T 2 600- ( ) 800dsY200 - 500

Legend OWNER TYPES USE TYPES OTHER

M MUNICIPAL U UNITED STATES B TOWBOAT COMPANY R RAIL COMPANY 0 DIRECT INTENSIVE RIVER USE * WITH TAXED IMPROVEMENTS

C COUNTY P PORT F FISH COMPANY V UTILITY COMPANY 0 DIRECT EXTENSIVE RIVER USE WITH TAXED COMMERCIAL TIMBER

S STATE G GAME COMMISSION T TIMBER COMPANY ALL OTHER PRIVATE OWNE9S * NONRIVER USE t TIDELAND, ACREAGE UNDETERMINED
NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED

0 NONUSE (IDLE) MULTIPLE PARCEL CADASTRE

FIGURE 7. DATA PLOT INTERZONE III

1
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Under and near the Rainier Longview Bridge, the ownership

changes have been recent and complex, involving both private and

public land. Largely through the efforts of the Port of St. Helens par-

cels were consolidated and later subdivided to meet actual and poten-

tial needs. The Beaver site was also acquired recently for potential

development. Two Game Commission parcels and two county parcels

were acquired recently by subdividing other holdings to satisfy recre-

ational access needs.

Between parcels 279 and 284 recent subdividing has created new

parcels from two other properties. The remaining parcels have gen-

erally been owned for a long period, about 20 years.

Size. Parcel sizes are concentrated in the fourth and fifth

quintiles. Two-third of the parcels in this zone are larger than five

acres in size. Fourteen parcels (15 percent) are over 50 acres in

size. The tendency toward larger parcels conforms with agricultural

land uses. The largest parcels are a ranch (919. 40 acres) and the

Port of St. Helens Beaver site (855.08 acres).

Land Values and Total Values per Acre. Land values in Inter-

zone III are largely concentrated in the first and second quintiles, or

the $300-$400 range. The higher land values which exceed $1,000 per

acre are of two types. The first group includes land with existing or

potential industrial use located near the Longview Bridge, as well as

four parcels in the Mayger area which are commercial fish facilities.
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The second group consists of a few small parcels, usually less than an

acre in size, these small parcels were generally ;created by relatively

recent subdivision.

The total values for the industrial or commercial properties

range between $4, 000 to $18, 000 per acre. For the small 'residential

parcels, the range is about $7,000 to $12,000 per acre. For the farm

parcels the total values are generally below $1, 000 per acre.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. The front footage

is concentrated in the last three quintiles, thus corresponding with

larger parcel size in the zone. For 80 percent of the parcels front

footage exceeds 200 feet, and exceeds 370 feet for 40 percent of the

parcels.

Front foot land values for about 60 percent of the parcels are

less than $10 per front foot, with the distribution concentrated in the

lower three quintiles. For the remainder of the parcels the value

ranges between $20 to $40 per front foot.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Offshore depth for about 50 percent

of the parcels varies between 13 to 20 feet, with the majority of the

distribution in the third quintile. For 30 percent of the parcels depths

are less than 12 feet, placing them in the first and second quintiles.

The offshore depth for six parcels (237-242) exceeds 32 feet. The

deep water lies offshore an area of extreme slope and depth results

from a submarine continuation of the upland slope. Three parcels with
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depths ranging 21 to 31 feet are located under and adjacent to the

Rainier-Longview Bridge, an area of actual or potential industrial

use.

Distance to the Ship Channel. For the zone between the bridge

and the eastern edge of the diked land, distance to the channel is less

than 800 yards. For the remainder of the zone the distance increases

considerably due to the presence of islands which are situated between

the shore and the channel. For this zone the distribution for distances

are concentrated in the fourth and fifth quintiles. Starting at parcel

307, immediately west of Wallace Island, distance to the channel

decreases to approximately 200 to 600 yards.

Correlations. There are two moderate correlations in Inter-

zone III. These are size-front feet (. 67) and slope-depth (.52). As

with all the previous zones, size and front footage tend to increase or

decrease in a like manner. The size-front footage correlation is not

as high as some other zones, however, because there is less uniform-

ity in parcel size.

The slope-depth correlation results from distributions similar

to those in Interzone II. About 10 parcels in a localized zone (234-

242) show both deep water and severe slope. For the remainder of

the zone, slope is a constant 1. 5 percent and depth 100 yards offshore

is shallow to moderate resulting in a moderate correlation. The re-

mainder of the variables show no correlations or very weak ones.
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Utility. Table 24 provides a summary of the river users and

nonriver uses. Twenty-five parcels in Interzone III make direct use

of the river, 13 intensively and 12 extensively. Seventy parcels are

nonriver users, with 15 of those being vacant parcels.

The direct users include: a petroleum company, fish docks,

other commercial docks, two county parks, two Game Commission

recreation areas, one state parcel, and, 12 farms with private dock

facilities. Log storage also occurs offshore from 9 parcels.

At the time field work was in progress, the two petroleum

company parcels (223-224) were being developed as a storage or

transfer area under the Longview Bridge. The four commercial docks

all occur in the area near Mayger and Green Point. Two of the docks,

consisting of one parcel each (242, 245) are owned by fish companies.

The docks are receiving stations and are used as storage and moorage

areas. The third dock, constituting a two parcel cadastre (243, 244),

is owned by an individual who is believed to provide services for both

commercial and sports fishermen. The fourth dock, also a two parcel

cadastre (250-251), is owned by a sand, gravel and crushed rock firm.

Twelve residences or farms have docks attached to their pro-

perties. The docks are likely used by the owners for recreational

purposes. It could riot be determined if the owners also rent moorage

space or provide boat launching facilities to interested users.
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Table 24. Interzone III. Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 2 34.73 0.89

Fish company facility

Towboat company

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or

2 3.00 0.08

farm with private dock 2 61.50 1.57 12 124.05 3. 17

Marina or public dock 2 11.61 0.30

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

5 99.22 2.53

SUBTOTAL 13 210.06 5.36 12 124.05 3.17

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle public
and private land

Industrial or business

Utility or rail company

15 1,090.37 27.84

Publicly owned land

Residential

Agricultural 1,981.30 50.60

Forest 7 351.15 8.97

Agricultural and forest 3 159.00 4.06

SUBTOTAL 70 3,581.82 91.47

TOTAL 95 3,915.93 100

45
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The two Game Commission recreation areas, (246, 307) and the

two county parks (228, 278), and one state parcel (229) provide river

access for recreational purposes.

Offshore log storage occurs between river miles 60-64. The

area is protected from the ship channel by Slaughter's Bar, Lord

Island (sometimes known as Dibble Island) and Walker Island.

The area near the bridge (226, 227, 229) is owned by the Port

of St. Helens and the state. Slaughter's Bar makes up a part of this

area and has been created largely through the accumulated deposition

of dredge spoils. The waterfront land is unimproved, but it is one of

the sites designated as a potential industrial plant site and it is located

directly across the river from developed industrial land in Longview,

Washington. A Bonneville Power study estimates the site will require

four million cubic yards of fill to bring it up to railroad grade (B. P. A.,

1968,, p. 58). The site is well situated for multimode transportation

opportunities, but it requires costly improvements.

Another parcel in this zone which has been designated as a

potential plant site is the former Beaver Ammunition Depot (267), now

owned by the Port of St. Helens. Only 855 of the 6, 145 acres desig-

nated as potential industrial land belong to the Port of St. Helens.

However, the port land contains the existing facilities which include

a 1,250 foot dock. In spite of an aggressive campaign to utilize this

land it has remained idle. The site is ideal for water transportation
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and it has a railroad spur, but highway connections are underdeveloped.

Road access to Highway 30 is about 20 miles distant via a narrow,

winding county road. The nearest town is Clatskanie, situated on

Highway 30, and the small community of Mayger is a few miles up-

river. Via Highway 30, Clatskanie is 36 miles from Astoria, 15

miles from Rainier and 62 miles from Portland, thus the site is not

well located for industrial park development which relies heavily on

highway transportation.

In a 1971 interview with port personnel it was also learned that

large quantities of power, necessary, for some industrial uses, were

not available. It was indicated during the interview that due to the

unavailability of natural gas, one potential industrial user could not be

accommodated. Further, Bonneville Power is limited in meeting the

needs of additional major power users in the lower Columbia River

Region. It is unknown if the Trojan nuclear plant or a new coal fired

utility plant at Centralia, Washington will alleviate the problem. At

the end of 1974, seven years after the port acquired the property, the

site remains unused. Demand for the site is either lacking or deo

velopment is hindered by a lack of available power, inadequate road

connections and possible other reasons unknown to the researcher.

Land uses not utilizing the river directly include agriculture,

forests, and idle land. Fifty-seven parcels in this zone are used for

farming (12 have private docks also). From parcel 252 to 317 the
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land is diked, permitting the farm uses. Within the diked zone four

small parcels and the Beaver site are not used for farming. Two of

the small parcels are vacant, and were recently subdivided from

other parcels. The other two parcels are residences, one with a

private dock. The small parcels were among those with high land

values and total values.

Waterward of the dike the nonagricultural uses include an idle

parcel, and the direct recreational uses discussed earlier. In addi-

tion, a narrow parcel (268) waterward of the dike and parallel the

Beaver Site is designated as potential timber land. The beach area

of the parcel is known as Seining Grounds Beach and is likely tres-

passed for recreational beach use. Nine other parcels (234-241, 249)

are forest land or potential forest land. These parcels are located

in the zone with a high percent of slope. Two of the forest parcels

also have offshore log storage areas and were included in the earlier

discussion on log storage.

Conclusions.. Twenty-five percent of the parcels make direct

use of the river and consequently the direct use hypothesis is rejected.

The remaining upland parcels are used in a variety of ways.

All nonriver uses are considered viable and the rational use hypothe-

sis is accepted. The idle land parcels await future development be-

cause demand or required auxillary resources are lacking.
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The land values for Interzone III vary. However, the highest

land values do occur in conjunction with parcels which make direct

use of the river. Accordingly, the subhypothesis indicating value is

not contingent upon river use is rejected.

Change 1970-1973. Seven parcels (230, 279, 282, 287, 288, 300

and 304) changed owners during the period. 1970-1973. With the ex-

ception of parcel 230 all are in the diked zone. Parcel 230 is an idle

parcel wedged.between the railroad and the shore.

Seven parcels experienced decreased acreage during the period,

these being parcels 236, 239, 240, 248, 261, 264. The first three

numbered parcels were likely decreased in size due to section line

segmentation. Decrease for the other parcels is not known..,

Land value changes for the majority of the diked parcels which

are used primarily for agriculture, vary between 100 to 200 percent.

In the diked area one small parcel (285) and one idle parcel (105)

increased 650 and 450 percent respectively. Also within the diked

zone, parcels 279-284, an area which has experienced some sub-

dividing, land value changes were less than 100 percent. Near the

eastern edge of the diked zone (250-260) land values also increased

less than 100 percent.

Timbered parcels in the area of severe slope (235-241) depict

land value changes with high and low extremes, varying from 20 to

650 percent. One idle parcel (248) increased 1, 533 percent.
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Summary and Conclusions - Columbia County

Tables 25 and 26 provide a summary of the variable distribu-

tions and the river and nonriver users for Columbia County.

Years Owned. The data indicate equal distributions for the two

higher and the two lower quintile groups, with 114 occurrences in each.

Of the five groups, the third quintile, coinciding with the period 1956-

1962, exhibits the greatest single number of occurrences with 88

ownership changes.

It is noted that the quintile groups are based upon number of

occurrences, rather than number of years, thus the ownership per-

iods are of unequal length. For the bi-county region the mean owner-

ship period is 16.5 years, and coincides with the upper limits of the

third quintile. In the aggregate, nearly two-third of the parcels (64

percent) changed owners during a period equal to or less than the

mean length of ownership. A total of 24 percent changed owners

during the most recent period, 1966-1971. Change during the recent

16 year period dominates all sections except Sauvies Island. Change

during the most recent six year period (1966-1971) is most pronounced

in St. Helens and Rainier.

The ownership data indicate the parcel turnover rate is highest

in the municipalities, although it is quite high for the Columbia County

study area. From the data it might be concluded that demand for
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Table 25. Total Columbia County, Number and Percent Variables.

Quintiles
Variable N First Second. Third Fourth Fifth

Years 316 75 39 88 67 47
owned 23.73% 12.34% 27.85% 21.20% 14.87%

Size 287 85 51 37 53 61

(acres) 29.62% 17.77% 12.89% 18.47% 21.25%

Land value 261 52 57 51 50 51
per acre * 19.92% 21.84% 19.54% 19. 16% 19.54%

Total value 261 44 60 49 60 48
per acre * 16.86% 22.999/o 18. 77% 22.99% 18. 39%

Front feet 317 97 63 44 50 63

30.60% 19.87% 13.88% 15.77% 19.87%

Land value 261 56 49 53 50 53

per FF * 21.46% 18.77% 20.31% 19.16% 20.31%

Depth 100 317 59 21 73 118 46

yds offshore 18.61% 6.62% 23.03% 37.22% 14.51%

Distance to 317 100 54 76 63 24
ship ch. 31.55% 17.03% 23.97% 19.87% 7.57%

Slope (%) 317 ----------- 240 ----------- -- 44 33

----------- 75.71% ------------ 13.88% 10.41%

Varying N size:

N316 - less 1 without data
N287 - less 30 tidelands of undetermined acreage
N261 - less 56 public, utility or railroad parcels for which data is unavailable (30 of 56 are tideland

parcels)
* Monetary values based upon Columbia County data only.
The quintiles do not equal 20 percent exactly due to a multiple number of equal valued parcel
occurrences where the quintile division should occur for the monetary values.

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years -- -0.020 0.033 -0.041 -0.024 0.083

Size -- 0.675 -0.124 -0.137 0.061

Feet -- -0.150 -0.210 -0.051

Slope -- 0.456 -0.284

Depth -- -0.354

Distance --
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Table 26. Columbia County Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 8 359.15 2.59

Fish company facility 11 3. 75 0.03

Towboat company 8 10.36 0.07

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or

2 646.04 4. 66

farm with private dock 9 170.88 1.23 29 432. 73 3. 12

Marina or public dock 33 39.47 0.28

Recreational area or park 19 3,856.S9 27.83

Port land or facility 7 .24 .0018

Publicly owned land 1 . 13 .0009

SUBTOTAL 98 5,086.61 36.70 29 432.73 3. 12

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public and
private land 101 1,340.15 9.67

Industrial or business 7 1.20 .0087

Utility or rail company 2 4.47 .0322

Publicly owned land 5 2.72 .019

Residential 8 7.34 ..05:30

Agricultural 48 2,415.71 17.43

Forest 8 383.38 2.77

Agricultural and forest 11 4,18S.13 30.20

SUBTOTAL 190 8)340.10 60.18

TOTAL 317 13,8S9.44 100
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waterfront land is high. However, the important question is whether

demand is high or whether the turnover rate is high because expecta-

tions cannot be fulfilled. The number of vacant parcels possibly sug-

gests the latter situation. Years owned did not correlate with any of

the nonmonetary variables for the seven zones. A possible conclusion

is that none of the variables enhance or detract the ownership changes

over time. Conversely, the data combinations may not be good indi-

cators of the causal factors affecting ownership change.

Size. Excluding the tidelands, 60 percent of the remaining 287

parcels are under about five acres in size. Nearly 50 percent are

under 1. 22 acres and about 20 percent are above 31 acres in size.

Sixty percent of the parcels which are 1.22 acres or less in size

are located in the three municipalities discussed earlier. Thus, the

data indicate small parcels are not found exclusively in the munici-

palities. The propensity of small parcels situated along the water-

front seem to indicate that over time there has been demand for small,

riverfront parcels. It could not be determined at what point in time

the formation by subdivision of the small parcels occurred.

Only about 25 percent of the small parcels (1. 22 acres or less)

make direct intensive use of the river, including the extensive users

about 40 percent make direct use of the river. Thus, the majority

of the small parcels do not make direct use of the river, either be-

cause they are used in other capacities or because they are idle. As
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indicated in the various subsections,, nonuse likely results from an

overabundance and physical-dimensional or access restrictions.

In the aggregate, about 60 percent of all parcels in Columbia

County do not make direct use of the river. Such a value is likely

overstated because the entirety of larger parcels with associated river

uses were credited with intensive direct use. The reality is that the

intensity of use and total acreage associated with direct use cannot be

accurately determined for larger parcels. The upper limits of the

direct use acreage have been determined but the lower limits of the

direct use acreage is unknown. Data on use of the small sized par-

cels likely are much more accurate.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. The distribution by num-

ber of occurrences are about equal for each qunitile group for land

value. The range of land values per acre is high ($19, 205), thus

indicating a considerable variation among the-parcels. It was noted

in the- seven subsections that generally the lower per acre- valuations

occur with the agricultural land, while the municipal parcels tend to

be among the highest valued.

The distribution of the total values is not as uniform as the land

values. The bi-modal concentration in the second and fourth quintile

results from at least two factors. The- secondquintile group includes

modest per acre- improvements on agricultural land. The fourth

quintile- includes -a variety of improved parcels situated primarily in
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the municipalities. Additionally, very small improved parcels carry

high assessment values which occur in the fourth or fifth quintiles.

Since the majority of the parcels are small, but of varying size, a

somewhat uniform distribution of total values is expected. Many of

the larger industrial parcels with high valued improvements convert

to proportionately lower per acre total values; another factor con-

tributing to the generally uniform distribution.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. The front footage

distributions correspond closely with the size distributions. The

front footage and size patterns have been consistent throughout, with

both variables increasing or decreasing proportionately.

The land value per front foot corresponds closely to the land

value per acre, again following a consistent pattern.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Water in excess of 20 feet occurs

offshore from 51 percent of the parcels. The majority of the parcels

with deep water offshore are the 128 municipal parcels. Thus, al-

though relatively deep water occurs offshore from 164 parcels the

overall distance with deep water offshore is low since most municipal

parcels have low front footage. . Although of limited distance the

presence of deep water was undoubtedly an influencing factor in the

location of the municipalities during the period of early settlement.

Distance to the Ship Channel. About one-third the parcels lie

within 200-500 yards of the ship channel. About fifty percent of the
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parcels with close proximity are situated in Columbia City and Rainier,

where the channel passes very close to the shore. Longer distance

from the channel generally occurs where the river is wide and where

islands lie between the channel and the Oregon shore.

Slope. For at least 75 percent of the parcels, the mean slope

is 1. 5 percent. Greater slope occurs in a few isolated locales where

the local relief does not conform to the usual flood plain pattern. Due

to the difficulty of accurately measuring slope in the municipal areas

with complex topography, the number of parcels with slope in the

fourth and fifth quintile is likely overstated.

Correlations. The correlations for Columbia County depict a

pattern consistent with the individual zones. Front footage and size

show a moderate correlation (0, 675). Depth and slope also indicate

a modest correlation (0. 456). In both instances the correlations tend

to be lower than they were in the respective zones, and results from

the heterogeneity of the zones combined.

Utility. In the aggregate, 41 percent of the parcels and 37 per-

cent of the waterfront acreage is used in direct conjunction with the

river. Table 26!indicates the distribution of the river users and non-

users.

Among the direct users, the major portion of the acreage is

utilized for recreation, a nuclear facility, and industry. Disregarding

parcel size, the majority of the parcels making direct use of the river
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are marinas and/or public docks, recreation land and fish company

facilities. Only recreational land use has both a larger number of

parcels and occupies a major portion of the waterfront acreage.

Among the nonriver users the greatest number of parcels are

the idle or vacant parcels, while the greatest portion of the acreage

is used for agriculture and/or forests.

Although the data indicate the existance of numerous direct

river users in Columbia County, the waterfront does not appear an

active zone. Apparent inactivity occurs for several reasons. First,

typical port functions commonly associated with an active waterfront

are lacking, at least in part, because the close proximity of Portland's

port overshadows the Columbia County waterfront. The St. Helens

and Columbia City riverfronts are hampered by physical and/or access

limitations. Distance from Oregon's major metropolitan core pos-

sibly restricts the development of Rainier's waterfront potential. In

addition, developed sites near the Port of Longview, Washington,

likely are competitive to Rainier.

The developable Beaver site is hindered by a lack of auxiliary

resources, namely highway connectivity and power availability. The

site is not well located for port or industrial functions which rely on

multimode transportation and complimentary industries. However,

Beaver does possess industrial potential for intensive direct river

users. It was indicated in Chapter II that port functions for the entire
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Columbia River are overwhelmingly concentrated in Portland. The

concepts of port concentration and port specialization cannot be

minimized when analyzing waterfront land uses in Columbia County.

Waterway specialization which is readily apparent along the

Columbia County waterfront is log storage and associated uses by

three major wood or paper products firms. Log cutting is subject to

seasonality, and consequently log movements and storage experience

varying periods of activity. Nonetheless, the most conspicuous direct

river transportation and industrial use in Columbia County is log

movement, log storage, and ultimately, manufacturing. Log move-

ment is the specialized form of water transportation in the county and

log movement, storage, and use also generate the need for auxiliary

waterfront land and river uses such as towboat moorage and service

facilities.

A limited number of industries which are not affiliated with

wood or paper products manufacturing do utilize the Columbia County

riverfront. A chemical plant, a petroleum firm, three fish companies

and a dairy products firm use their Columbia County waterfront

properties primarily for shipping, receiving and interim storage.

A sand, gravel and crushed rock firm extracted raw materials in

1970 but is believed to have closed sometime prior to 1973. In addi-

tion, to the nuclear facility, it is probable that all the industries noted
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above utilize the river water for processing. Enabling legislation

attempts to regulate the discharge of waste materials into the river.

Recreational waterfront uses account for varying intensities

of direct river use. Residences or farms with private waterfront

facilities likely use the river less intensively than do public or pri-

vate enterprises which provide river access free or at a fee.

Hypotheses Conclusions

The results of the four hypotheses formulated earlier in the

chapter are presented in Table 27. The first hypothesis stated that

less than 20 percent of the parcels likely made direct use of the river.

If evaluated on the basis of the number of parcels which make direct

use of the river, the hypothesis must be rejected for all seven zones

as 40 percent of the parcels do make direct use of the river. If evalu-

ated upon the basis of acreage the hypothesis is accepted for Interzones

I, II, and III as the percent of direct river use acreage in each zone

is 9, 17 and 9 percent respectively. In general, for the county it ap-

pears the majority of the direct use parcels are of relatively small

acreage, accounting for the situation in Interzones I, II and III.

The hypothesis stating land owners are rational land managers

is accepted for all zones. Although direct river use in the three

rural interzones is low, nonriver use or nonuse is a viable option for

a land owner who has limited management alternatives or no
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Table 27. Summary of Hypotheses Results, Columbia County.

Zone 209/6 or less

direct use

Sauvies number, reject (82%)
Island acreage, reject (91%)

St. number, reject (71%)
Helens acreage, reject (83%)

Interzone number, reject (38%)
I acreage, accept (8%)

Columbia number, reject (21%)
City acreage, reject (93%)

Interzone number, reject (34%)
II acreage, accept (17%)

Rainier number, reject (43%)
acreage, reject (58%)

Interzone number, reject (26%)
III acreage, accept (9%)

Total number, reject (31%)
acreage, reject (37%)

rational value not municipal
use contingent parcels

on direct make more
use direct use

accept accept rural
reject

accept accept municipal
accept

accept accept rural
accept

accept accept municipal
accept

accept reject rural
accept

accept r accept municipal
accept

accept reject rural
accept

accept accept overall
accept
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alternative. Although the municipal zones have more acreage and

more parcels in direct river use than the rural interzones, analysis

indicated physical-dimensional factors are a major cause of nonriver

use or nonuse in the municipalities. Municipal land owners also have

limited management alternatives. Given restrictions discussed earlier,

Columbia County land owners are rational land managers. Where

nonriver uses or nonuses exist it was shown that such uses were vi-

able.

The hypothesis stating land value was not contingent upon direct

river use was accepted for all zones but Interzones II and III. Both

zones are characterized by a high percent of nonriver use acreage

which is utilized primarily for agriculture or forests. Zone II also

has a number of vacant parcels. Where direct river use does occur

in Interzones II and III it generally carries a higher land value per acre

than do the nonriver use parcels. In the other zones high land values

are found as often with nonriver use as with river use parcels.

The hypothesis stating a greater percent of the direct river use

occurs in the municipalities is accepted for all Columbia County zones

but Sauvies Island. In descending order of direct use acreage the

zones are: Columbia City, Sauvies Island, St. Helens, Rainier,

Interzone II, Interzone I and Interzone III. Only Sauvies Island does

not fit the pattern. Direct use is higher in the municipalities. The

size of the wood products facility in Columbia City accounts for its
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high percentage of direct use, while a high percentage vacancy in

Rainier accounts for its relatively lower rating.

Analysis in Chapter IV: has included quintile data plots. Tabu-

lated zonal and county summaries have also been presented. Zonal

analysis and the county conclusions have discussed the relationships

and roles of the variables along the Columbia County waterfront.

Columbia County Island Parcels

In addition to the shoreline parcels analyzed in the preceding

zones, there are 14 island parcels included in Columbia County.

All parcels are in private ownership, with three of the princi-

pal owners being towboat company interests. Two parcels are owned

by a timber company. The other owners are not conspicuous by any

special affiliation.

Most of the parcels were acquired subsequent to 1955. The

principal use is offshore log storage. One returned questionnaire also

indicated some use as grazing land. The islands also function as

recreational sites for some sporting or boating enthusiasts.

In the aggregate the islands incorporate 1, 797.25 acres of land.

There present use likely represents the most intensive type use

possible for these parcels.
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V. ANALYSIS OF WATERFRONT LAND IN CLATSOP COUNTY

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the waterfront parcels

located in Clatsop County. The same criteria is used for Clatsop

County as was detailed in Chapter III and in the introduction for

Columbia County. The only exceptions relate to the itemization of the

monetary values. Specifically, the monetary values for land value

per acre, total value per acre and front foot land value per acre, and

their respective quintile rankings, are based solely upon Clatsop

County data. The distribution of the remaining physical-dimensional

variables is based upon two county data to provide a homogeneous

framework for analysis.

Table 28 summarizes the distribution of the Clatsop County

variables and Figure 8 is a map of the Clatsop County waterfront area.

Zonal Analysis

Clatsop County has been divided into three zones for analysis.

These are (1) Interzone IV, parcels 318-404 (2) Astoria, parcels 405-

533 and (3) Warrenton-Bammond-Clatsop Spit parcels 534-572. The

zones are identifiable on the county map and the data plots.

Interzone IV (parcels 318-404)

.A summary of the variable distributions are presented in Table

29 and depicted in Figure 9.
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Table 28. Quintile Ranges of Variables, Clatsop County.

Quintiles

Variable Mean First Second Third Fourth Fifth

Years owned 16.5 1-6 7-9 10-16 17-27 28-42+

Size (acres) .44 .01- .45- 1.23- 5.14- 31.70-
.44 1.22 5.13 31.69 1802.37

Land value $3750 $1 $8 $383- $1001- $6496-
per acre * $7 $382 $1000 $6495 $51707

Total value $20058 $7- $107- $711 $2233- $15000
per acre * $106 $710 $2232 $14999 $370980

Front Feet 1043 20-79 80-200 201-370 371-1200 1201-22000

Land value per $24.95 $0.02 $1.88- $6.18- $15.06- $47.51-
front foot * $1.87 $6.17 $15.05 $47.50 $193.82

Depth 100 yards 18 0-6 7-12 13-20 21-31 32-63
offshore (in feet)

Distance to ship 18 2-5 6-8 9-12 13-24 25-10S
channel in hundreds
of yards

Slope 3.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6-13.9 14.0-20.0
(percent)

* Monetary values based upon Clatsop County data only, all other values are two county variable values
Source: derived by writer .
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Table 29. Distributions of Variables for Interzone IV.

Variables N Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
1 2 3 4

Years owned 86 2 41 16 13 19 10 28

Size (acres) 85 . 10 1802.37 6 11 13 25 30

Land value 57 $9.38 $5330 21 21 12 3 0

per acre

Total value 57 $9.38 $370, 980 21 20 12 3

per acre

Front feet 87 50 11,600 4 10 11 24 38

Land value per 87 $0.02 $193.82 19 19 15 2 2

front foot

Depth 100 yards 87 0 * 63 37 26 8 10 6

offshore (in feet)

Distance (yards) 87 2 105 8 0 0 4 75

to ship channel

Slope (percent) 80 1.5 20.0 ------ 44 ------- 26 10

N 86, less one with no record
N 85, less two tidelands with acreage undetermined
N 80, less 7 tidelands without values
N 57, less 30 (21 public, 7 tideland and 2 no record)
* Navigation charts based on U. S. C. G. S. soundings indicate at mean lower low water tideland is

exposed, thus the 0 value

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years -0.051 0.265 0.156 -0.123 0.308

Size -- 0.459 0.278 0.394 -0.289

Feet -- 0.002 0.245 -0.253

Slope -- -0.075 0.081

Depth

Distance

-- -0.573
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Flood Type. About two-third of the parcels in Interzone IV are

in the undefined flood type class. These parcels generally are located

at both ends of the zone, or from Westport Slough to Aldrich Point and

from Blind Slough to Tongue Point. Situated between Aldrich Point and

Blind Slough, 23 parcels or 27 percent of the parcels are flood pro-

tected by diked land.

The remaining parcels are classed as flood plains and occur

where Westport Slough and Blind Slough enter the Columbia River.

Another small area of flood plain occurs adjacent to Knappa Slough,

south of Marsh Island. There are also a few mainland parcels water-

ward of the dike and near Tongue Point which are classed tideland.

Offshore from Interzone IV the river is characterized by numer-

ous tidal islands, which will be discussed in a later section.

Slope. About 60 percent of the parcels have a mean slope of 1. 5

percent. The remaining 40 percent have considerable slope. Specifi-

cally, between Westport Slough and Aldrich Point, four parcels attain

a 20 percent slope, while another seven parcels range between 4.0 to

11.0 percent. The western quarter of the zone (parcels 382-400) is

also characterized with slopes ranging from 6.5 to 14. 5 percent.

Principal Owners. The dominate ownerships in Interzone IV are

timber related. In area, one timber firm controls the largest acre-

age (parcels 320-323). A subsidiary of the same firm, a towboat

company, owns another eight upland and tideland parcels. At least
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two other timber interests own six parcels, and the Oregon Forestry

Department owns five parcels.

In addition to the Oregon Forestry parcels, public ownerships

include other state agencies, 4 parcels; Clatsop County, 10 parcels

and 4 federally owned parcels.

The majority of the remaining parcels are owned by individuals

who practice farming. One fishing company owns four parcels and an

independent towing firms owns two parcels.

Years Owned. Nearly one-third of the parcels occur in the

fifth quintile, with length of ownership exceeding 28 years. Another

one-third of the ownerships occur the third and fourth quintiles, rang-

ing from 10 to 27 years. The remaining one-third of the parcels have

been currently owned. less than 10 years.

In general, the longest duration of current holdings are parcels

in public ownership, with occurrences in the fourth and fifth quintiles.

Eight parcels (320-323, 325-328) which are owned by timber interests

were acquired during or after 1961 (first and second quintile). Seven

of the timber company subsidiary parcels reflect long ownerships,

dating from about 1932 (fifth quintile). The 10 parcels situated behind

the dike and used for farming were acquired between 1951-1968, with

an average acquisition date of 1961; less than the bi-county mean

length of ownership of 16. 5 years.
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Size. The parcels in Interzone IV are predominately large in

size. Over one-third of the occurrences are in the fifth quintile,

ranging from 32 to 1802 acres. Of the remaining one-third of the par-

cels, the frequency diminishes from the third to the first quintile.

Large size is associated with forest or agricultural uses.

Land Values and Total Values per Acre. Due to numerous public

ownerships, data on land values and total values were available for

only 57 (66 percent) of the parcels in Interzone IV. Of the 57 pri-

vately owned parcels, nearly 75 percent of the land values were

concentrated in the first and second quintiles, or below $382 per acre.

Twenty-one percent of the remaining 15 parcels have land values in

the third quintile ranging from $382-$1, 000 per acre. Three. land

values occur in the fourth quintile, with a minimum value of $5, 330

per acre. No land values in Interzone IV occur in the fifth quintile.

Twenty-four private parcels (42 percent) have improvements.

With one notable exception, a pulp and paper mill in Wauna, the

improvements are generally modest. Excluding the pulp and paper

mill, six parcels have improvement values in the $1, 000-$6, 000 per

acre range. The remaining 15 parcels have improvement values

below $500 per acre.

The pulp and paper mill is a new, integrated facility. The

improvement value per acre for the facility is the single highest

improvement value in the county. Consequently, the pulp and paper
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mill parcel has the highest total value per acre in the county with a

valuation of $370,980.

Excluding the paper mill, the distribution of per acre total

values for Interzone IV correspond to the per acre land values.

Seventy-five percent of the occurrences are in the first and second

quintile with per acre total values ranging from $9.38 to $710. Twelve

occurrences are in the third quintile with per acre values ranging

from $711-$2232. Three parcels in the fourth quintile have total

values ranging from $2233 to $14, 999. Commercial per acre timber

values only modestly affect the per acre total values in this zone.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. Long front footage

in Interzone IV corresponds with large sized parcels. Nearly three-

quarters of the front foot occurrences are in the fourth and fifth

quintiles, longer than 370 feet. Of the remaining parcels, twenty-

four percent of the occurrences are in the second and third quintiles

and range in length from 80 to 370 feet.

Land value per front foot is low, with nearly one-half the occur-

rences in the first and second quintile, ranging from $0. 15 to $6. 18

per front foot. Only four parcels occur in the fourth and fifth quintiles,

with per front foot land values exceeding $15.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Interzone IV is characterized by

relatively shallow water offshore. Thirty-three parcels (82 percent)

in the first-through third quintiles have water less than 20 feet deep
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100 yards offshore. However, due to the overall length of the par-

cels and the utilization of a mean depth per parcel, shallow water is

likely overstated. The six parcels with depth greater than 32 feet

occur in the fifth quintile and are located near the pulp and paper mill

in the eastern end of the zone. Parcels with depths between 21 and 31

feet (fourth quintile) are concentrated between parcels 348 and 356,

genrally corresponding to the area of diked land southward to Blind

Slough.

Distance to the Ship Channel. Numerous islands are located

between the mainland and the ship channel. Consequently only eight

parcels are located within close proximity to the channel, with these

occurring in the first quintile. The remaining 79 parcels (90 percent)

lie at least 1300 yards from the channel, with 87 percent lying 2500

yards (1.2 miles) distant.

Correlations. Size and front foot depict a modest positive cor-

relation (0. 459). Depth and distance depict ,a moderate negative

correlation (-0. 573). The correlation for depth-distance supports

the above discussion. None of the remaining variables show signifi-

cant correlation.

Utility. Table 30 provides a summary of the river and nonriver

users. Twenty-six parcels in Interzone IV make direct use of the

river, five intensively and 23 extensively. Sixty-one parcels do not

make use of the river, with 30 of those being idle land.
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Table 30. Interzone IV. Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 2 625.46 9.23 1 24.35 0.36

Fish company facility 3 26.42 0. 39 1 1. 14 0.02

Towboat company

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or

6 90. 75 1.34

farm with private dock 8 76.08 1.12

Marina or public dock 2 229.82 3.39

Recreational area or park

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

3 59.02 0.87

SUBTOTAL 5 651.88 9.62 21 481.16 7.10

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land

Industrial or business

Utility or rail company

31 708.08 10.45

Publicly owned land

Residential

4 424.43 6. 26

Agricultural 9 366.37 5.40

Forest 16 3,968.2S 58.54

Agricultural and forest 1 178. 14 2.63

SUBTOTAL 61 5,645.27 83.28

TOTAL 87 6,778.31 100
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The intensive users are a timber company, a fish company and

an individual who maintains his own fishing dock. The timber

company owns one large cadastre (2,838. 76 acres) formed by parcels

220-223. All four parcels are timbered but two also include a modern

pulp and paper mill. Thus, for purposes of this study, two parcels

are classified as intensive direct river users and two parcels as non-

river users.

Two parcels are owned by a fish company and are used for load-

ing and storage. An additional parcel is owned by a commercial

fisherman who maintains a dock and residence on the premises.

The extensive users include two timbered parcels with docks and

storage area. These two parcels together with two others (325-328)

form a 319. 73 acre cadastre. Part of this cadastre is identified as a

potential industrial site known as Bradwood (U. S. D. L , B. P. A. 1968,

p. 23). In 1971 the existing facilities were not used commercially,

but sports fishermen use the site for bank angling, boat launching and

automobile parking. Another timber company parcel (361) also has

dock facilities which also are believed used largely by fishermen.

Three parcels are used extensively for recreation purposes.

One parcel (318) is owned by a church group and the other two par-

cels (392-393) are owned by the state.

Nine parcels are residences or farms with dock facilities which

are likely used for recreational purposes. Six tideland parcels are
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utilized for offshore log storage.

In summary, four types of nonriver use parcels are recognized:

idle land, agricultural land, forest land and federally owned land

situated on Tongue Point.

The idle parcels occur throughout the zone, but are generally

concentrated between Knappa and Tongue Point. Large parcels of

marginal land not suited for farming or forestry, or small parcels

wedged between the shoreline and the railroad or highway, tend to

characterize the idle parcels. Five upland parcels owned by towboat

firms are idle, but lie adjacent to tideland parcels used for log storage.

Nine parcels used for agriculture are concentrated inland of

the dike between Aldrich Point and Blind Slough. The agricultural

use is primarily grazing land. One large parcel is a mixed agricul-

tural and forest nonriver use parcel.

Sixteen parcels are forested, eleven are privately owned and

five are state owned. Only the taxed commercial timber parcels are

shown in Figure 9. In general, the waterfront forest land uses occur

in areas of steeper slope.

Four parcels situated north of the John Day River, including

Tongue Point, are federally owned. Part of the land in these parcels

was once part of a United States Navy facility. Uses of these four
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parcels include forest land, housing facilities and a Job Corp Center.

With the exception of some offshore log storage, none of the parcels

are known to use the river.

Conclusions. Thirty percent of the parcels make direct use of

the river, resulting in a rejection of the direct use hypothesis. Given

the contraints of marginal land or small size the idle parcels are of

limited potential. Many of the idle parcels are trespassed by fisher-

men for river access, bank angling and possibly waterfowl hunting.

It is doubted that many of the idle parcels could survive financially if

planned recreational facilities were provided on them. Many sports

enthusiasts prefer unimproved sites, without fees and with a natural

appearance. Thus, idleness is likely a viable use and the rational

use hypothesis is accepted.

Land values in Interzone IV are moderate with only three oc-

currences in the fourth quintile. Both direct river use and nonuse

parcels, land values are comparable to each other. Thus, the

hypothesis indicating land value is not contingent upon river use is

accepted.

Astoria (parcels 405-533)

Table 31 provides a summary of the distribution of the variables

in Astoria. Figure 10 depicts the Astoria variables.
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Table 31. Distribution of Variables for Astoria.

Variables Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
1 2 3

Years owned 129 4 42 5 62 13 13 36

Size (acres) 129 .16 282.80 18 41 47 21

Land value 59 $100.30 $21,951.22 18 25

per acre

Total value 59 $100.30 $306, 569 0 4 9 25 21

per acre

Front feet 129 30 4800 15 54 17

Land value per 59 $1.23 $147.87 2 4 13 18 22

front foot

Depth 100 yards 129 5 40 21 30 34 5 39

offshore (in feet)

Distance (yards) 129 3 20 38 7 43 41 0

to ship channel

N59, less 70 public or utility type parcels without monetary data

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Depth Distance

Years 0.144 0.153 -0.074 0.027

Size -- 0.912 0.017 -0.026

Feet -- -0.047 0.014

Depth

Distance

- -0.910

N
4 5

2

0 7 9

40 3
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Flood Type. Virtually the entire waterfront is classified in the

undetermined flood type. Two exceptions are a small area of tideland

near the eastern end of the zone and tideland which lies west of the

Port of Astoria parcel at the westernmost end of the zone.

Slope. Due to the fact that numerous parcels in Astoria are

wetlands, extending waterward to the pierhead and bulkhead line,

slope was not evaluated for this zone.

Principal Owners. Public ownership prevails along the Astoria

waterfront, accounting for 62 parcels (48 percent) of the 129 parcels

in the zone. Among the publicly owned parcels the City of Astoria

owns 45 parcels; Clatsop County, 12 parcels; Port of Astoria, 4

parcels; and the State of Oregon one parcel. Public ownership

dominates the eastern end of the zone extending to parcel 474 or 35th

Street.

The western one-half of the waterfront lies in close proximity to

the Astoria central business district, and is dominated by private

ownerships. Among the privately owned parcels, fish company par-

cels dominate the ownerships accounting for 31 (46 percent) of 67

parcels. Ten parcels are owned by towboat, rail and utility company

interests. The remaining parcels are in various independent owner-

ships.

Years Owned. Nearly one-half of the parcels have been owned

seven to nine years (second quintile). Slightly over one-third of the
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parcels have been owned 28-42 years, or more (fifth quintile). Twenty-

six parcels have been owned 10-17 years (third and fourth quintiles).

Only five parcels have been owned less than six years.

The high incidence of occurrences in the second quintile sug-

gests relatively recent ownership change or demand in Astoria. It is

noted, however, most of those ownership changes occurred with par-

cels currently owned by the City of Astoria and a fish company. The

city owned parcels were transferred from county to city ownership as

an administrative procedure. The fish company parcels were con-

solidations of all holdings under the corporate title rather than com-

pany name. Thus, both the city and fish company ownership changes

were administrative rather than a response to overt demand.

The occurrences in the fifth quintile are holdings of long es-

tablished fish companies, the railway company or utilities. Several

county and city owned parcels also occur in the fifth quintile. It is

believed the public parcels of longer ownership periods were acquired

as foreclosures during the depression years of the 1930s.

Size. About one-third of the parcels are .45 to 1.22 acres

(second quintile). Another one-third range from 1.23 to 5. 13 acres

(third quintile). Of the remaining one-third, about one-half range

from 5. 14 to 31. 69 acres (fourth quintile). Only two parcels exceed

31. 7 acres (fifth quintile).
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Relative to Interzone IV the preceeding rural zone, or Wa.rrenton

and Hammond, Astoria parcels tend to be small. Relative to St.

Helens, however, Astoria parcels are large.

It is noted that the formation of several sizable cadastres re-

sult when parcel types are combined, e. g. waterline and pierhead-

bulkhead parcels. Combination is prevalent in the eastern end of the

waterfront, while single waterline-pierhead-bulkhead types prevail in

the eastern margin. The distribution of parcel types cannot be fully

explained, but likely relates to quit claim settlements resulting from

property disputes. It is believed the pierhead-bulkhead parcels lo-

cated waterward of the waterline parcels were, in some cases,

acquired subsequent to litigation arising from ownership disputes

regarding claims below the mean low waterline. Another explanation

may simply be the result of the assessor office numbering and ac-

counting system. In any event, the variation is evident though not

readily explainable.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. Land values and total

values per acre were obtainable for only 59 parcels (46 percent) of

the parcels. It is noted 62 parcels (48 percent) are publicly owned

and monetary data of their worth are not readily available. The re-

maining parcels for which monetary values are lacking are largely

utility owned parcels. As noted in an earlier discussion, per parcel

monetary values cannot be assigned to some utility owned parcels.
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.For the 59 parcels for which monetary data were available, the

distribution of the values shows the per acre land values occurrences

as follows: 42 percent in the fifth quintile, 31 percent in the fourth

quintile and the remainder about equally divided in the second and third

quintiles. There are no occurrences in the first quintile in the

Astoria zone.

The total value per acre distributions coincide closely with the

land values. The number of occurrences in the fourth and fifth

quintiles for total value per acre account for 78 percent of the parcels.

For the 59 private parcels, 31 (53 percent) have improvements accord-

ing to the assessor records. It does not necessarily follow that the

remaining 47 percent of the parcels lack improvements. Instead of

prorating the value of the improvements to each parcel, the value of

the improvements is sometimes assigned to the principal parcel in

the cadastre. Improvements on publicly owned land also are not

included in the analysis. The preponderance of parcels in the fourth

and fifth quintiles for both land values and total values, fits the urban

monetary value pattern observed in other zones.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. The front footage

distributions coincide with parcel size. The distributions show 15

parcels (12 percent) first quintile; 40 parcels (31 percent) in the

second quintile; 54 parcels (42 percent) in the third quintile; 17 par-

cels (13 percent) in the fourth quintile and 3 parcels (2 percent) in the
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fifth quintile. Thus, 84 percent of the parcels are equal to or less

than 370 feet in front footage length.

Land value per front foot corresponds to land value per acre.

From first to fifth quintile the occurrences are: 3 percent, 7 percent,

22 percent, 31 percent and 37 percent respectively. Thus, front foot

values for 68 percent of the parcels is equal to or greater than $15. 05

per front foot.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Depth 100 yards offshore is variable.

The first and second quintiles account for 40 percent of the occur-

rences, the third and fourth quintiles for 30 percent of the occurrences

and the fifth quintile for the remaining 30 percent. In the Astoria

zone one factor controlling depth is the location of the ship channel.

Near the eastern end of the zone the channel swings away from the

shore, whereas near the western end the channel lies immediately

waterward of the pierhead-line.

Distance to the Ship Channel. About one-third each of the occur-

rences are in the first-second, third and fourth quintiles. None in the

Astoria zone occur in the fifth quintile. Parcels in the eastern margin

of the zone lie further from the channel than do those in the western

one-half of the zone.

Correlations. Only two correlations of significance occur in

Astoria. Size and front footage indicate a positive correlation of (.91).
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Due to a high degree of uniformity in size and front footage for the

Astoria parcels a high positive correlation is expected.

A negative correlation of ( 91)for depth and distance is noted.

As depicted in the graphed data plot, depth and distance indicate a

strong inverse relationship. Consequently, the high negative corre-

lation conforms to expectations. It is noted that none of the other

variables show even modest correlations.

Utility. In 1971, 61 percent of the Astoria waterfront acreage

was used in direct conjunction with the river, while 39 percent was

not so used. Of the 61 percent, it is estimated 335 acres (47 percent)

of the acreage was used intensively and 102 acres (14 percent) was

used extensively.

The Port of Astoria is the principal direct river user. Land

west of Pier 3 was being developed in 1971 and thus about one-third

of the port's acreage was arbitrarily classified as extensive use.

Port owned facilities include three piers, a grain elevator, ware-

houses, public docks, a restaurant and motel. Port owned facilities

and land are operated by the port or leased to others for operation.

The port's major shipping functions are the export of logs and wheat.

Fish companies account for 104 acres (16 percent) of the inten-

sive direct river users. About one-half of their acreage was sub-

merged land (pierhead-bulkhead parcels). The fish company facilities

include canneries, cold storage facilities, receiving stations and
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Table 32. Astoria. Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant

Fish company facility 31 104.46 14.58

Towboat company 4 3.80 0.53

Utility or rail company

Business residence or

3 5.24 0.73

farm with private dock 2 2.32 0. 32

Marina or public dock 6 17.74 2.48

Recreational area or park 1 3.09 0.43

Port land or facility

Publicly owned land

1 201.23 28.09 1 100.00 13.96

SUBTOTAL 46 335.56 46.84 3 102.32 14.28

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land 64 238.04 33.23

Industrial or business 9 10.81 1.51

Utility or rail company 6 27.11 3.78

Publicly owned land

Residential

1 2.5 0. 35

Agricultural

Forest

Agricultural and forest

SUBTOTAL 80 278.46 38.87

TOTAL 129 716.34 100
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mooring facilities. Of the 31 parcels intensively used by the fish

companies, one firm accounts for nearly two-third of the holdings.

The remaining 22 parcels are owned by eight different firms or

individuals. At least two of the eight firms process fish-by products

into animal feed or fertilizer. Specialized animal feed which is pro-

cessed is mink feed, and is utilized by the mink farms located in

Clatsop County.

The fish processing industry has had a long history in Astoria.

Accordingly, many of the structures have been amortized and continue

to be used even though they appear to be in various stages of disre-

pair. Older buildings frequently are used to store fishing gear rather

than for fish processing.

A public mooring basing situated near 36th Street encompasses

nearly 18 acres (2. 5 percent) of port and county owned land. The

other intensive direct river users in Astoria account for less than

one percent of the acreage in the zone. Included among these users

are a towboat company, two oil companies and a municipal parcel.

The towboat company has mooring and business facilities on its

premises. The oil companies serve commercial and marine needs.

Their products were delivered by coastwise shipment to Portland, by-

passing Astoria, and later barge back downriver.

The extensive user operates a retail marine supply store, as

well as a fuel dock for marine use.
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In the aggregate, 39 percent of the acreage was not used in

direct conjunction with the river. Of the 39 percent, 238 acres or

33 percent of the total was idle. Nearly one-half of the idle land was

submerged or submersible land classified as pierhead-bulkhead par-

cels. The idle parcels are owned primarily by the City of Astoria

and are located in the eastern end of the zone. In 1971 a city repre-

sentative indicated the parcels might be used for industrial develop-

ment in the future. The Bonneville Power Administration Plant Site

publication (1968) also notes these parcels as sites for potential

industrial development. As can be noted in Figure 10 the city owned

parcels form a large cadastre and three smaller cadastres. In

general, these parcels lie between the shoreline and the elevated rail-

road tracks located in the river. The parcels will require consider-

able land fill to prepare them for industrial use.

A single track railroad traverses the Astoria waterfront. The

rail company also owns nearly three percent of the nonriver use par-

cels in this study zone. At least part of its acreage appears to be

maintained as an easement or right-of-way amenable to expansion.

A canning company which serves the fish industries occupies

nearly two acres. Other businesses include retail establishments

and one radio broadcasting station.

The Oregon Division of Highways owns 2. 5 acres. The site is

located under the Columbia River bridge and functions as part of the

bridge structure.
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Conclusions. The total number of parcels (36 percent) or

acreage (60 percent) directly dependent upon the river exceeds 20

percent. Thus, the hypothesis stating that 20 percent or less of the

area utilizes the river is rejected. It is important to note, however,

that one-third of the waterfront acreage is idle upland and wetland

of marginal potential in the present state. The idle land, largely in

public ownership, will require costly improvements before it can be

marketed for industrial, commercial, or recreational uses. En-

vironmental controls relating to land fills and estuarine safeguards

may hinder the potential development of the, idle land. In the mid-

1970's it is apparent there is an oversupply of marginal waterfront

land in the lower Columbia river region. It is questionable if urban

marginal land will prove any more desirable than rural marginal land

discussed for the preceding zones of this study.

The hypothesis stating owners behave in a rational manner and

utilize their land for optimal return is accepted. The Port of Astoria

specializes in log exports and, to a lesser degree, grain shipments.

The concept of port specialization, discussed in Chapter I, is typical

of smaller ports. Bulk commodities can be transported efficiently

by barges or log rafts to the port. Due to a small population and about

a 100 mile distance from Oregon's core area, Astoria and its port

face some developmental limitations. While port owned land may not
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be as diversely utilized as that of other ports, its current usage is a

viable one.

Fish. processing industries represent viable land uses. Astoria's

location in close proximity to the ocean and fishery resources, is well

suited to food and kindred manufacturing. The waterfront canning

industries were originally dependent upon the Columbia River catch.

Today Astoria's fish canneries are dependent upon catches both from

domestic offshore waters and the open sea. The canneries continue

to receive their resources by vessel deliveries to private or public

docks.

Finally, the publicly held idle land represents a viable choice

for land of marginal quality. At present physical factors impede its

development. Much of the land not used in direct conjunction with the

river is in public ownership and it is not possible to assess per acre

land value for such parcels. For the privately owned parcels for

which monetary data were available no discernible difference in land

value was noted. Thus, the hypothesis stating there is no significant

difference in the value of direct river users and nonriver users is

accepted.

Relative to Interzone IV, the preceding rural zone, direct river

use is greater numerically and. in degree of concentration in Astoria

than Interzone IV. In area, however, river use is lower in Astoria
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than in Interzone IV. Thus, the municipal direct use hypothesis is

accepted. Other municipal comparisons will be discussed in the

concluding chapter.

Warrenton Hammond - Clatsop Spit
(parcels 534-572)

Warrenton, Hammond and Clatsop Spit have been grouped to-

gether for analysis, since these three locations share common char-

acteristics. Although their areal extent is sizable, Hammond has

only seven parcels and Clatsop Spit four parcels. Table 33 provides

a summary of the distribution in this zone.

Flood Type. The Warrenton and Clatsop Spit areas are clas-

sified as tidelands. North of the Youngs Bay Bridge and on either side

of Skipanon Channel in Wa rrenton parcels extend waterward into

Youngs Bay. Thus, large portions of the study parcels are wetlands.

Slope. The same situation prevails in this zone as did in

Astoria, and slope was not evaluated.

Principal Owners. Public ownership dominates in this zone.

the Warrenton area, the Port of Astoria is the principal owner with 16

parcels, followed by Clatsop County with five parcels. Nearly one

half of the waterfront parcels in Hammond are owned by the United

States government. In the Clatsop Spit area all parcels are publicly

owned. Two parcels are in federal ownership, and one each in state

-

In
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'Table 33. Distribution of Variables for Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit Zone.

Variables N Minimum Maximum
Number of occurrences by

quintiles
1 2 3 4 5

Years owned 39 4 42 12 1 5 7 14

Size (acres) 39 .63 1,235.00 1 5 8 10 15

Land value 11 $1.38 1,798.70 2 4 3 2 0

per acre

Total value 11 $1.38 $3, 146.88 6 0 5 0 0

per acre

Front feet 39 200 22,000 0 3 4 18 14

Land value per 11 $0.11 $41.55 0 0 5 0
front foot

Depth 100 yards
offshore (in feet) 39 1 11 30 9 0 0 0

Distance (yards) 39 7 30 1 12 3 4 19

to ship channel

Nil - less 28 public parcels without monetary values

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Depth Distance

Years -0.018 0.053 0.228 -0.356

Size -- 0.330 -0.013 -0.015

Feet -- 0.351 -0.147

Depth

Distance

-- -0.448

6
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and county ownership. For the combined zone, 11 parcels are owned

by six firms or individuals.

Years Owned. Length of ownership is divided into ranges of

one-third each. Nearly one-third of the occurrences are in the first

quintile (1-6 years), another one-third in the second through fourth

quintile (7--27 years), and one-third in the fifth quintile (28 or more

years).

Parcels owned by the federal and county governments tend to be

among the parcels in longer continuous ownership. Two railroad

company parcels have also been owned for more than 42 years. The

length of port owned parcels is variable. Several port owned parcels

were acquired from the county in the 1960's in an apparent attempt to

consolidate their waterfront holdings.

Size. Parcels size is large, with fifty-one percent of the par-

cels placing in the fourth and fifth quintiles. Fifteen parcels (38

percent) are above 31 acres in size. Clatsop Spit, owned by the

county, exceeds 1,000 acres. A 371 acre portion of state owned land

includes Fort Stevens State Park, situated north of Hammond. In the

aggregate, both large and small port owned parcels form a single

cadastre exceeding 800 acres.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. Due to the number of

public ownerships in this zone, monetary values were available for

only 11 parcels. For the 11 parcels, 55 percent of the land values
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occur in the first and second quintiles, with the remaining values in

the third and fourth quintiles. There are no values in the fifth quintile

for this zone.

The total values show a similar distribution to land values, with

55 percent of the occurrences in the first quintile and the remainder

in the third quintile. The private parcels near the northern boundary

of Warrenton and those in Hammond lie waterward of the railroad.

Some of these parcels belong to firms which have their principal oper-

ation on additional parcels landward of the railroad. Thus, for the

firms total operation the values may be greater than is shown for the

parcels included in the study zone.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. Due to parcel size

and configuration, the parcels in this zone have long front footage.

Over 80 percent of the occurrences are in the fourth and fifth quintile,

in excess of 371 feet. Parcel 572, Clatsop Spit, has the greatest

length of footage for the entire study zone at 22,000 feet.

Land value per front foot is similar to total value. Fifty-five

percent of the occurrences are in the first quintile and the remainder

in the fourth quintile for the 11 parcels with monetary values.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. Water depth 100 yards offshore the

parcels in this zone is shallow. All the occurrences are in the first

and second quintiles, below 12 feet. Shallowness is caused in part by

the deposition of materials near the mouth of the river.
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Distance to the Ship Channel. About one-half the parcels lie

at least one-half mile from the shore. As depicted in the data plots,

the ship channel swerves away from the Youngs Bay shoreline at about

river mile 10 in the vicinity of Tansey Point. Channel maintenance

nearer the shore is unnecessary and would be costly due to the volume

of deposition.

Correlations. None of the variables indicate any significant

correlation.

Utility. Parcel use in the Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit

composite zone reflects nonriver uses or extensive river use. Eight

parcels, accounting for 24 percent of the area, are used in direct

conjunction with the river. These include a port parcel at Skipanon

Channel, three United States government parcels which the Coast

Guard utilizes as a base of operation for its various oceanic and river-

ine functions, two parcels owned by fish companies include a cannery

and docking facilities, and a lumber company parcel. Ft. Stevens

State Park also is included in the intensive direct river use parcels.

The park is a popular camping site and experiences a high incidence

of seasonal visitations for recreational usage.

Clatsop Spit, located north of Ft. Stevens State Park, is owned

by the county. Due to its overall size, the county parcel was classified

as an extensive direct use parcel. The spit is an undeveloped area

which is utilized by outdoor recreation enthusiasts.
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Table 34. Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit. Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 1 94.07 2. 75

Fish company facility

Towboat company

Utility or rail company

Business, residence or
farm with private dock

Marina or public dock

2 43.70 1.28

Recreational area or park 1 371.51 10.86 1,235.00 36.11

Port land or facility 1 212.39 6.20

Publicly owned land 3 87. 15 2.55

SUBTOTAL 8 808.82 23.64 1,235.00 36.11

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land 23 1, 156.27 33.80

Industrial or business 4 40.85 1. 19

Utility or rail company

Publicly owned land

2 57.36 1.68

Residential

Agricultural

Forest

Agricultural and forest

1 122.16 3.57

SUBTOTAL 30 1,376.64 40.25

TOTAL 39 3,420.46 100

1

1
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Thirty parcels, accounting for 40 percent of the zonal acreage,

are not utilized in direct conjunction with the river, 34 percent of the

nonriver use is idle land. The greatest share of the idle acreage is

owned by the Port of Astoria and the county.

Four nonriver use parcels are part of a fish by-products man-

ufacturer. A. representative of the manufacturer indicated a primary

locational consideration for their operation was not waterfront access

but rail access. A single track traverses these parcels and satisfies

their need.

Two other parcels in this zone are owned by the railroad. With

the exception of the rail lines the parcels are idle. A rail company

representative indicated the parcels had potential for industrial de-

velopment.

Finally, a 122 acre parcel in federal ownership, is a former

military housing site. In 1971 some of the units were utilized for

housing Coast Guard personnel.

Conclusions. The Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit waterfront

zone is largely undeveloped for industrial use. Land acquisition by

the Port of Astoria during recent years indicates an effort to con-

solidate parcel ownership for future use. Such consolidation is pre-

sumably for industrial or related uses requiring proximity to the

navigable water of the Columbia River and Skipanon Channel. How-

ever, development is hindered by a major physical factor, shallow
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water. The property lines for the waterfront parcels extend water-

ward several hundred feet to the pierhead line, incorporating several

hundred acres of wetlands.

The plant sites publication issued by the Bonneville Power

Administration in 1968 indicates development of these parcels will

require fill to an elevation of about 16 feet, six feet above the present

elevation. In addition, an embankment of rip-rap is required to re-

tain the fill. Further, although the railroad parallels the shoreline

its placement creates a narrow band of upland between the shore and

the single track. Thus, without fill parcel use is restricted by exist-

ing dimensions.

The potential of the Warrenton waterfront, including the wet-

lands, was possibly more promising a decade ago. During the early

1970's environmental concern for the Youngs Bay estuarine habitat

has been publicized by governmental and private interest groups.

Estuarine protection and any type of development requiring land fill

appear to be competitive. Until state, county and private sector

conflicts are resolved, the future of the Warrenton waterfront zone

will remain uncertain.

The Coast Guard station in Hammond is well situated for its

functions and the Coast Guard optimizes its use of the embayment

in Hammond. However, landward of the shoreline federally owned
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land is largely idle and somewhat conforms to the undeveloped char-

acter of both state and county owned land in this zone.

Ft. Stevens State Park and the adjacent state and county owned

land provide a refuge for individuals who desire a relatively natural

environment. Developed and undeveloped recreational land likely is

the best use for land in the Clatsop Spit area.

For the Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit composite zone the

hypothesis stating less than 20 percent of the parcels are used in

direct conjunction with the river is rejected.

The hypothesis stating land owners behave in a rational manner

is accepted. The physical constraint of shallow water, coupled with

the high costs of land improvement, warrant parcel nonuse. The Port

of Astoria's role in consolidating the parcels under their ownership

reserves the area for future waterfront development if demand mater-

ializes and if environmental problems prove resolvable. Nonuse by

owners of other idle or nonriver uses is also accepted as viable alter-

natives.

The hypothesis stating per acre land value is not contingent upon

direct river use is accepted. Although monetary values were avail-

able for only a limited number of parcels, the land values for direct

river use and nonriver use parcels did not differ appreciably.

The higher incidence of direct river use for urban parcels,

rather than rural parcels is accepted. However, it is recognized
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that neither the Warrenton nor Hammond waterfronts are what one

might consider urban. Although both municipalities are incorporated,

relative to Astoria, neither exhibits an urban character.

Summary and Conclusions

Tables 35 and 36 provide a summary of the variable distribu-

tions and the river and nonriver users for Clatsop County.

Years Owned. The data indicate a bimodal concentration in the

second and fifth quintiles, with 76 and 78 occurrences respectively.

The number of occurrences for the remaining three quintiles drop

considerably with 37 for the third quintile, 33 for the first quintile and

30 for the fourth quintile.

Occurrences in the fifth quintile likely result from two factors

noted earlier. The first factor is the long and continuous period of

ownership by several fish companies. The second factor is possibly

foreclosures which occurred during the depression resulting in nu-

merous public acquisitions throughout the county.

The high incidence of occurrences in the second quintile is pri-

marily due to the activity discussed earlier for the Astoria zone. The

first cause relates to the transfer of county owned parcels to the City

of Astoria during the period 1963-1965. The second cause relates to

the consolidation of parcels by one major fish company under the

corporate title.
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Table 35. Total Clatsop County, Number and Percent of Variables.

Variable

Years
owned

Size

(acres)

Land value
per acre *

Total value
per acre *

Front feet

Land value
per front foot *

Depth 100
yds offshore

Distance to
ship channel

Slope (%)

Quintile
Number First Second Third Fourth Fifth

254 33 76 37 30 78

12.99% 29.92% 14.57% 11.81% 30.71%

253 25 57 68 56 47

9.88% 22.53% 26.88% 22.13% 18.58%

127 23 32 24 23 25

18.11% 25.20% 18.90% 18.11% 19.69%

127 26 2S 27 27 22

20.47% 19.69% 21.26% 21.26% 17. 32%

2S5 19 53 69 59 55

7.45% 20.78% 27.06% 23.14% 21.57%

127 27 23 28 25 24

21.26% 18. 11% 22.05% 19.69% 18.90%

255 88 65 42 15 45

34.51% 25.49% 16.47% 5.88% 17.65%

255 47 19 46 49 94
18.43% 7.45% 18.04% 19.22% 36.86%

80 --------- 44 ----------------- 26 10

--------- 55.00% -------------- 32.50% 12.509/6

Varying N size;,
N80 - includes slope for Interzone IV parcels only
N254 - less 1 without data
N253 less 2 tidelands of undetermined acreage
N127 - less 128 public, utility or railroad parcels for which data is unavailable
* Monetary values based upon Clatsop County data only, all other values are two county variable values
.The.quiutiles do not :equal 20 percent exactly due to a multiple number of equal valued parcel
occurrences where the quintile division should occur for the monetary values.

Correlation Matrix

Years Size Feet Slope Depth Distance

Years 0.010 0.135 0.156 -0.093 0.074

Size -- 0.444 0.278 0.093 0.010

Feet -- 0.002 -0.045 0.106

Slope 0.081 0.470

Depth

Distance

-- 0.411

Source: derived by writer

-

--
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Table 36. Clatsop County. Direct River Users and Nonriver Users.

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres Acres

Industrial plant 3 719.53 6.60 1 24.35 0.22

Fish company facility 36 174.58 1.60 1 1.14 0.01

Towboat company 4 3.80 0.03 6 90.75 0.82

Utility or rail company 3 5. 24 0.05

Business, residence or
farm with private dock 10 78.40 0.72

Marina or public dock 6 17.74 0.16 2 229.82 2.11

Recreational area or park 2 374.60 3.43 4 1, 294.02 11.86

Port land or facility 2 413.62 3.79 1 100.00 0.92

Publicly owned land 3 87. 15 0.80

SUBTOTAL 59 1,796.26 16.46 25 1,818.48 16.66

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land 118 2,102.39 19.26

Industrial or business 13 51.56 0.47

Utility or rail company 8 84.47 0.77

Publicly owned land 5 426.93 3.91

Residential 1 122.16 1. 12

Agricultural 9 366.57 3.36

Forest 16 3,968.25 36.36

Agricultural and forest 1 178. 14 1.63

SUBTOTAL 171 7,300.47 66.88

TOTAL 255 10,91S.21 100
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Among the 33 parcel ownership changes in the recent period of

the first quintile, 1967-1971, about one-half of the changes are in

Interzone IV and another one-third are port owned parcels in the

Warrenton area. The parcels in Interzone IV which changed owner

ships in the current period reflect diverse uses. Conspicuous uses

in this group, include five parcels belonging to timber interests, three

diked farm parcels, two state owned parcels which are residuals from

highway expansion, and other miscellaneous uses.

Ownership changes, by type of owner, in the third and fourth

quintiles are less distinguishable than those discussed above. In the

aggregate the occurrences in these two quintiles account for 67 par-

cels which were acquired between 1945 to 1956. Of the 67 parcels

which changed owners during this period, 29 (43 percent) occurred in

Interzone IV. The use of these parcels is diversified, as is use in

the zone, and reflect no particular concentration.

In summary, an analysis of the length of ownership in Clatsop

County indicates relatively low demand in the recent period (first

quintile). Disallowing the high incidence of change in the second

quintile, for reasons stated above, and considering the high number

of occurrences in the fifth quintile, about one-half the parcels ex-

perienced a turnover of ownerships.

Size. The distribution of parcels, by size, in Clatsop County

approaches a normal curve. The single greatest number of
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occurrences, 68, is concentrated in the third quintile with a range of

1.23 to 5. 13 acres. The second and fourth quintiles have nearly equal

quantities at 57 and 56 occurrences respectively. The first and fifth

quintiles differ considerably. The first quintile (range .01-. 44 acres)

has 25 occurrences while the fifth quintile (equal to or greater than

31.5 acres) has 47 occurrences.

The near normal distribution results, in part, from numerous

uniformily sized parcel in the second and third quintile range in

Astoria. The occurrences of large sized parcels in Interzone IV and

the Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit zone contribute toward a

balanced distribution for the county. For each of the three zones in

the county, however, a normal distribution by size does not occur.

Land Value and Total Value per Acre. Monetary land and total

values were available for only one-half the parcels in the county.

The absence of monetary values is due to the large number of parcels

in public ownership for which data are lacking. For the parcels for

which monetary values were available, both the land and total values

per acre show a nearly even distribution county-wide.

Front Feet and Land Value per Front Foot. The distribution of

front feet corresponds with the distribution of size and somewhat

resembles a normal curve, with modest skewness to the right. Due

to parcel configuration, several elongated parcels result in parcels

with proportionately longer footage relative to their overall size. The
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longer footage occurs in the two zones on either side of Astoria,

while the shorter footage is found in the primary urban center.

Land value per front foot, like land value per acre, is nearly

uniform for each of the quintile groups. Value per front foot, like land

value per acre, has a high number of occurrences in the fourth and

fifth quintiles in Astoria, but for the entire county the distribution is

nearly equalized by lower values in the other zones.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore. The majority of the parcels in the

county do not have deep water 100 yards offshore. Nearly one-half

the occurrences are in the first and second quintile, or with a depth

of less than 12 feet. The parcels with deep water, e. g. 32 feet or

more and placed in the fifth quintile,. are concentrated in Astoria.

The Astoria waterfront is about five miles long, so in reality deep

water is concentrated in a relatively short span of the county's water-

front zone. Further, because mean depth was utilized for large par-

cels with long frontage, mean depth may be overgeneralized.

Distance to the Ship Channel. Distance to the ship channel for

56 percent of the parcels is greater than one-half mile (fourth and

fifth quintile). Relatively long distance to the channel occurs pri-

marily in Interzone IV where numerous islands lie adjacent to the

shoreline. Starting at about river mile 17 in eastern Astoria until

about river mile 39 near Bradwood, the ship channel veers away from

the Clatsop County shore. Thus, the channel is close to the shoreline
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between about river miles 13-17 in western Astoria and river miles

39-43 from about Bradwood to the Clatsop-Columbia County line.

In the aggregate, only a short distance of the shoreline lies in close

proximity to the shore. Further, as previously noted relatively

shallow water exists adjacent to much of the Clatsop County shoreline.

Slope. Steep slope is notable in portions of Interzone IV, where

nearly one-half the occurrences are in the fourth and fifth quintiles.

Slope was not evaluated for the Astoria zone or the Warrenton-

Hammond-Clatsop Spit zone where numerous parcels extend to the

pierhead-bulkhead lines and encompass submersible or submerged

wetland.

Utility. Eighty-four parcels encompassing 33 percent of Clatsop

County's waterfront acreage make direct use of the river. Fifty-nine

parcels, accounting for 16. 5 percent of the direct use acreage utilize

the river intensively and 25 parcels use the remaining 16. 7 percent of

the acreage extensively.

Thirty-six parcels owned by fish companies account for the

greatest number of direct river use parcels. The next highest occur-

rence is ten farm or residences which use the river extensively.

Numerically all other direct river user classes account for fewer than

ten parcels.

Two parcels, utilizing the river extensively for recreational

purposes account for over 1, 000 acres of direct usage. Continuing
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the rank order by acreage, industrial use parcels account for 719

acres of intensive direct use. Areally, these uses are followed by

414 acres of intensive port use; 374 acres of intensive recreation use;

229 acres of extensive marina or public dock uses and 174 acres of

intensive fish company use. The other direct river uses account for

less than. 100 acres for each use type.

Among the nonriver use parcels, 118 (46 percent) are idle. In

area the idle parcels account for 2102 acres of nonriver use acreage.

Only forest usage with 3, 968 acres exceeds idle use parcels in Clatsop

County. All other nonriver use parcels account for less than 500

acres for each use. In the aggregate, however,. 171 nonriver use

parcels total 7,300 acres (67 percent).

The foregoing remarks and previous zonal analysis indicates

direct usage is the minor use of riverfront land in Clatsop County.

The most distinct exceptions, where usage is relatively high, are

Astoria and Wauna, and to a lesser degree Hammond and Clatsop Spit.

The principal hindrances which limit use are shallow water,

marginal buildable land which is inaccessible by deep draft vessels in

its present state, and an overabundance of waterfront land.

Hypotheses Conclusions

Table 37 summarizes the results of hypotheses testing.
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For all three zones in Clatsop County the hypothesis stating less

than 20 percent of the parcels are used in direct conjunction with the

river is rejected. For the respective zones, 36 percent of Interzone

IV parcels, 38 percent of Astoria parcels and 24 percent of the

Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit zone make direct use of the river.

In area, however, the direct use hypothesis is accepted for Interzone

IV with 17 percent, but rejected for Astoria with 61 percent and

Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit with 60 percent.

The rational use hypothesis is accepted for all zones in Clatsop

County. Albeit there is a high incidence of idle land, 19 percent of the

area, and 46 percent of the parcels, idleness is the only plausible

option without costly improvements. Size or configuration of parcels

is frequently a limitation restricting: use.

The hypothesis stating value is not contingent upon river use is

also accepted. Direct river and nonriver use parcels for any given

zone share generally equal distributions in all quintile groupings.

The municipal parcels do have a higher incidence of direct river

use. Direct usage is particularly apparent in Astoria. For the study

parcels in Clatsop County, however, Interzone IV is the only truly

rural zone for which comparisons can be made. Clatsop Spit also is

a nonurban area and direct recreational usage is high for the four

parcels situated in the Warrenton-Hammond-Clatsop Spit zone. Thus,
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Table 37. Summary of Hypotheses Results in Clatsop County.

Zone 20% or less
direct use

rational value not municipal parcels
use contingent make more direct

on direct use river use

accept accept rural
accept

accept accept municipal
accept

accept accept mixed rural
and municipal,
accept

accept accept accept
overall

Interzone number, reject (36%)
IV acreage, accept (17%)

Astoria number, reject (38%)
acreage, reject (61%)

Warrenton- number, reject (24%)
Hammond- acreage, reject (60%)
Clatsop Spit

Total number, reject (33%)
acreage, reject (33%)

with the above qualifications, the hypothesis stating direct use is

higher in municipalities is accepted.

Clatsop County Island Parcels

In addition to the shoreline parcels analyzed in the preceding

zones, there are 109 island parcels, encompassing 12,951 acres, in

Clatsop County. These parcels occur on islands concentrated in the

zone east of Tongue Point and stretching to the vicinity of Bradwood.

The three larger islands are Tenasillahe Island, Karison Island and

Svenson Island. The latter mentioned island lies close to the shore and

is connected to the shoreline by a bridge. All three of the above men-

tioned islands are partially diked. The diked island parcels are used

primarily for livestock grazing. The United States government owns
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Sand Island located near the mouth of the river and its leases land for

grazing.

The majority of the remaining islands are tidal and are subject

to both diurnal and seasonal flooding. These islands function pri-

marily as natural habitats for various migratory waterfowl. Conse-

quently, the islands are popular waterfowl hunting sites.

The majority of the Clatsop County islands are owned by the

county, and were acquired largely as a consequence of foreclosures

during the 1930 to 1945 period. In conjunction with the national Fish

and Wildlife Service, the countyhas proposed these islands be included

in a Lower Columbia River National Wildlife Refuge.

The parcels which are in private ownership are held principally

by towboat company interests for log storage sites, and several other

owners use their parcels for livestock grazing. The parcels which

have changed owners since about 1945 are those situated primarily

on Svenson Island and Tenasillahe Island.

These islands will continue to function in their present capa-

cities as they possess limitations for more intensive development.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The preceding chapters have detailed characteristics of riverine

land in general and of the Oregon shore of the lower Columbia River

in particular. Five physical-dimensional variables; size, front feet,

depth 100 yards offshore, distance to the ship channel, and percent

slope were analyzed. In addition, length of parcel ownership and the

monetary variables of land value per acre, total value per acre and

land value per front foot were also analyzed. All variables were tabu-

lated and eight were arrayed by quintile rank in sequential data plots.

In addition, parcel utility was classified into three major groups:

intensive direct river use, extensive direct river use, and nonriver

use. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the findings and

draw conclusions.

Distribution Comparisons

Excluding the islands, Figure 11 provides a comparative sum-

mary of the distribution for the variables. In general, the physical-

dimensional variables show more variation than do the monetary

variables. As discussed earlier, it is noted that the quintile rankings

of the monetary variables were calculated separately for each county,

while the quintile rank for the remaining variables were derived from

the two county data.
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Years Owned. For years owned the quintile rank is based upon

the distribution by number of parcel occurrences, not length of owner-

ship. Thus, the quintiles represent current ownership periods of

unequal length.

In general, length of ownership indicates that, with the excep-

tion of a few administrative changes during the period of the second

quintile, Clatsop County parcels have remained relatively static while

Columbia County riverfront parcels experienced more change in

recent years. A more complete discussion of this variable will occur

in the concluding remarks of demand.

Size and Front Feet. Figure 11 indicates the size and front feet

variables have nearly identical distributions. The variation for both

variables is greatest for the first quintile, with a range of about 20

percent. The extremes exhibited in the first and third quintiles re-

sult from a large number of urban parcels; with the former quintile

concentration occurring with very small parcels in St. Helens, and the

latter concentration occurring with moderate sized parcels in Astoria.

The second, fourth and fifth quintiles for size and front footage

indicate nearly identical distributions. The similarity results from

a heterogeneous mix of parcels throughout the remainder of the area.

Each county has about an equal mix of very large parcels such as the

Game Commission holdings, and the Beaver and Trojan sites in
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Columbia County; and commercial forest, port land and other large

blocks of public land in Clatsop County.

Front footage was measured only along the waterfront edge of

each parcel and although parcels are of amorphorous form, the

majority are rectangular in shape. Accordingly, the correlations

between size and front footage were high for each zone as has been

depicted in Figure 11.

Size and front footage alone are not determinants of river use

or nonriver use. Rather, the mix of the other variables in conjunc-

tion with size and front footage determine the location of river use.

In general, where large sized parcels function in direct conjunction

with the river, the use is for public recreation. A few large indus-

trial parcels also make direct use of the river.

Where small size could impede parcel use there is evidence of

consolidation into effective cadastral units. It is noted, however,

that the formation of cadastres is not restricted to river use parcels.

Cadastres also function in nonriver use and nonuse capacities.

Finally, where small parcels are isolated between larger par-

cels or are of irregular configuration, nonuse is common. Although

nonuse is not restricted to small parcels, small size does create

idleness.

Slope. Slope was not depicted on the data plots because most

of the study parcels are in the 0 to 3 percent slope category. Figure
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11 indicates that both counties have about equal shares of parcels in

each slope category. Steep slope is found in St. Helens, Interzone I

and Interzone IV.

River use does not generally occur in areas of steep or moder-

ate slope. The exception is St. Helens, where the river uses extend

waterward in the form of a marina, or wharves.

A lack of slope in Interzone III and IV and Sauvies Island has

necessitated the construction of dikes to prevent seasonal flooding of

the lowlands. Diked parcels are generally used for agriculture,

although a few farm parcels also maintain private docks for recrea-

tional uses primarily.

Waterward of diked land or of the railroad, parcels with 0-3

percent slope tend to be idle, in part, because a lack of slope results

in seasonal flooding and creates marshland conditions. Finally, a

lack of slope has created tidal conditions to prevail along the

Warrenton-Hammond waterfront. Unless filling is allowed much of

the port owned land will remain undeveloped.

Depth 100 Yards Offshore and Distance to the Ship Channel.

As shown in Figure 11, the greatest degree of variation between the

counties occurs with depth 100 yards offshore, and to a lesser degree

with distance to the channel. Columbia County parcels tend to have

deeper water offshore and also are situated closer to the channel.

Such a situation results, at least in part, because the river is
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relatively narrow offshore from Columbia County, thus causing dis-

tance to the channel to decrease and depth offshore to increase.

Conversely, with the exceptions of the western Astoria parcels

and the Bradwood-Wauna parcels of Interzone IV, depth offshore from

the Clatsop County parcels tends to be shallow. Further, due to the

presence of islands or siltation in the estuary, distance to the channel

is greater for the Clatsop County parcels than for the Columbia

County.parcels. The exceptions for distance to the channel are the

same as for depth offshore in Clatsop County, namely the western

Astoria parcels and Bradwood-Wauna parcels.

It is concluded the depth offshore and distance to the channel

variables indicate definite restrictions for riverfront uses which

utilize deep draft water transportation. The distribution of these two

variables clearly shows there are limited portions of the riverfront

suitable for current use or future development where deep draft

navigation is a requirement. For the most part the suitable sites

occur in conjunction with the municipalites. Suitable nonmunicipal

sites occur at the former Beaver ammunition depot, and in the

Bradwood-Wauna area.

Monetary Variables. In general, Figure 11 indicates the varia-

tion between the three monetary variables for each county is minor.

The variation between counties for land value per acre and land value

per front foot is less than two percent for each quintile. Recognizing
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that the monetary variables were derived separately for each county,

the lack of monetary variation indicates county conformance to a

standardized code for property appraisals.

For total value per acre, Figure 11 indicates more variation

than do the other two monetary variables. Columbia County indicates

bi-modal highs in the second and fourth quintiles. Such concentrations

indicate parcels with improvements are situated on parcels in the

respective quintile groups. The improvements in the second quintile

are largely urban locations while those in the fourth quintile are rural.

For Clatsop County the higher total value per acre parcels

occur in the third and fourth quintiles. Higher values in the third

quintile are associated with improvements in Astoria while those in

the fourth quintile are concentrated on larger sized agricultural and

forest parcels in Interzone IV. The quintiles with lower total values

indicate fewer parcels with improvements or with modest improve-

ments relative to the quintiles with higher total value per acre.

As indicators of the patterns of distribution, utility or demand

the monetary variables did not provide much insight for analysis.

Specifically, the monetary variables did not indicate any appreciable

difference between river use parcels and nonriver use parcels, nor

did they indicate clues for parcel demand.

The patterns of distribution did indicate that the higher valued

parcels occur in the municipalities. However, although river use was
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generally more apparent in the municipalities, there was no dis-

cernible difference between the monetary values of the river use

parcels and the nonriver use parcels in the urban zones. Thus, it is

concluded that from the standpoint of monetary value, river use in

both rural or urban zones is not perceived differently from nonriver

use and is not given any preferential treatment.

Summary of Distribution

The distribution patterns of the variables supports the conten-

tion that physical conditions do control land use. The mix of the

physical variables indicates that the more favorable locations were

recognized in the early settlement of the region and account for the

siting of various communities. Specifically, where deep water occurs

100 yards offshore for a waterfront distance of about one to five miles,

developments occurred. Moving downriver from Portland these

developments adjacent to deep offshore water include St. Helens,

Columbia City, Goble, Rainier, the former Beaver Ammunition Depot,

Wauna, Bradwood and Astoria.

Due to technological limitation during the past century depth,

channel placement and slope were more rigid controls to development

than they are in the present period. Deep water and channel main-

tenance is, to some degree, currently modified through the use of

river dredges. Slope can be modified with earth moving equipment as
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well as by the placement of dredge spoils or other land fill materials;

or by the construction of dikes. However, in the modern period the

cost to accomplish such feats can be prohibitive, and such ventures

are not undertaken unless there are strong assurances of success.

Given the mix of the waterfront variables studied, the economic base

of the region, the location of the region relative to the population and

economic core of Oregon, and current environmental regulation,

investment to create parcel enhancement and concomitant develop-

ment most certainly cannot be assured any measure of success along

the Oregon shore of the lower Columbia River during the current

decade.

A survey of the distribution patterns of utility indicate that there

are three possible exceptions to the above statement. These excep-

tions include the site or Oregon's first nuclear utility plant at Trojan,

the construction of an integrated pulp and paper mill. at Wauna and the

expansion of Pier 3 at the Port of Astoria. All three of these sites

require use of the river and represent large capital investments. The

nuclear facility requires access to large volumes of water, the pulp

and paper facility utilizes river transportation for the movement of

raw materials and finished products, and the port facility is situated

to accommodate oceangoing vessels and potential associated industries.

The distribution pattern of parcel size and front footage explains,

at least in part, parcel use or nonuse. Where small parcel size and
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short frontage characterize the distribution pattern land owners have

compensated for restrictive dimensions by forming unified ownerships

or cadastral units. The location of the cadastres were depicted in the

graphic data plots.

In the aggregate 317 parcels in Columbia County were reduced

to 185 cadastral units, some constituting several parcels in a single

ownership, while other cadastres constitute only a single parcel. In

Clatsop County 255 parcels were reduced to 140 cadastres. Thus in

each county the ratio of cadastres to parcels is about 1:1.75. The

occurrence of multiple parcels juxtaposed into larger cadastres is

most evident in the municipalities where parcel size tends to be

smaller than in the rural interzones.

In general, small parcels consolidated into larger cadastres

function in some use capacity while small parcels, unconsolidated and

isolated by single ownerships tend to remain idle. The most notable

exception to the above statement occurs with the consolidated, but idle

cadastres situated in eastern Astoria and owned by the City of

Astoria, as well as the Warrenton area cadastres owned by the Port

of Astoria.

In addition to small size and short front footage, parcel configur-

ation also limits use. Specifically, parcels of amorphous form are

often wedged between the shore and the railroad. Such parcels have

limited potential because they lack road access. Further, due to
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elevated railroad beds in some areas small amorphous parcels are

accessible only by foot. Parcels fitting the above description often

appear on the data plot as nonuse, idle parcels wedged between two

larger parcels.

In conclusion it is noted the data plots, organized by quintiles,

provide visual evidence of distribution patterns of the parcel variables,

parcel use and parcel ownership. Coupled with the data plots, analy-

sis in the preceding chapters partially explains the relationships

between the variables as well as parcel utility or parcel nonuse.

Summary of Utility

Three major categories of parcel utility have been identified in

the study region. These categories are: 1) direct intensive river

users, 2) direct extensive river users, and 3) nonriver users. As

the terms imply, the direct river use parcels are those which utilize

the river in conjunction with their particular functions.

The methodology for classifying the three major river user types

was detailed in Chapter III. The primary difference between the

intensive and extensive river users is one of degree of river use,

although arbitrary. Due to the classification system used, the acre-

age assigned as direct intensive and direct extensive river use likely

is overstated.
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Parcel utility types are summarized in Table 38 and indicate

that the number of waterfront parcels and the acreage of those parcels

is higher in Columbia County than in Clatsop County. Specifically,

Columbia County has 317 shoreline parcels totalling 13, 859. 44 acres,

while Clatsop County has 255 shoreline parcels totalling 10, 915. 21

acres, excluding the islands.

Table 38. Utility in the Two County Region by Utility Type.

Location Direct Intensive Direct Extensive Nonriver Users
River Users River Users

No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres

Columbia 98 5,086.61 29 432.73 190 8,340.10
County (31%) (37%) (9%) (3%) (60%) (60%)

Clatsop 59 1,796.26 25 1,818.48 171 7,300.47

County (23%) (16%) (10%) (17%) (67%) (67%)

Total 157 6, 882.87 54 2, 251.21 361 15, 640.57
(27%) (28%) (9%) (9%) (63%) (63%)

The greatest share of the direct river use parcels and acreage

occur in Columbia County. Intensive river use acreage is higher in

Columbia County while extensive river use acreage is greater in

Clatsop County. However, in the aggregate the direct river use acre-

age is higher in Columbia County than in Clatsop County.

The distribution of the river users and nonriver users is sum-

marized in Table 39. Direct use acreage is overwhelmingly devoted

to recreational uses (17 percent). Continuing in descending order the
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Table 39. Total Columbia Countyand Clatsop County Direct River Users and Nonriver Users (less
islands).

Direct River Users Intensive River Users Extensive River Users

Number Acres % Acres Number Acres % Acres

Industrial plant 11 1,078.68 4.35 1 24.35 0.10

Fish company facility 47 178.33 0.72 1 1.14 0.005

Towboat company 12 14.16 0.06 6 90.75 0.37

Utility or rail company 5 651.28 2.63

Business, residence or
farm with private dock 170.88 0.69 39 511.13 2.06

Marina or public dock 39 57.21 0.23 2 229.82 0.93

Recreational area or park 21 4,231.19 17.08 4 1,294.02 5.22

Port land or facility 9 413.86 1.67 1 100.00 0.40

Publicly owned land 4 87.28 0.35

SUBTOTAL 157 6,882.87 27.78 54 2,251.21 9.09

Nonriver Users

Nonuse (idle) public
and private land 219 3,442.54 13.90

Industrial or business 20 52.76 0.21

Utility or rail company 10 88.94 0.36

Publicly owned land 10 429.65 1.73

Residential 9 129.50 0.52

Agricultural 57 2,782.28 11.23

Forest 24 4,351.63 17.57

Agricultural and forest 12 4,363.27 17.61

SUBTOTAL 361 15, 640.57 63.13

TOTAL 572 24, 774.65 100

9
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intensive direct river users include: industrial plants, (4. 35 percent);

utility companies (2. 6 percent); port uses(l. 7 percent), and fish

company facilities (nearly 1. 0 percent). Each other intensive river

use is less than 1.0 percent.

Among the extensive direct river users, recreational use again

accounts for the dominant use with 5. 22 percent of the acreage.

Residences and farms account for 2. 06 percent of the acreage and all

other individual extensive river users are each less than one percent

of the two county total.

Tables 38 and 39 indicate the direct intensive and direct exten-

sive river users combined exceed 20 percent whether tabulated by

number or by acreage. Thus, the hypothesis stating less than 20

percent of the parcels make direct use of the river is rejected. How-

ever, if only intensive river users are studied it is noted that the

Clatsop County intensive use is only 16 percent, while the number of

parcels in such use achieves 23 percent. Moreover, tabulated by

number of parcels or acreage the nonriver use parcels for both

counties, as well as the aggregated total exceeds 60 percent. Non

river use clearly dominates the land use pattern of the Oregon shore

of the lower Columbia River.

Table 40 provides a tabulation of utility of waterfront zones by

rank and percent. From Table 40 it is noted that with the exception

of the Sauvies Island zone the incidence of direct intensive river use is
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Table 40. Distribution of Utility by Zone, Rank and Percent of the Zonal Acreage.

Zone Direct Intensive Direct Extensive
River Users River Users

Nonriver
users

Rank %of
acreage

Rank V. of
acreage

Rank % of
acreage

Sauvies
Island 2 86.20 5 5.50 9 8.30

St. Helens 3 71.76 3 11.31 8 16.90

Interzone I 9 5.18 6 3.35 2 91.25

Columbia City 1 92.98 9 0.41 10 6.61

Interzone II 7 16.17 8 1. 16 4 82.67

Rainier 4 58.03 10 0.0 5 41.97

Interzone III 10 5.36 7 3. 17 1 91.47

Interzone IV 8 9.62 4 7. 10 3 83.28

Astoria 5 46.84 2 14.28 7 38.87

Warrenton-
Hammond- 6 23.64 1 36.11 6 40.25
Clatsop Spit

higher in the municipalities than in rural interzones. The incidence

of direct extensive river use is variable, although somewhat skewed

toward the municipalities. Nonriver use predominates in the rural

interzones and accordingly the hypothesis stating the incidence of

intensive river use is higher in the municipalities is accepted.

In addition to the above discussion and tabulation of direct

intensive and extensive river use and nonriver use parcels, other

aspects of parcel utility merit coverage. Principal among these
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aspects is the concept of overabundance or underutility of land. As

noted in Chapter I, underutility of riverfront land, particularly of

marginal urban land, is a common phenomena which is highly visible

as waterfront decay. Such underutility occurs when an overabundance

of land with restrictive qualities exists. As relates to direct intensive

river uses, restrictive qualities include shallow water offshore, or a

shore which is inaccessible by deep draft vessels; marshland or

tideland which requires land enchancement with fill materials and

protective rip-rap to meet building standards. Other restrictive

qualities are small size and parcel confinement created by the place-

ment of a railroad or street. If permissible, street vacations can

correct some problems of areal confinement. However, confinement

created by an existing railroad is an impediment to construction or

expansion. Confinement and restrictive qualities in the modern

period are often the causes of waterfront decay.

Throughout various reaches of the lower Columbia River shore-

line many of the restrictive qualities co-exist. The specifics of par-

cel variables and parcel utility were detailed in each of the preceding

zonal sections, where it was shown that the zones with a high per-

centage of nonriver uses were restricted by physical-dimensional

relationships which inhibit direct river use. In the aggregate both

municipal and rural zones in the study region suffer from under-

utility, with idle land accounting for nearly 15 percent of the two
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county use pattern. Unfortunately the study region is endowed with

an overabundance of land with restrictive qualities.

Capital investments could improve land quality and make some

of the parcels more marketable for potential direct river uses or other

uses. However, the economy of the lower Columbia River region has

been unstable in recent decades. The lower river region as a whole,

and Clatsop County in particular is tied to a resource economic base

which suffers from the uncertainties of seasonal production related to

fishery, forestry and agricultural activities. As a consequence of an

established pattern of economic uncertainty there is little incentive

to make capital investments in waterfront parcels with restrictive

qualities. Moreover, a small resident population with limited buying

power does not attract industries that serve populations with a capacity

for large local consumption.

Further compounding the problems of the region, and its under-

utilized waterfront, is the fact that within less than 100 miles distance

the Portland metropolitan area amply serves the needs of international

and domestic trade with a developed multimode transportation system.

In the modern period the lower Columbia River waterfront cannot

effectively compete with the Portland area because it does not possess

sufficient locational advantages for water transport related activities

or industries. Areas where it does possess locational advantages

namely fish processing industries, timber product manufacturing, and
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log exporting, do not exert sufficient spatial demand to significantly

develop the waterfront further.

The region has been unsuccessful in establishing its own sphere

of influence because it is situated too close to Portland and has little

comparative advantage to offer. Without a cataclytic force to infuse

new life into the region, the existing pattern of waterfront utility will

likely remain as the future pattern for several decades.

In conclusion the hypotheses indicating land owners do not make

direct use of their waterfront parcels because physical-dimensional

factors hinder such, or because the owners choose not to make direct

use of the river as a land management alternative are both accepted.

It has been demonstrated throughout this thesis that nonriver use is

frequently the most viable strategy a land owner can pursue.

Summary of Demand

The demand for waterfront land along the Oregon shore of the

lower Columbia.River has not been fully determined. To determine

demand it. is necessary to know the frequency at which land changes

ownership, as well as the change in utility that occurs with each new

owner. Neither of the above requirements have been readily available,

and at best demand can only be inferred from the length of current

ownership. Qualifications regarding length of ownership were dis-

cussed in Chapter III.
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Excluding the islands, Figure 12 indicates the year of parcel

acquisition by the current owner for the two county region. Lines

indicating the quintile ranges have also been superimposed on Figure

12 and indicate that the quintiles represent periods of unequal length.

It is also noted that with the exception of the current municipal owner

acquisitions in 1965, the fish company ownership changes in 1964 and

the port ownership changes in 1968, change of ownership in Clatsop

County has been less evident than in Columbia County in recent years.

It can also be noted from Figure 12 that public ownership of water-

front parcels is more evident in Clatsop County than in Columbia

County.

Columbia County exhibits not only more privately owned parcels,

but also a greater number of parcel acquisitions during recent years.

The fact a greater number of private parcels changed owners in re-

cent years in Columbia County can be interpreted to mean demand has

been greater in that county than in Clatsop County. Recognizing the

qualification that length of current ownership is an incomplete indi-

cator, demand appears to be more dynamic in Columbia County. Con-

versely, Clatsop County exhibits a more static pattern of ownership,

with the exception of the two dominating ownership changes during

1964 and 1965. As discussed in Chapter V the dominate changes

during 1964 and 1965 were largely administrative functions rather than

overt responses to demand.
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Clatsop County exhibits a static pattern of demand, at least in

part, because public ownerships account for numerous parcels along

the Columbia River waterfront. As noted earlier many of the public

parcels have restrictive qualities such as shallow water, tidal condi-

tions, small size as well as experiencing areal confinement between

the shore and the railroad. Many county owned parcels were obtained

as foreclosures during the depression years and it can be surmised

that if these parcels had potential they would have likely been pur-

chased by private interests.

The Clatsop County waterfront parcels in federal ownerships are

residuals from a period when the United States Navy maintained per-

sonnel and facilities in the area. Today the only federally owned

parcels which function in direct usage of the river are a few parcels

from which the Coast Guard bases it operations. Vast portions of the

federally owned acreage are not utilized in direct conjunction with the

river and are underutilized in general. State owned parcels are either

forest lands or small residuals remaining from the expansion of

Highway 30.

Numerous ownership changes dominated Columbia County during

1959 and 1971. The 1959 changes were concentrated in agricultural

Interzones II and III, while the 1971 changes occurred in St. Helens

and represented the ownership change of the marina cadastre. All
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other private ownership changes in Columbia County were diversified

by zone and not particularly unusual in nature.

The Columbia County demand is both diversified by zones and by

the years of current parcel acquisition. The diversity in Columbia

County indicates a relatively dynamic pattern among the current owner-

ships, while, the lack of diversity in Clatsop County portends a static

condition. It was shown earlier that Clatsop County waterfront par-

cels have more physically restrictive qualities than do those in

Columbia County and accordingly, it appears that those restrictions

have affected demand.

While the cycle of current ownerships in Columbia County are

not particularly tied to direct intensive or extensive river uses the

fact there does appear to be more cycling in recent years in Columbia

County than Clatsop County indicates a higher level of dynamism.

The presence of dynamic change, as compared to a lack of it, indi-

cates demand for waterfront parcels is evident in Columbia County

but is considerably less so in Clatsop County. However, it could not

be determined if the waterfront ownership changes might be tied to

speculation for future waterfront uses or not.

Finally it recognized there has been a mixed demand for the

islands. Although the islands were not integrated into the detailed

zonal analysis of the two county region they merit recognition.

Figure 13 indicates the year of acquisition by the various owner types.
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In Clatsop County the majority of the island parcels were acquired as

foreclosures during and after the economic depression of the 1930s.

Clatslop County prefers to retain the largely tidal islands in

protective custody as natural habitats for migratory waterfowl.

During the hunting season, waterfowl hunting is permitted on these

island parcels.

The privately owned parcels which changed ownership in the two

county region are primarily those with agricultural uses. Included

in this group are parcels on Tenasillahe and Svenson Islands in Clatsop

County. However it could not be fully determined why privately owned

island parcels in Columbia County changed ownership in the recent

period. The towboat acquisitions are apparent but the remaining

ownership changes are less clear. Two possible causes are owner-

ship change through recent inheritances, and overt or speculative

interest in the islands for recreational purposes.

Conclusions

The patterns of parcel distribution, parcel utility and parcel

ownership and demand have been analyzed by using the concepts of

distribution, resource utilization and functional interaction. In the

aggregate, the distributive patterns of the parcels indicate that over

60 percent of the lower Columbia River waterfront parcels are not

used in direct conjunction with the river. Although the riverfront is a
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unique resource, with the capability of providing an interface of

activity between water and land resources, the lower Columbia River

waterfront does not actively function in such a capacity. Riverfront

parcels function largely in a nonriver use, with nearly 15 percent of

that nonriver use being idle use.

Riverine use is lacking, at least in part, because physical or

dimensional factors restrict such use. There are relatively few rivers

front parcels which have a desirable mix of characteristics which are

amenable to deep draft navigational uses or specialized industrial

uses. Thus, although the Oregon shore of the lower Columbia River-

front is about 100 miles long, relatively short distances of the water-

front are usable for specialized riverfront uses.

Other studies have focused upon a very sizable area of the lower

Columbia River region, generally situated between the riverfront

and Highway 30 (USDI, BPA, 1968 and Oregon, Lower Columbia River

Task Force, 1974). This study has focused upon a very narrow strip

of waterfront land and has included the analysis of small and less

conspicuous parcels studied by others. For the most part, however,

the detailed study of the riverfront parcels further documents the fact

that the Oregon shore of the lower Columbia River is indeed an in-

active zone and has limited potential for waterfront transportation

uses or specialized industrial uses.
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At one time portions of the Oregon shore of the lower Columbia

River were considerably more dependent upon the river than they are

today. Other transportation modes serve the needs of the region,

for the most part, as well or better than does water transportation.

While the importance of specialized water transport needs and

specialized industrial needs cannot be dismissed, it must be recog-

nized that their significance in the study region have declined.

Accordingly, it has been shown that the utility of and demand of water-

front parcels accounts for less than 40 percent of the study parcels.

It is doubtful if the future will witness a resurgence of transport

and industrial activity along the waterfront of the lower Columbia

River. At present the region is a low density population area and

provides residents and visitors with recreational opportunities.

Perhaps its highest and best use in the future will be a continuance

of open space.

In conclusion, it is recognized the waterfront is but a small

share of the lower river region. While the waterfront and some study

parcels once functioned as determinants of regional growth in the

lower river region, it is doubtful the use of such parcels will be the

regional economic pace setters of the future.
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